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GRADE 4

AN INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
FOR THE FIRST 8 WEEKS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

Every child has the right
to live a literate life
every day, in every
classroom.

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

WELCOME TO
FOUNTAS & PINNELL
CLASSROOM™
AND THE POWER OF
RESPONSIVE TEACHING
The moment-to-moment instructional decisions that
teachers make, based on their observations and
analysis of students’ learning behaviors, are honored
and supported by Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.
In this system, you teach individual children, not a
program, and not a bunch of books. Consider each
lesson a blueprint, and each book an opportunity to
best support the learners in your classroom. Let your
teaching be what it is intended to be—authentic and
responsive to the children in your classroom.
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

Let’s get started!
You’ve opened the boxes.
You’ve organized your books
and teaching resources.
You’ve set up your classroom.
It’s ready for the hustle and
bustle of learning to begin.
Now, you may be asking
yourself, “How and where do
I get started with Fountas &
Pinnell Classroom™?” Start
here, with this instructional
plan—follow it, lean
on it, and shape it into

your own.

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
What is it?

THE BLUEPRINT

This plan outlines one example of the first eight weeks of instruction.

When do I use it?

AS NEEDED

Use it to get started, gain momentum, or simply as a reference during the first eight weeks.

Why do I use it?

BUILD
FAMILIARITY

Establish a rhythm and build familiarity with the system in the first eight weeks.

Who uses it?

FPC EDUCATORS

Teachers, administrators, staff developers, literacy coaches, interventionists

How do I use it?

AS A GUIDE

Follow it, lean on it, and shape it into your own.

What should
I do first?

LISTEN
AND LEARN

Watch a Video Overview to see how to use this 8 Week Instructional Plan
to get started with Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.
To view, visit fp.pub/FPCpreview or scan the QR code.

A few things to note:
The FPCYourself
Remind
PreviewDaily
Pack

Planning Tools

If youwork
Your
are using
as a teacher
this Instructional
of literacy Plan
is worthwhile
in conjunction
and important
with the FPC

Maintain momentum with digital resources and planning tools to sustain your

Preview Pack,
because
it transforms
you will the
see lives
thoseofresources
students.pictured throughout.

success with Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. See page 46 for more information.
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

THE BIG PICTURE
A Plan for the First Eight Weeks
The first eight weeks of school is a critical and important time—

THE FIRST EIGHT WEEKS
GRADE 4

PREVIEW PACK RESOURCES FOR DAYS 1–5

WEEK 1

time to get to know your students, introduce the classroom
learning spaces, establish routines and expectations, and plan

DAYS 1–5

priority instructional actions.
The culture of a classroom is often very different from any
environment that students have experienced outside of school.
In the classroom, students must learn how to work together
to become a community of learners. The additional routines,
possible larger class size, and higher expectations may take
time getting used to. That is why a specialized plan for the first
eight weeks of school is critical to establishing a productive and
positive classroom community.
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ is a system that allows you
to operationalize the vision and goals of responsive teaching—
teaching that responds to the needs, capabilities, and interests
of each individual student. The calendar at right provides an

■■ ■Establish morning meeting and
routines.

■■ ■■■Introduce INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD
and SHARED READING .

■■ ■Engage students in a series of lessons
on respect, behavior, and classroom
norms using MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 1:
Being a Respectful Member of the
Classroom Community.

■■ ■Have students help organize the
classroom library according to topics
and genres.

■■ ■Help students learn how to select
books to read and return them to the
classroom library.

WEEK 2
DAYS 6–10

■■ ■Teach students the guidelines and
routines for Reader’s Workshop.

■■ ■Begin conferring with students during
INDEPENDENT READING .

■■ MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 2: Getting
Started with Independent Reading.

■■ ■Involve students in Shared Writing.
■■ ■Show students that they can choose
books from a variety of fiction and
nonfiction genres.

■■ ■When students are involved in
independent literacy work, conduct
assessment conferences.

overview (the milestones) of the instructional plan that follows.
View it as a blueprint for creating a successful “getting started”
period with FPC. Of course, adjust the first eight-week blueprint
that follows to fit the competencies of your students.

Adapted from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Guide. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

WEEK 3
DAYS 11–15

■■ ■Continue to read aloud and use
shared reading and shared writing to
establish the learning community and
build up common reading materials
and mentor texts for writing.

■■ ■Teach students how to turn and talk to
each other in response to reading.

■■ ■Teach students the guidelines and
routines for Writers’ Workshop.

■■ ■Help students understand that there
are a variety of topics they can write
about.

■■ ■WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1:
Introducing a Reader’s Notebook.

■■ ■Begin PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD
STUDY lessons.

■■ ■Complete individual assessments and
form tentative guided reading groups
to begin in week 4.

WEEK 4

WEEKS 5–6

DAYS 16–20

■■ ■MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3: Living a
Reading Life.
(Carried over from week 3.)

■■ ■Teach students to remember their
thinking to prepare for writing in a
reader’s notebook.

■■ ■Teach students how to make book
recommendations to others.

■■ ■Teach students ways of responding to
text through talk to support writing in
a reader’s notebook.

■■ ■Begin GUIDED READING groups with
your lowest groups. Help students
learn the routines of the lesson.

■■ ■Teach students the guidelines and
routines for independent reading and
writing while you are meeting with
guided reading groups.

PREVIEW PACK RESOURCES FOR DAYS 31–35

WEEKS 7–8

DAYS 21–30

■■ ■Meet with all guided reading groups.
■

DAYS 31–40

■■ ■Continue to monitor independent work
and help students self-assess and
problem-solve as needed.

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 2:

Using a Reader’s Notebook.

■

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 3:

■

Writing Letters to Share Thinking
About Books.

■

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13:

Studying Memoir.
(Carries over into week 7.)

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 5:

Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction
Genres.

■

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 3:

Studying Authors and Their Processes.
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

TRANSFORMING
LITERACY EDUCATION

Every Day

READING MINILESSONS • Get started with the suggested sequence of
umbrellas, but the needs of your students always take priority when
selecting the right minilesson for the right time.

INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD • Establish the foundation of instruction with the
text set Inquiry Overview Cards, Lesson Folders and accompanying books
chosen to align with the suggested sequence.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ is based
on responsive teaching—this 8 Week
Instructional Plan is just one example
of how you might begin instruction in
your own classroom.
FPC was not designed to supplant
teacher expertise, but rather to
elevate and honor your expertise and
instructional decision making. Use this
instructional plan/suggested sequence
to get started, as a model, or to build
familiarity with the system, BUT rely on
your observations to guide your next
teaching move.

SHARED READING • Expand students literacy processing systems with the
many lessons in FPC that include activities for shared and performance
reading of texts from the FPC Interactive Read-Aloud, Book Club, and
Guided Reading Collections.

Shared reading and writing opportunities are woven throughout multiple
lessons to create coherence and enable students to make connections
across instructional contexts.

PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY • Dive into letters, words and how
language works with lessons that reflect the suggested sequence with
some modifications to accommodate observed classroom needs.
Grade 5 and 6 Word Study System in development for fall 2020.

GUIDED READING • Use the time you will eventually allot to guided reading

to assess your students and determine their instructional reading level
in the first few weeks of school followed by instruction within guided
reading groups.

BOOK CLUBS • Activate student agency and connect to learning with books
that stir captivating discussion and reinforce to the text sets in Interactive
Read-Aloud.

INDEPENDENT READING • Students choose books from the classroom library
based on their interests: topics, authors, genres, etc. and spend time daily
reading and writing independently. Create a daily/weekly schedule to confer
with individual students.

TRANSFORM NG L TERACY EDUCAT ON — EVERY DAY

FOUNTAS & P NNELL CLASSROOM™

DAY

31

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13

Studying Memoir

Memoirs are alike in many ways.
The definition of memoir is what is always true about it.

w

Writers tell about a memory of a time, place, person, or event in their
lives and why it was important to them.

RML4

Most memoirs are written in the first person.

RML5

A memoir often has a turning point, or a point when an important
decision is made.

RML6

The writer usually expresses new insight or a larger message.

w

w

Can students identify from whose point of view a story is being told?
Can they recognize when a book is written in first-person point of view?

w

Can they use the academic language narrator, point of view, and
first person?

Continuum
Connection

The Scraps Book: Notes from a Colorful Life by Lois Ehlert

w

After they turn and talk, ask a few students to share. Chart responses.

• identify what the writers learned about themselves,
• notice if the story is told in first person,

w

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ collection.
Sisters
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Goals
Inquiry

Communication

■Understand

problems that occur in everyday life,
including problems that may relate to readers’ lives.

that a memoir is an account of a set of
memories written by the person who experienced them.

Genre Study: Memoir Grade 4

1. Collect the books in the genre text set.
2. Immerse. Read aloud each book using the lesson guidelines. The primary goal should be enjoyment
and understanding of the book.
3. Study. After you have read these mentor texts, have students analyze characteristics or “noticings”
that are common to the texts, and list the characteristics on chart paper.
4. Define. Use the list of characteristics to create a short working definition of the genre.
5. Teach specific minilessons on the important characteristics of the genre.

artistic choices that support the content.

the meaning of words from the context of a
sentence or paragraph (e.g., glum, baffled, archrival,
advantage).

and understand texts with abrupt scene
transitions.

students bring together what they have learned and

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This memoir about Jorge Posada’s experiences learning to be a switch-hitter provides students with
an encouraging example of how perseverance can help someone master a difficult skill.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Most text is superimposed on pages tinted with Raúl Colón’s unique, texturized
watercolor wash and on his full-bleed, texturized watercolor paintings. Colón’s watercolor technique adds a sense of
motion and fluidity to the illustrations, which complements the subject matter.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity As they learn about the
determination, practice, and perseverance Jorge showed as he developed his skill as a baseball player, students will
understand better the importance of these qualities in their own development as individuals.

6. Read and Revise. Expand students’ understanding by encouraging them to talk about the genre in
appropriate instructional contexts (book clubs, independent reading conferences, guided reading
lessons, and shared reading lessons).

explore a topic in more depth.

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Running
■Use

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

■Derive

■Follow

text with multiple paragraphs, including dialogue, on a page; a mix of simple and complex sentences

of italics to indicate Spanish words, onomatopoetic words, Jorge’s internal thoughts, and for emphasis

■Some

use of Tier 2 vocabulary (e.g., glum, baffled, archrival, advantage); frequent use of domain-specific words
related to baseball (e.g., switch-hitter, curveball, sidearm, foul)

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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with your class. Use the Inquiry Overview Card to help

some academic vocabulary to talk about nonfiction
genre and literary features (e.g., memoir, message,
persuasive language).

the themes and messages in a memoir and
understand the relevance to their own lives.

After: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important moment,
series of events, person, or place in his or her life and has an important
message for the reader.

included in the Preview Pack. Choose one to “revisit”

and think critically about language that conveys
an emotional atmosphere in a memoir, affecting how the
reader feels (e.g., frustration, determination, elation).

Vocabulary

■Infer

w

Books and lessons from previous days’ instruction are

■Use

Comprehension

■Recognize

287

■Notice

■
Understand

Leon's Story

Before: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important time in
his or her life.

Reader’s Notebook

Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

Jorge Posada with Robert Burleigh
Nonfiction/Memoir
Genre Study: Memoir
• The Scraps Book
• Play Ball!
• The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza
• Twelve Kinds of Ice

Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Fatty Legs: A True Story

Knucklehead: Tall Tales and Almost-True
Stories of Growing Up Scieszka

Grade
Author

Messages
It can take a long time, and be difficult, to learn a new skill, but perseverance will help you meet your goal. When you
have a skill that gives you an advantage, use it.

Have students expressed an interest in reading biographies or historical
fiction?

w

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

Illustrator Raúl Colón
Genre
Text Set

Summary

Steps in a Genre Study

Discuss with students how a memoir can help them learn about and develop empathy
for someone who may be different from them.
Writing About Reading Encourage students to write in a reader’s notebook about
how first-person point of view impacts a story they read.

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Jorge Posada recalls the story of how, at his father’s urging, he learned to bat left-handed as a young ballplayer in
Puerto Rico. Frustrated, Jorge turns to his friends, who help him see the benefit of becoming a switch-hitter. Soon, his
new skill helps his team win against their local rivals.

Genre study gives students the tools they need to navigate a variety of texts with deep understanding.
There are six broad steps in a genre study. For further reading about the inquiry process and genre
study, refer to Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books (Fountas and Pinnell 2012).

w

w

Record the responses.

Play Ball!

Do they notice a turning point in the story, and how it affects the writer?
Do they use language such as genre, memoir, point of view, perspective,
reflection, message, turning point, and insight?

Read and Revise

Interactive Read-Aloud

Twelve Kinds
of Ice

A memoir provides factual information about a significant time, place, person, or event in the author’s
life and explains the significance. Often, the writer portrays a memory with an important message that
the reader can understand, relate to, and share feelings about. Usually told in the first person, a memoir
often contains a narrative that is reflective, telling only what counts. The books in this set will allow
students to make personal connections, relate to the authors’ messages, and learn about the structure
and variability of memoir.

Revisit Play Ball!

You Will Need
• Play Ball!
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Online images of Jose Posada (optional)
• Books and/or websites about artist Raúl
Colón (optional)
• Cardstock or heavy weight paper, watercolor
paints, colored pencils, and crayons (optional)
• A variety of objects that can be used to
create texture on the cardstock paper (e.g.,
toothpicks, sandpaper, the edge of a spiral
notebook, or other common items) (optional)

Interactive Read-Aloud

The Upside Down Boy/
El niño de cabeza

About This Text Set
For genre study, be sure that students think and talk about the meaning of each text before looking for
genre characteristics.

286

Book

Can they identify why the event, time, place, or person is important to
the writer?
Do they notice from what point of view the story is told?
Can they understand and articulate the larger message?

•
•

After completing the steps in the genre study process, help students read and revise
their definition of the genre based on their new understandings.

Some fiction books are written in the first person. If you read such a book during
interactive read-aloud, help students notice that all of the story’s action is seen
through the narrator’s eyes. Help them to notice when a fiction story is written in the
style of a memoir.

IRA

Genre Study

Play Ball!

The Scraps Book: Notes
from a Colorful Life

279

Do students notice how memoirs are alike?

•
•

•

When a story is told from the writer’s point of view, how do you learn what
other people in the story are thinking and feeling?

• identify the turning point and its effect on the writer, and

IRA

Memoir

w

Memoirs are usually told from the writer’s point of view. The writer is telling
the story. This is called first-person point of view.

• recognize the larger message.

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about nonfiction texts?

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.

Turn and talk to your partner again. What are some things you learn about
Juan because it is told from Juan’s point of view?

• notice similarities between them,
• notice what is always true and often true,

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

Talk to your group about the book you read today. Who is telling the story? How do
you know? What did you learn about the writer?

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

After they turn and talk, ask a few students to share. Chart responses. If
necessary, revise the responses throughout the lesson to make them more
generative.

As you read aloud and enjoy memoirs together, help students

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

Following independent reading time, gather students
together in the meeting area to talk in small groups.

Hold up The Upside Down Boy and read a page clearly written in the first
person, such as page 18.
Turn and talk to a partner. Who is telling the story? Who is the narrator?

w

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the study
of memoir?

w

•

Share

How do you know that?

Play Ball! by Jorge Posada

w

•

Review the chart and write the minilesson principle
at the top.
You might want to read a memoir today. If you
do, think about who is telling the story. Is it firstperson point of view? What do you learn about
the writer?

To help students understand how first-person point of view provides important
information to the reader, engage them in noticing the voice in familiar texts. Here
is an example.

The Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe Herrera

Read a page clearly written in the first person, such
as the page beginning “I created lots of art.”

What did you learn today?
w

Minilesson

Understand that a memoir is an
account of a memory or set of
memories written by the person
who experienced it (p. 62)

w

Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

WHOLE CLASS

w
w

Genre Study: Memoir

in the first person.

TEXT SET 4

Assessment
After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors across instructional contexts.

w

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about first-person point of view.

Assess Learning
Observe students when they discuss memoir. Notice if there is evidence of new
learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

point of view
first person

w

Studying Memoir

Have a Try
Invite the students to repeat the lesson in small groups
using The Scraps Book.

When students think about who is telling a story, they can anticipate the kind
of information the writer can reveal, such as internal thoughts, feelings, and
motivations told from the author’s perspective. They also begin to use context clues
to infer the writer’s point of view.

narrator

Umbrella 13

LA.U13.RML4

Goal
Understand that a memoir often is written from the author’s point of view or
perspective.

Rationale

chart paper and markers

w
w

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Section 2: Literary Analysis

LA.U13.RML4: Most memoirs are written

Most memoirs are written in the first person.

familiar memoirs, such as The
Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe
Herrera and The Scraps Book by
Lois Ehlert, from Text Set: Genre
Study: Memoir

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

Before Teaching Umbrella 13 Minilessons
When students study a genre, they learn what to expect when reading a text, expand
important comprehension skills, examine the distinguishing characteristics of a
genre, and develop the tools they need to navigate a variety of types of written
documents. There are six broad steps in the process of a genre study, which are
described on pages 39–41.
Prior to beginning a genre study of memoir, select a variety of clear examples of
memoir for students to read and enjoy. Before guiding students to look for genre
characteristics, be sure that they first become immersed in the books, thinking and
talking about the meaning of each text and enjoying the stories. These shared literary
experiences will provide a backdrop of examples. Choose texts that focus on an
important time, place, person, or event and have a reflective element in which the writer
learns something about himself and the reader learns a larger message.
Use the following books from the Fountas & Pinnell ClassroomTM Interactive
Read-Aloud Collection text sets or use memoirs that you have on hand.

RML 4

Reading Minilesson Principle

LA.U13.RML4

Studying Memoir
You Will Need

RML1
RML2
RML3

RML 4

Umbrella 13

Genre Study: Memoir

Minilessons in This Umbrella

STUDYING MEMOIR

Lessons/books/
esou ces a e
den ed by
name on he day
hey a e augh
he s me

1

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Revisit class-created Readers’ Theater for
Play Ball!

SPELLING PATTERNS 5: Understand That
Some Words Have a Double Consonant

Understand That Some Words
Have a Double Consonant

Thumbna s se ve
as a v sua cue
o y ou ha
esson/day/week
om he FPC
P ev ew Pack

SPELLING PATTERNS 5
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan

Online Resources
f
SP 5

XX
Consider Your Students

f
SP 5
f
SP 5

Throughout this lesson students work with multisyllable words
that have a double consonant pattern in the middle or at the end.
Before beginning this lesson, it will be helpful if students have
experience working with two-syllable words. Gaining familiarity
with a variety of double consonant spelling patterns will enable
students to read and spell longer words more effortlessly.

f
SP 5

Task Sheet
Word Grids
Game Cards
Directions for Word Grid

Other Materials
f
chart paper

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach an assortment
of patterns with double
consonants.

XX
Working with English Language Learners
The more practice English language learners have with finding
and noticing patterns in written language, the easier it will be for
them to read and spell new words. Actively model how students
can relate new words to words they already know. Periodically
throughout the lesson check with students to be sure they
understand the meanings of the words being used. Build into the
lesson a time when students can identify any words with double
consonant patterns that they do not know.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE
Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant.

Double consonants appear in the middle and at the end of a
number of common multisyllable words. The two consonants
together stand for a single sound. Recognizing this recurring
spelling pattern will help students become more flexible in
breaking apart and solving words with more than one syllable.

Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound in
the middle of a multisyllable
word.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound at
the end of a multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 19
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Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Double Consonant

Book

Silly World Records . . .
and How to Beat Them

Level

• Silly World Records . . . and How to Beat
Them, Level N

Ricardo Santos
Nonfiction/Expository

oral vocabulary through
reading (world
world record, feat, all
fours).

■
Understand the

use of second
person in a nonfiction text.

■

You Will Need

Book
Level

• Looking at Snowflakes, Level R
• pocket
chart
Word
Work

Author

and understand how
■
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
the graphics and sidebars
complement the body of the text.to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
Writing About Reading
• Words: brook, droop, foot, look, loose,
■
proof, roots, shook, spool, stood
• Recording Form

Genre

You Will Need

Book
Level

• The Strange Story of Ketchup, Level O
• pocket chart
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Words: breaker, deadly, feast, great,
leaves, peach, spread, steaks, weapons

Looking at Snowflakes

Reading

and describe
characteristics of expository
nonfiction.

■

■
Add to vocabulary through

Silly World Records . . . and How to

Goals

Beat Them, Level N

photographs add
to the information in a text.

Language and Literary
Features

■
Nonfiction

■
Figurative

language (The world’s
fastest swimmers can slice
through water like fish.)

■
Expository

Text Structure
■
Divided

into sections

■
Language that

speaks directly to
the reader (But you could enjoy
that glory without being a top
sports star.)

■
Underlying

structural patterns
(categorical, temporal sequence,
description)

Reading
Words

■
Understand

and acquire contentspecific words that require using
definitions within the body of
a text or the glossary (crystal,
complex, humidity).

■
Search
■

for and use information
from graphics (photographs,
diagram).

■
Notice
■ parts

of words and connect
them to other words to solve
them.

■
Content

interesting to and
relevant for the reader (silly world
records)

■
A balance

■
Variation

requires
inferential thinking (challenging
yourself)

beginning with

■
Some words that

Genre/Form

■

■
Language that

language (This
snowflake is a long, hollow
column that looks like a needle.)
speaks directly
to the reader (Imagine you are
somewhere very cold.)

■
Embedded

interview

engage
and interest readers and expand
knowledge (snowflakes)

longer sentences with more
than twenty words and many
embedded phrases and clauses

■
New content that will

content that requires the
reader to search for information in
graphics (diagram, photographs
with captions)

beginning with
phrases (Depending on its size,
you could be holding thousands
or even millions of snowflakes.)

particular to a
discipline (crystal, temperature,
humidity)

largest, unusual)

■
Deeper meaning

about content
familiar to most readers (complex
history of common food)

Illustrations
■
Graphics that

provide information
that matches and extends the
text (photographs with captions,
diagram)

■
Some words that

appear in the
vocabulary of mature language
users (squirt, poisonous,
popularity)

pictures that
provide important information
placed in sidebars and
graphics that provide important
information

■
Table

of contents, headings,
labels, glossary

■
Full

range of punctuation

1
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1

Uncle Willie and the
Soup Kitchen

New Shoes

Fly Away

Book Clubs

Hoop Hustle

About This Text Set
What is empathy? Empathy is the ability to understand and share the feelings of others. The characters
or subjects in these books attempt to do just that, motivated by a desire to help and an ability to put
others’ needs before their own. The messages in these books reflect the idea that if you can understand
the suffering of another person or creature, you will take action to help them. Students will make
connections to their own experiences with helping others or to simply treating others with kindness.

Book Clubs

Step Right Up

A Symphony of Whales

Book Clubs

Title

Uncle Willie and the Soup
Kitchen

Grade

4

Author/
Illustrator DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan
Genre
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Uncle Willie is fun to be with, but it’s the soup kitchen where he works that really makes
him smile. To find out why, read Uncle Willie and the Soup Kitchen.

Summary

The Boy and the Whale

Set in New York City, this story is narrated by a young boy who wonders about the homeless
people he sees in the streets and feels concerned about them. His mother suggests that he
ask his kind and lively Uncle Willie to take him to the soup kitchen where he volunteers most
days. Shy and perhaps fearful at first, the boy becomes increasingly comfortable as he helps
the cheerful workers prepare and serve food. He discovers that the soup kitchen is a warm,
caring place where people who are hungry can get help and not feel so alone.

While reading the books in this text set, help students make connections to their own experiences, and
facilitate ways of learning and finding out more about empathy.
What are the problems the characters face in these books, and how are they similar to one another?

Messages and Themes

■

What do the characters’ choices tell about each of them?

■
Sometimes you need to go beyond your comfort zone to do a good thing.

How do the characters in each of these books change by the end of each story?

■
Helping others is not only a good thing to do but rewarding for those who do it.

■
■

■
Young people can make a difference.

How do both the authors and illustrators of these books show the reader that time is passing?

■

Essential Question and Big Ideas
Engage students by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk
about the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also
be explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Listening and Speaking
■
Actively participate in conversation during

small-group discussion
and add on

■
Infer that the boy was comforted by the

fact that the soup kitchen was a cheerful,
caring place where a person would not feel
so lonely

Extend the Discussion

Building Deep Understanding
■
Understand that being homeless seems

■
Write how this experience shows the boy

that he can help people

lonely and scary to the young boy

Messages and Themes
preserve their dignity.

■
Express and reflect on their own feelings,

and recognize the feelings of others

■
Relate story details to racial prejudice and

systemwide oppression

■
Infer from the illustrations Ella Mae’s sense

of humiliation and anger and her mother’s
protectiveness and sense of caution

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how setting up their own store

helped the girls and people in their
community

Jake Maddox
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

strengths.

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Use respectful turn-taking conventions
■
Invite each other to provide evidence

Building Deep Understanding
■
Infer the value of keeping secrets, sharing

them selectively, and sometimes fully
sharing them

Though desperate to make the basketball varsity team, Brian rejects help from his father,
a basketball legend. When Brian stays out past his curfew, his father makes him volunteer
at the senior center, where he is paired up with George, a former player who teaches
him helpful skills. When George has surgery, Brian practices with his father and, to his
surprise, enjoys the experience. At the final scrimmage, Brian doesn’t play as well as his
competition, Mike, but regains his confidence when George shows up. In the end, both
boys make the team.

■
Understand that some characters have a

special connection but that all support and
love one another

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how Lucy learns to accept her

singing voice without shame and to see
her strengths
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complimentary copies of one of the text set titles.

■
Knowing you’ve done your best is more important than winning.
■
Even when you think your goal is hopeless, keep trying: it may still be within your reach.
■
Not only can you learn from others, but relationships can provide important support and

inspiration.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Use respectful turn-taking conventions
■
Talk about what went well and what you

want to work on to get better

Building Deep Understanding
■
Infer that Brian’s growing skills and inner

■
Understand that other people can help us

develop skills and grow as people

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how Brian changes throughout

the book, including details about his
relationship with his father

confidence help him stop comparing
himself to his father

Understanding how others feel can give you a new perspective.
© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

the Discussion Card for each title in the set, and six

Messages and Themes

■
Most people have things they can and can’t do well. Accept your weaknesses, and cultivate your

Continuum
Connection

Hoop Hustle
4

Author
Genre

Desperate to make the varsity basketball team, Brian stays out too late practicing. To
teach Brian a lesson, his father makes him volunteer at the senior center. How will Brian
get enough practice now? Read Hoop Hustle to find out.

Summary

Messages and Themes

Goals

■
Agree and disagree respectfully

Building Deep Understanding

Title
Grade

Book Talk

Summary
Lucy, the only one in her musical family who cannot carry a tune, narrates this story about
their trip to Aunt Frankie’s farm. Teddy, the youngest child, sings to Lucy in secret, though
without the words. Lucy’s other secret is her poem writing. The family arrives in time to
help Aunt Frankie prepare for the flooding of the nearby river. An overnight storm leaves
the house untouched, but then Teddy wanders off. To find him, Lucy makes herself sing
“The Birdies Fly Away,” and Teddy responds in kind. The book ends with Lucy’s father
praising her poem.

but is worthwhile.

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking

The Preview Pack contains the Inquiry Overview Card,

Book Clubs
Fly Away
4

Author/
Illustrator Patricia MacLachlan
Genre
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Book Talk
This book is all about families and the title comes from the song “The Birdies Fly Away.” To
find out why the song is important to Lucy, who cannot carry a tune—and to the rest of her
family—read Fly Away by Patricia MacLachlan.

■
Using your own voice—to sing aloud, speak your truth, or show creative work— takes courage

■
Young people can make a difference.

Continuum
Connection

Title
Grade

Begin numbering this
book on the right-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “My cousin
Charlotte hands me the
package. . . .”

Summary
This story is set in the South in 1950. Ella Mae and her mother, who are black, enter a
shoe store, but the owner first waits on the white family who came after them. Then,
since black people are not allowed to try on shoes, Ella Mae’s mother has to trace her
daughter’s feet on paper to show the size. Shocked and angry, Ella Mae asks her cousin
Charlotte to help her create a store where black people can try on shoes. The girls do
chores for a nickel and a pair of used shoes and then use the coins for shoe polish. They
sell the shoes to their neighbors.

■
People cannot always fight oppression directly, but they can find other ways to resist it and

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

■
Learn how to focus on the important ideas

If you understand
what someone is going
through, you might be
able to help them.

Why is it important to try
to understand the
feelings of others?

Book Clubs
New Shoes
4

Author
Susan Lynn Meyer
Illustrator Eric Velasquez
Fiction/Historical
Genre

Book Talk
Ella Mae is getting new shoes for the first time, since this year the hand-me-down
ones from her cousin don’t fit. It’s 1950 in the South, and going to a store is not always
comfortable for someone black. To find out why, read New Shoes.

■
Life is not always fair, and sometimes you need to be resourceful.
Continuum
Connection

Grade 4

It can make a difference
to someone if they feel
understood.

Title
Grade

Begin numbering this
book on the left-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “‘Talk to me,’
says Uncle Willie when
he picks me up from
school.”

Book Talk

You might wish to refer to the following additional books and the Inquiry Overview Card for the
corresponding text set in Interactive Read-Aloud.

Empathy

INDEPEND.

Vocabulary

■
Captions with
■
Print

BC

Empathy

The Crane Wife

Student choice and confer with individual
students.

range of plurals (tomatoes,
berries, thousands)
connectives (and,
because, so)

of graphics that add
information and support the
readers’ interpretation of the text
(photographs, map)

Book and Print Features

range of punctuation

Thinking About Books

Teacher prepares to facilitate book clubs
for this text set on days 32–35. Students
continue to read the book they selected.

provided.)

■
Full

■
Common

Illustrations
■
A range

beginning with
phrases or subordinate clauses
(And, believe it or not, the sauce
was made of fish.)
a wide variety of
punctuation based on complexity
(But one kind of ketchup was
missing: tomato ketchup.)

of contents, headings,
sidebars, pronunciation guides,
labels, numbered list, glossary

■
Full
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TEXT SET 2

used to show
chronological order (Over time,
people learned that tomatoes
weren’t poisonous.)

■
Many sentences

■
Sentences with

Themes and Ideas

Book and Print Features

■
Some words

about content
familiar to most readers but not
fully explained (complexity in
nature)

■
Language

Sentence Complexity

of familiar and new

content that requires the
reader to search for information
in graphics (map, labeled

affixes (humidity,

describe
things (tangy, boring, moldy)

■
Table

Vocabulary

■
Deeper meaning

into sections

structural patterns
(categorical, chronological
sequence, description,
comparison and contrast)

■
A balance

(formation, substances,
Fahrenheit)

■
Many sentences

■
Much

Themes and Ideas

and include appropriate
and important details when
summarizing a text.

■
Many adjectives that

Words

language (Their
ketchup was brown, thin, and
salty.)

■
Much

■
Many multisyllable words

Sentence Complexity
■
Some

Content

with a small group of students. (6 copies of each title

■
Select

■
Descriptive

Content

use of reference tools (surface,
hexagon, irregular)

Words

■
Base words with

from the Grade 4 Guided Reading Collection to try

Writing About Reading

The Strange Story of Ketchup, Level O

Language and Literary
Features

■
Underlying

■
New vocabulary requiring the

■
Descriptive

into sections

structural patterns
(categorical, description, temporal
sequence, cause and effect)

words based on sounds
represented by the vowel
pattern ea.

■

■
Divided

Looking at Snowflakes, Level R

Language and Literary
Features

■
Divided

■
Underlying

■Sort

■

Text Structure
Book and Print Features
Analysis
of Book Characteristics

Genre/Form

appear in the
■
■
Nonfiction
vocabulary of mature language
■
Expository
users (thrilling, smashing,
four-legged)
Text Structure

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.
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EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

previous
understandings with the new
understandings the text provides.

Word Work

This expository text is organized categorically and includes labels, sidebars, and a map. The
book tells the history of tomato ketchup, from a time when tomatoes were thought to be poisonous to now, when it is
a widely used condiment.

choose to write about a topic.

phrases or subordinate clauses (If
How The Book Works This expository nonfiction book explains the formation of snowflakes and describes their
you are quick, you could break a
common shapes. It concludes with an interview with a snowflake scientist. Photographs, a diagram, and a numbered
record without breaking a sweat.)
list support
and extend understanding.
■

Vocabulary

■
Abstract theme that

■
Compare

Analysis of Book Characteristics

based on sounds
represented by the vowel
pattern oo.

■
Identify why a writer might

in sentence length and

structure
■
Many sentences

of familiar and new

content

Themes and Ideas

SMALL GROUP

larger messages about
beauty and complexity in nature.

■
Sort words

Writing About Reading

Sentence Complexity

and describe
characteristics of nonfiction.

silently at a slightly faster
rate than when reading orally
while maintaining comprehension

■
Infer the

opinions about a text and
give rationales and examples.
previous
understandings with new
understandings the text provides.

phrasing and
Illustrations
intonation.

Word Work

■
Share

■
Compare

■
Read with
■

Content

■
Understand

consistent self-

■
Read

Think
about
the
readers
and the
behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level R in
How The Book Works This expository text describes silly world records that
people
have
set.
It provides
directions
Fountas
& Pinnell Literacy
Continuum.
for how to perform some of these feats and tips to help readers excel at someThe
others.
Photographs
with captions
and Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may
be appropriate.
sidebars extend meaning.

larger message—
everyday things may have a
complex history.

■
Understand that

multisyllable words by
taking them apart using syllables.

■
Demonstrate

■
Infer the

reading ((tangy, poisonous,
popularity
popularity).

variety of graphics (photographs,
■
Solve

Genre/Form

O
Catrina A. Thomas
Nonfiction/
Expository

Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level O in
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum.. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may

■
Understand

Analysis of Book Characteristics

The Strange Story
of Ketchup

Author
Genre

Goals

R

Lara Anderson
Nonfiction/Expository

Guided Reading

■
Notice

all dimensions of

fluency.

Guided Reading

■
Add to

and use punctuation

marks.
flexibility using
different ways to solve words.

reading to accommodate
compound sentences and
sentences with variety in order of
clauses.

■
Read with

GR

■
Notice

■
Demonstrate
■
Adjust

GR

Reading

The Preview Pack contains one title per text level

N

Author
Genre

Goals
Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level N in
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum.. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may
be appropriate.

Guided Reading

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Recording Form

GR

Meet with groups C, A, and D.

You Will Need
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Alternative Option 2: Move the Text Set 2 Book Club to
week 8 (days 36–40) to allow more time for students
to concentrate on book clubs.

Independent Reading

Independent Reading

Independent Reading

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Title
Grade
Author

Capybaras After Dark
the Night)
4
Heather M. Moore Niver

Photographers

Various

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s)

Learning about wild animals helps
you understand the natural world.
There is a huge variety of animal life
in the world.

Title

The Tale of Despereaux

Title

The Magic Pomegranate

Grade

4

Grade

4

Author
Illustrator
Genre

Author

Kate DiCamillo

Illustrator

Timothy Basil Ering

Genre

Fiction/Fantasy

Message(s) It’s okay to be different. Forgiveness helps

you and the person you are forgiving. Don’t
judge someone based on first impressions.

Book Talk
Book Talk

Peninnah Schram
Melanie Hall
Fiction/Folktale

Message(s) The greatest of good deeds involve

sacrifice. Clever people working together
can solve even the hardest problems.

Book Talk

h P
u

w Pa

n on un

on a n
on w h h

amp
o

Con

ng Ca d

pond ng boo

Here’s a quiz. Which would you rather have: A) a magic glass that can show you what’s happening
Tiny Despereaux is a mouse who is different from the other mice in his community. He loves books
anywhere in the world; B) a magic carpet that will carry you swiftly through the air to wherever you

and music and falls in love with a princess. When he breaks the important mouse rule about
want to go; or C) a pomegranate? Caref
Careful, it’s a trick question! Read this folktale to find out about a
Can you imagine a guinea pig the size of a big dog? Capybaras, cousins to guinea pigs, are the
speaking to humans, the other mice send him to a dungeon to be eaten by rats. Will he ever be the
surprising pomegranate.
largest rodents in the world. They are most active at night, spend a lot of time in the water, and
princess’ knight in shining armor and live happily ever after? Read this exciting book to find out.
hang around in herds, making all kinds of sounds. Check out this book in the Animals of the Night
Summary
series to learn all about these amazing animals.
Summary
The Magic Pomegranate, a Jewish folktale, tells of three brothers who set out in different directions,
In this Newbery Award-winning novel, a tiny mouse named Despereaux, who is unlike any other
agreeing to reunite in 10 years, each bringing an unusual gift. The oldest purchases a magic glass
Summary
mouse he knows, falls in love with Princess Pea, who lives in the castle with her father the King.
that will show what’s happening anywhere in the world. The second brother buys a flying carpet.
Capybaras are semiaquatic, nocturnal rodents living in Central and South America. Related to
Despereaux is sentenced by the other mice to die at the claws of the rats in the dungeon for
The youngest brother finds a tree with a single pomegranate. The fruit falls into his hands when
guinea pigs and chinchillas, capybaras are the largest rodents in the world. Adult capybaras are
interacting with humans. A few years earlier, Roscuro, a rat who loves the light, escaped the
he reaches for it and the tree vanishes. When the brothers meet again, they compare the gifts. The
about two feet tall at the shoulder and between three and four feet long—about the size of a large
dungeon to see the light in the castle. He fell into the Queen’s soup, and she died of shock. The
oldest brother looks through his glass and sees a sick princess in a far-off kingdom. Together the
dog. Capybaras live in herds and are very social animals. Although herds will often live near each
King, in his grief, outlawed soup throughout the kingdom. We then meet Miggory (“Mig”) Sow, a
brothers fly on the second brother’s magic carpet to the royal palace, where the youngest brother
other, their grazing areas are separate, defended territories. They are herbivores, eating only
girl who lives a sad life, having been sold by her father and abused by her new “uncle.” She wants
cures the princess by feeding her part of his pomegranate. The wise princess chooses to marry
plants, such as grasses, melons, and grains. Capybaras are vocal, making a variety of sounds,
desperately to be a princess. Mig is a very simple girl, but she manages to get a job in the castle.
the youngest brother because he selflessly gave up part of his pomegranate to heal her, while the
including barks, chirps, and whistles, to communicate with each other and to protect their members
There, she becomes entangled in Roscuro’s selfish plot to kidnap Princess Pea. Despereaux
other two brothers still have their unchanged magic objects. The wedding is celebrated, and the
from danger, such as an attack by predators. Young capybaras—able to run, swim, and dive within
rescues Princess Pea, who then invites Roscuro to leave behind his dark ways and live peacefully
three brothers and the princess all become royal advisors.
hours of birth—are cared for by any nursing female in the herd. The author includes some tips about
in the light of the castle. Soup is again allowed in the land and Mig is reunited with her father, who
how to stay safe if face-to-face with a capybara. The book begins with a glossary and a table of
regrets having sold her and now treats her like a princess. And DespereauxFocus
becomeson
a friend
and
Themes
and Ideas
contents and ends with a list of further resources and an index.
companion to Princess Pea, and they live mostly happily ever after.
Point out that some folktales were told to teach a moral, or lesson, to the listener. Help the student
understand the moral of this story by reviewing the princess’ reasoning. Although all the brothers
Focus on Book and Print Features

ou own

a

oom b a

o

hoo o a

ba

Focus on Language and Literary Features

make contributions to the princess’ cure, only the youngest brother loses something by his selfless
Unlike most nonfiction books, the glossary in this book comes before the table of contents. With
This story is told as third-person narrative, and the narrator speaks directly to the reader
act. Explain that giving of oneself or giving up something of one’s own is considered the mark of
the student, review the words defined in the glossary. What do these words lead the student to
throughout the story (e.g., pages 58, 61, 66). Invite the student to turn to some parts where the
the greatest kind of good deed in the Jewish tradition.
expect from this book? Invite the student to describe how placing the glossary up front changes
narrator addresses the reader, and discuss why author Kate DiCamillo might have decided to write
her experience with this book, as compared to other nonfiction books.
the story this way. The Coda at the end of the book also sheds light on the narrator’s purpose.
Reread the Coda with the student, and talk together about why DiCamillo might have added this
part at the end. (Note: You might also wish to explain what a coda is.)
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Instructional Plan pages showing a single, full-width table identify the resources that are provided as
samples in the FPC Preview Pack for you to use in conducting the day’s instruction.
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

Your classroom

As you prepare to implement or “experience a few weeks” in Fountas &

is a place where students learn how to

Pinnell Classroom™, consider how the sequence of books may impact

read, write, and expand their language
skills, but it is so much more. It is a
place where they learn how to be

your decision making and use of this instructional plan.

INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD • Books are in a recommended sequence based
on typical instructional emphases and the likely needs of a classroom
community throughout the school year.

confident, self-determined, curious,
kind, literate members of a community.
Here, they grow as thoughtful users

SHARED READING • Books from the FPC Interactive Read-Aloud, Book
Club and Guided Reading Collections that are well-suited to shared and
performance reading are identified by the shared reading context tile
throughout each FPC Collection Guide/System Guide.

of literacy, engage in learning that
extends beyond the walls of the
classroom, and see themselves and
the world reflected in the books they
read, write, think about, and talk about

every day.

GUIDED READING • Books are organized by text level according to the F&P

Text Level Gradient™. Language structures and high-frequency words
were considered in providing a recommended sequence.

BOOK CLUBS • Text sets are in a recommended sequence and are related
to the text sets in Interactive Read-Aloud, focusing on genres, authors,
themes, or topics that are common to both.

INDEPENDENT READING • There is no sequence of books for Independent
Reading as children select books to read based on their interests. However,
it is important to provide support and guidance for productive choices
through book talks, minilessons, and quick individual conferences.

“Texts are the tools of your craft.”
The goal is to continuously select the right texts for
the many precise jobs that are required to sustain and
expand children’s literacy learning.

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

DAY

12

DAY

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1

INTRODUCING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

WAR.U1.RML3: Keep a tally of the

read on your reading list.

kinds of books you read.

TEXT: Heroes

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Social Studies

TEXT SET 2
WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 2
WHOLE CLASS

13

WAR.U1.RML2: Record each book you

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

TEXT: La Mariposa

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder

Do Readers’ Theater for IRA book,
Heroes, found in Online Resources

Individual Assessments

Student choice and confer with
individual students

SMALL GROUP
INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP
INDEPENDENT

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming
book club.

Be on the lookout
for the pencil icon
throughout this
instructional plan
that highlights
opportunities for
writing.

a Word into Syllables to Decode
Manageable Units

Individual Assessments

TEXT SET 1

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Drama and Art

WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 3: Break

WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 2: Break
a Word into Syllables to Decode
Manageable Units

FRIENDSHIP

Cross-Curricular
Connection:
Suggestions for
responding to the
text, which may
include science and
social studies, art,
drama, and various
writing options,
can be found on
applicable lesson
folder.

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1

INTRODUCING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming
book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students

Use the pages with multiple tables to follow the progression of teaching
suggested by this 8-week instructional plan.

9

Use the righthand column
for notes and
observations.

10

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

EXPERIENCE A NEW FRONTIER IN LITERACY EDUCATION
THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™ Preview

Pack
Independent Reading

Independent Reading

Title

Dumpling Days (Pacy Lin)

Grade

4

Author/
Illustrator

Grace Lin

Genre

Fiction/Realistic

Message(s)

All cultures have long-standing traditions
and beliefs. Learning about your family’s
past can help you understand yourself. No
one is all one thing or another.

Independent Reading

Independent Reading

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Title

The Extraordinary Education of Nicholas
Benedict [The Mysterious Benedict Society]

Title

The Ugly One

Grade

4

Grade

5

Author

Trenton Lee Stewart

Author

Leanne Statland Ellis

Illustrator

Diana Sudyka

Genre

Fiction/Historical

Fiction/Fantasy (Mystery)

Message(s)

Beauty comes in many forms. Life is
full of unexpected events. A small act
of kindness can have a large impact.

Genre

Message(s) One person’s good deeds can inspire

good deeds in others. Life is better when
you share it with good friends. If you are
persistent, you may reach your goal.

Book Talk

Do you enjoy reading stories that sweep you back to ancient times? The Ugly One is a storyBook
about

Title

Stinkiest! 20 Smelly Animals [Extreme
Animals]

Grade

5

Author/
Illustrator

Steve Jenkins

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s)

The natural world offers many interesting
examples of ways to survive and thrive.

Talk

Maybe you’ve heard of stinkbugs, and you probably know to avoid a run-in with a skunk. But did
Micay, a girl living long ago in the Incan empire. A scar marks her face, so many in her mountain
Book Talk
youaknow there are lots of other animals that use horrible odors to protect themselves or warn
village call her “the Ugly One.” One day, a stranger passes through the village and gives Micay
Pacy doesn’t want to spend a whole month visiting relatives in Taiwan. Mom says it will be a fun
In this prequel to The Mysterious Benedict Society books, meet Nicholas Benedict. He’s a geniusbaby bird, and her life begins to change in ways she never expected. Can Micay find her place
away
predators? In Stinkiest! you can read about gooey geckos, gassy birds, and more smelly, but
in her
trip, but Mom’s idea of fun doesn’t always match Pacy’s. Once there, although for once she looks
9-year-old orphan who never forgets anything. Nicholas has always had to rely only on himself,village?
but Do the gods have a destiny, even for a girl so scarred? Journey with Micay to find out.
interesting, animal life hacks!
like everyone around her, Pacy can’t read any of the signs or speak the language. Will she ever fit in,
now things are changing. Together with new friends John and Violet, he’s trying to solve the puzzle of
if she can’t fit in here?
Summary
Summary
a missing treasure. But will the treasure turn out to be what they expect? Read this story to find
out!
In this
Micay, whom villagers call “the Ugly One” because of a disfiguring facial scar, is twelve on the
day engaging book, author/illustrator Steve Jenkins features twenty animals with unique,
Summary
Summary
odor-reliant
methods for protecting themselves from predators. A brief introduction describes
that a stranger comes to her village and gives her a sickly baby macaw with the unlikely name
of
American-born Pacy Lin doesn’t speak or read Chinese and would rather visit Hawaii or California
Nicholas Benedict, a 9-year old orphan, has a photographic memory and narcolepsy. As the story
the benefit to animals of using strong smells as a survival mechanism. Then the reader is treated
Sumac Huanacauri (Handsome Rainbow). She nurses Sumac back to health, and the two become
than her relatives in Taiwan. From the moment she arrives there with her family, she feels like a
begins, he's moving to a new orphanage. There he meets John, a friendly 12-year-old boy orphaned
to twenty brief profiles of animals that use odors for defense. Some, including skunks, polecats,
inseparable. As Sumac grows, Micay deals with bullying and vivid, upsetting dreams. One day,
ghost—invisible and overlooked—though at least she finally looks like everyone else, unlike at home,
a year earlier, and a trio of bullies called the Spiders who target Nicholas. Mr. Collum, the orphanage
bugs, and opossums, spray foul or stinging liquids on attackers or other perceived threats.
Sumac leads Micay to the hut of Paqo, the village’s shaman and healer, who gives her a newstink
name,
where she and her sisters are the only Asians in their school. Even her artistic ability seems to have
director, locks Nicholas in a windowless room at night, so that his narcolepsy and the accompanying
One and
animal, the European roller bird, vomits on itself; and another, the three-toed sloth, uses the
Learning Girl, and teaches her about the spirit world and medicine. When drought strikes, Paqo
vanished, as Pacy struggles to learn Chinese painting in the art class she’s taking. As the month
nightmares won't disturb the other children. Nicholas gets to know the rest of the small quirkyother
staff—shamans meet to find out whether the gods are offended. Micay joins the shamans bound
foul odor
for from algae growing in its fur as scent camouflage. Still other animals, such as the tree
progresses, Pacy visits with relatives in Taipei and Taichung, tries new foods, gets lost in the middle
anxious, inept handyman Mr. Pileus; pain-riddled housekeeper Mrs. Brindle; and the cook Mr. Griese,
pangolin
Machu Picchu, Sacred Sun City, to ask the Sacred Rock to heal her scar. Ucho, who has bullied
Micay and ring-tailed lemur, use scent to mark and defend their territories. Jenkins’s torn- and
of a bustling market, and through it all, learns about her Chinese and Taiwanese heritage, including
who shares a mutual attraction with Mrs. Brindle. Nicholas and John, shunned by the other orphans
for years, tags along, having promised Paqo to watch over Micay. On the journey, Micay runscut-paper
into her collages are attractive and engaging, and the book’s pages include plenty of white
why her parents left. She comes to accept her family’s past and its influence on her life, and even
at the order of the Spiders, meet Violet, a deaf and mute 14-year-old girl from a nearby farm. The
space,
brother as he returns home from tending the empire’s roads. He tells her that a jaguar scarred
her as well as size guides and maps of where each animal can be found, and what it typically
realizes it is something that she no longer wants to deny, but to embrace as a part of who she is.
three try to find a missing treasure that belonged to Mrs. Rothschild, who lived in the manor before
A graphic-organizer spread groups the animals by how they use scent, and a glossary and
face when she was young and that he felt responsible for not preventing the incident. Wheneats.
Micay
Note: The book includes a letter from Grace Lin’s parents about their family’s real trip to Taiwan
it became an orphanage. Mr. Collum is also searching for the treasure, because the orphanageapproaches
needs
bibliography
end the book.
the Sacred Rock, she cuts her hair, which hides her scar, as an offering. But instead
of
when Grace was a child, as well as a recipe for Chinese dumplings. You might also want to point out
money. After a fruitless search, Nicholas figures out that the treasure is the books in the library.
In thefor healing, Micay asks the Rock to end the drought, and rain begins to fall. Micay is invited to
asking
the drawings of the crossing sign on the right-hand pages. The numbers count down the days of
Focus
on
Book and Print Features
end, Violet's family adopts John, and Nicholas helps Violet get money for art school. Then Nicholas
become a shaman in Sacred Sun City, and Ucho returns to the village to tell her story.
the trip. They also act as a flip book, animating the walking figure.
Talk with the student about how this book’s layouts differ from other nonfiction books he has read
comes up with ideas to make the orphanage solvent, gets the Spiders to stop their bullying, and plans
recently. Although the pages are not packed with color and eye-catching graphic elements from
Focus on Content
to read all the books in the library before heading off to university.
Focus on Themes and Ideas
edge
to edge, the author does include helpful features on each spread. Have the student point out
The author writes about ancient Peru and the Inca people. Talk about the research the author
had
With the student, re-read Pacy’s father’s description of “a good trip” on page 2. Invite the student
Focus on Language and Literary Features
to do before writing this book. What things could the author find out for sure? What thingsfeatures,
did she such as the collage illustration, size guides, circled factoids, and maps. Does he find these
to share some items Pacy leaves behind in Taiwan and some she brings home to New York. Must
Talk about the main character, Nicholas. What has his life been like? How is he unusual? On page
effective? How did they help him understand the book’s content?
need to imagine, based on her research? Draw the student’s attention to the author’s notefeatures
and
the things a traveler leaves and takes be physical items? What are some ideas Pacy leaves behind
202, Nicholas tells John that “[he prefers] to remain mysterious.” Why might he want this? How
the many sources—including music—that she lists. How did she become interested in this topic?
in Taiwan? What are some ideas she brings home with her?
does he accomplish it? Share scenes that show Nicholas' personality through his words, thoughts,
Together, look at the glossary of Quechua words (pp. 235–238) and say some of them together.
and actions.
Discuss how the author’s use of Quechua words adds to the authentic description of a place and

Book Talk

Independent Reading

time long ago and so different from today.
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WHAT’S IN THE PREVIEW PACK?

Sample Conferring Cards to use in conjunction with the corresponding book
from your own classroom library collection or your school/local library

RML 5

Studying Memoir

LA.U13.RML5

Studying Memoir

Reading Minilesson Principle

RML 5

A memoir often has a turning
point, or
Umbrella
13 a point when an
Umbrella 13
Studying Memoir
important decision is made.

LA.U13.RML5

Genre Study: Memoir

Goal
Have a Try

Minilessons in This Umbrella

Assessment

You Will Need
Understand
that memoir
texts
oftaenpartner
have a about
turning
point,
or a point when an
Invite the students
to talk
with
the
turning
After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
Memoirs are alike in many ways.
important
point in adecision
memoir.is made.
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readw familiar
memoirsisthat
teachisa always true about it.
The definition
of memoir
what
aloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
Rationale
larger message, such as the
w Show the cover of The Upside Down Boy.
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
following
from Text Set:
Writers tell about
a memory
of Genre
a time, place, person, or event in their
Turn and
talk
to your
partner.point
Whatinisathe
turning
When students
think
about
the turning
memoir,
the moment
when
a and writing behaviors across instructional contexts.
students’
reading
Memoir:
lives and whyStudy:
it was
important to them.
in they
this memoir?
did that why
moment
decision ispoint
made,
can betterHow
understand
the story is important to and how
Play written
Ball! by Jorge
Posada
RML4 Most memoirs• are
in the
first person.
w What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the study
it shaped the
writer’s
life.
influence
the
writer’s life?
• The Upside Down Boy by Juan
of memoir?
RML5 A memoir often has a turning point, or a point when an important
Felipe Herrera
Assess
Learning
w After
students turn and talk, ask a few pairs to share
decision is made.
• Do students notice how memoirs are alike?
their thinking.
w chart paper and markers
Observe
students when they read and discuss memoir. Notice if there is •evidence
RML6 The writer usually expresses new insight or a larger
message.
Can theyofidentify why the event, time, place, or person is important to
w basket of memoirs
new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.
the writer?
Summarize and Apply
w sticky notes
w Do students recognize the turning point in a memoir?
Before Teaching Umbrella 13 Minilessons
• Do they notice from what point of view the story is told?
Summarize
the learning and remind students to notice the
w Can they discuss the turning point’s impact on the writer?
• Can they understand and articulate the larger message?
turning point
they read memoir.
When students study a Academic
genre, theyLanguage
learn what /to expect when reading
a text,asexpand
w Do they understand the academic term turning point when talking
Important Vocabulary
• Do they notice a turning point in the story, and how it affects the writer?
important comprehension skills, examine the distinguishing characteristics
ofdid
a you learn about memoirs today?
aboutWhat
memoir?
genre, and develop the tools they need to navigate a variety of types of written
• Do they use language such as genre, memoir, point of view, perspective,
w turning point
w Review
documents. There are six broad steps in the process of a genre study,
which the
are chart and write the principle at the top.
reflection, message, turning point, and insight?
described on pages 39–41.
Minilesson
Choose a memoir from the basket to read today if
w In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
Prior to beginning a genre studyContinuum
of memoir, select a variety of clear examples
you areofnot already reading one. Think about the
about nonfiction texts?
Connection
help for
students
minilesson
principle,
them in a discussion
memoir for students to read and enjoy.
Before guiding students To
to look
genre think
turning
point about
in the the
book.
It might be
a point engage
at
• Have students expressed an interest in reading biographies or historical
aboutthinking
the which
signifi
cance
of a learned
turning or
point
in a memoir.
Here isthat
an example.
characteristics, be sure that they first become immersed in the books,
and
the writer
understood
something
could change his life. How
w Notice and understand the
fiction?
talking about the meaning
of each text and enjoying the stories. These shared
literary
did the
turning point affect the writer? Write it on a sticky note and bring it with
characteristics of some specific
w Hold up Play Ball!
experiences will provide a nonfiction
backdrop
of examples.
Choose texts that focus you
on an
Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
to share.
genres:
e.g., expository,
Turn and
talk to the person next to you. When in the story
did Minilessons
Jorge Posada
important time, place, person,
or event
andand
have a reflective element in which
the writer
consult
Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.
narrative,
procedural
learns something about himself
andtexts,
the reader
learns a larger message.
persuasive
biography,
Sharedecide he was going to work extra hard to be the best baseball player he
autobiography,
hybrid
be—perhaps even a professional player?
Use the following books
from the memoir,
Fountas
& text
Pinnell ClassroomTMcould
Interactive
Readtheir
andreading
Revise
independent reading time, gather students to talk about
in
(p. 62)
sets or use memoirs that you haveFollowing
on hand.
Read-Aloud Collection text
This was a big moment in Jorge’s life because it signaled change. This is
small groups.
w Understand that a narrative
After completing the steps in the genre study process, help students read and revise
called the turning point.
Genre Study: Memoir nonfiction text includes selected
Turn and talk to your partners about the turning pointtheir
in the
defimemoir
nition ofyou
theread
genre based on their new understandings.
important events and turning
w Record
responses
onthat
chart
paper. change the writer?
Play Ball! by Jorge Posada
today.
How did
moment
points (p. 276)
w Before: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important time in
The Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe Herrera
How did this decision change Jorge Posada’s life?
his
or her life.
Extend the Lesson (Optional)
The Scraps Book: Notes from a Colorful Life by Lois Ehlert
w Record responses.
w After: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important moment,
After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend
the of
learning.
series
events, person, or place in his or her life and has an important
As you read aloud and enjoy memoirs together, help students
message
for
the
reader.
w Continue to read memoirs and ask students to notice whether there is a turning
• notice similarities between them,
point or an important decision. Discuss the writer’s decision to include or omit a
• notice what is always true and often true,
turning point.
Reader’s Notebook
• identify what the writers learned about themselves,
w Have students map out the events in a memoir using a timeline. They can make their
When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
• notice if the story is told in first person,
own or fill in a graphic organizer (visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to download
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
a timeline). Ask students to indicate the turning point on the timeline.
• identify the turning point and its effect on the writer, and
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
w Writing About Reading As students demonstrate they can
talk 2011]),
about the
turning
• recognize the larger message.
Pinnell
so they
can refer to the information as needed.
point in a memoir, suggest they begin to include examples in their reading letters.
RML1

RML2

RML3

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Whole Group Instruction

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

292

288

Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

279
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Understand That Some Words
SPELLING PATTERNS 5
Have a Double Consonant
EARLY MIDDLE LATE
Understand That Some Words
YOU WILLConsonant
NEED
Have a Double
Plan

WHAT’S IN THE PREVIEW PACK?

289

SPELLING PATTERNS 6
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

Online Resources

fSP 5 Task Sheet
fSP 5 Word Grids
Plan
fSP 5 Game Cards
Throughout this lesson students work with multisyllable words
that have a double consonant pattern in the middle or at the end.
fSP 5 Directions for Word Grid
Before beginning this lesson, it will be helpful if students haveXX
Consider Your Students
Other Materials
experience working with two-syllable words. Gaining familiarity
The focus of this lesson
is onpaper
double consonants in the middle
fchart
with a variety of double consonant spelling patterns will enable
and at the ends of multisyllable words. The lesson will be most
students to read and spell longer words more effortlessly.
beneficial if students are attempting to figure out multisyllable
words during readingGenerative
and to spell
multisyllable words more
Lesson
accurately in their writing. Recognizing double consonants in
A generative lesson has a simple
ability to analyze patterns and
The more practice English language learners have with finding words will increase students’
structure that
you can use to
and noticing patterns in written language, the easier it will be for correct spellings in longer
presentwords.
similar content or
them to read and spell new words. Actively model how students
concepts. Use this lesson
can relate new words to words they already know. PeriodicallyXX
Working with English
Learners
structure Language
to teach an assortment
throughout the lesson check with students to be sure they
of patterns
with double
Observe English language
learners
to assess their knowledge of
understand the meanings of the words being used. Build into the
consonants.
identifying double consonant
patterns in the middle of words and
lesson a time when students can identify any words with double
at the ends of words. It may be easy for students to spot double
consonant patterns that they do not know.
consonants in words. Still, it is important to make sure that
students not only recognize that the double consonants stand for
a single sound but also understand the words’ meanings. Using
concrete objects and pictures may help students clarify the
meanings of any unfamiliar words.

XX
Consider Your Students

Sample Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lesson Folders

XX
Working with English Language Learners

Grade 5 and 6 Word Study System in development for fall 2020

A sampling of The Reading Minilessons Book that contains the reading
minilessons identified for the two-week preview

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Double consonants appear in the middle and at the end of a
number of common multisyllable words. The two consonants
together stand for a single sound. Recognizing this recurring
spelling pattern will help students become more flexible in
breaking apart and solving words with more than one syllable.

Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant.
UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE
Sometimes a double consonant
Double
consonants
appear
in the
stands for
a consonant
sound
in middle and at the end of a
of common
multisyllable words. The two consonants
number
the middle
of a multisyllable
together
word. stand for a single sound. Recognizing this recurring
spelling pattern will help students become more flexible in
Sometimes
a double
consonant
breaking
apart
and solving
words with more than one syllable.
stands for a consonant sound at
the end of a multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 19

YOU WILL NEED
Ready Resources
fSP 6

Pocket-Chart Cards

fBlank Pocket-Chart Cards

Online Resources
fSP 6
fSP 6
fSP 6

Task Sheet
Game Cards
Directions for Crazy Eights

Other Materials
fpocket chart

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach a variety of
patterns with double consonants.

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE
Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound in
the middle of a multisyllable
word.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound at
the end of a multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 19
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Book

• My Man Blue
• Paper and pencils
• Chart paper and markers (optional)
• Document camera (optional)

Author

Grade

My Man Blue
5
Nikki Grimes
Fiction/Realistic (Poetry)

Text Set

Empathy
• Mrs. Katz and Tush
• Smoky Night
• My Man Blue
• The Crane Girl
• The Poet’s Dog

Interactive Read-Aloud

Genre

Summary

Messages
Having a role model can help us know how we want to live our lives. People can be different on the inside than they
seem on the outside. Friendship comes in all shapes and sizes.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 5 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication
the concepts of friendship and mentorship.

■Notice

how dialogue reflects a character’s attitudes
and personality.

Comprehension
■Infer

the importance of the urban setting to the
plot of the story.

■Discuss

7/8/2019 4:04:47 PM

Un
Ha

Illustrator Jerome Lagarrigue

Damon isn’t so sure about the man called “Blue” when he and his mom move to a new neighborhood. But though Blue
has a rough exterior, he protects Damon, teaches him about everything from hoops to bullies, and becomes the boy’s
role model and friend.

■Explore

135

IRA

Sample Interactive Read-Aloud Books, Inquiry Overview Cards, and
Lesson Folders

You Will Need

131

Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Double Consonant

metaphorical language (e.g., left a hole in you).

■Use

evidence from the book to support ideas and
inferences about empathy and friendship.

■Share

opinions about characters’ motivations
and values.

■Actively

participate in the give and take of conversation.

Vocabulary
■Derive

the meaning of new words from the context of a
sentence or paragraph (e.g., indigo, spar).

About This Book

Plan

XX
Co

The
and
ben
wo
acc
wo
cor

XX
W

Ob
ide
at t
con
stu
as
con
me

GENRE FOCUS This realistic fiction book, set in the city, is told in poetic form.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Individually titled, rhyming poems, none more than one page in length, are written in the
first-person voice of a youngster named Damon. While the structure is not in a traditionally narrative sequence, the
episodic poems work together to tell the story of a deepening relationship between Damon and Blue.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION People, Places, and Environment The urban setting of this story forms a
strong backdrop that determines many of the main characters’ activities, concerns, and motivations. Students can
explore the implications of a city setting.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Rhyming

poems that collectively tell a story

■Illustrations
■Setting
■Some

Small Group Instruction

that support the words with somber colors and gritty textures

important to the plot of the story

metaphorical language

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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Book Clubs
Title
Grade

New Shoes

4
Author
Susan Lynn Meyer
Illustrator Eric Velasquez
Genre
Fiction/Historical

WHAT’S IN THE PREVIEW PACK?

Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Begin numbering this
book on the right-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “My cousin
Charlotte hands me the
package. . . .”

Book Talk
Ella Mae is getting new shoes for the first time, since this year the hand-me-down
ones from her cousin don’t fit. It’s 1950 in the South, and going to a store is not always
comfortable for someone black. To find out why, read New Shoes.

Summary

Sample Inquiry Overview Card, Discussion Cards, and one title (6 copies) to
conduct one of the book clubs from the identified text set

This story is set in the South in 1950. Ella Mae and her mother, who are black, enter a
shoe store, but the owner first waits on the white family who came after them. Then,
since black people are not allowed to try on shoes, Ella Mae’s mother has to trace her
daughter’s feet on paper to show the size. Shocked and angry, Ella Mae asks her cousin
Charlotte to help her create a store where black people can try on shoes. The girls do
chores for a nickel and a pair of used shoes and then use the coins for shoe polish. They
sell the shoes to their neighbors.

007246_Fountas_PhonicsGrade

Messages and Themes
■
Life is not always fair, and sometimes you need to be resourceful.
■
People cannot always fight oppression directly, but they can find other ways to resist it and

preserve their dignity.
■
Young people can make a difference.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Agree and disagree respectfully
■
Express and reflect on their own feelings,

and recognize the feelings of others

Building Deep Understanding
■
Relate story details to racial prejudice and

systemwide oppression

■
Infer from the illustrations Ella Mae’s sense

of humiliation and anger and her mother’s
protectiveness and sense of caution

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how setting up their own store

helped the girls and people in their
community

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Contents vary per grade.

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

If you are using this instructional plan in conjunction with the FPC Preview Pack, use this diagram to familiarize yourself
with the resources provided for you to “try out” two full weeks of instruction in Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Book

Silly World Records . . .
and How to Beat Them

Level

N

Author

Ricardo Santos

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to support
to download online resources
this lesson, including:
• Recording Form

Goals

You Will Need

Silly

Looking at Snowflakes
R

Author

Lara Anderson

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Guided Reading

Analysis of Book Characteristics

Book
Level

GR

for, and support at Level N in
and understandings to notice, teach
Think about the readers and the behaviors
of your students. The following may
Select goals that match the needs
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum.
be appropriate.
■
Infer the larger messages
■
Add to oral vocabulary through
everyone can be good at
Reading
reading (world record, feat, all
something, and it’s fun to
■
Notice and use punctuation
fours).
challenge yourself.
marks.
■
Understand the use of second
■
Demonstrate flexibility using
person in a nonfiction text.
Word Work
• Looking at Snowflakes, Level R
different ways to solve words.
■
■
Notice and understand how
Solve words using letter-sound
• pocket chart
■Adjust reading to accommodate
the graphics and sidebars
analysis from left to right.
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
compound sentences and
complement the body of the text.
Writing About Reading to download online resources to support
sentences with variety in order of
■
Understand and describe
and
this
lesson, including:
clauses.
■
Express opinions about a text
characteristics of expository
• Words: brook, droop, foot, look, loose,
■
give rationales and evidence.
Read with all dimensions of
nonfiction.
proof, roots, shook, spool, stood
fluency.
• Recording Form

World Records . . . and How to

Beat Them, Level N

Goals

directions
that people have set. It provides
text describes silly world records
and
captionsThink
How The Book Works This expository
about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level R in
at some others. Photographs with
feats and tips to help readers excel
for how to perform some of these
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may
sidebars extend meaning.
be appropriate.

■
Nonfiction

■
Figurative

■
Expository

Text Structure
■
Divided

structural patterns

(categorical, temporal sequence,
description)
interesting to and
relevant for the reader (silly world

■
Content

records)
■
A balance

sports star.)

of familiar and new

content

Themes and Ideas
■
Abstract theme that

requires

inferential thinking (challenging
yourself)

■
Variation

in sentence length and

structure
■
Many sentences

■
Full

leapfrog)

them to other words to solve
them.

Illustrations

■
Read with phrasing and
(photographs) that
intonation.
enhance and extend meaning in
the text

■
Illustrations

Sentence Complexity

Content

Reading
multisyllable proper nouns
(Katinka Hosszu, Pavol Durdik,
■
Search for and use information
Kenichi Ito)
from graphics (photographs,
range of compound wordsdiagram).
(schoolchildren, classmates,
■
Notice parts of words and connect

■
Some

language (The world’s

fastest swimmers can slice
through water like fish.)
speaks directly to
the reader (But you could enjoy
that glory without being a top

■
Language that

into sections

■
Underlying

Words

Language and Literary
Features

Genre/Form

beginning with

phrases or subordinate clauses (If
you are quick, you could break a
record without breaking a sweat.)

Vocabulary
■
Some words that

appear in the

and acquire contentspecific words that require using
definitions within the body of
a text or the glossary (crystal,
complex, humidity).

■
Share

opinions about a text and
give rationales and examples.

■
Compare

previous
understandings with new
understandings the text provides.

■
Infer the

larger messages about
beauty and complexity in nature.

Word Work
■
Sort words

based on sounds
represented by the vowel
pattern oo.

Writing About Reading
■
Identify why a writer might

choose to write about a topic.

placed in sidebars and
Looking at Snowflakes, Level R
captions that provide important
information
How The Book Works This expository nonfiction book explains the formation of snowflakes and describes their
■
Table of contents, headings,
common shapes. It concludes with an interview with a snowflake scientist. Photographs, a diagram, and a numbered
numbered list
list support and extend understanding.

■
Print

■
Full

Analysis of Book Characteristics

range of punctuation

Genre/Form

vocabulary of mature language
users (thrilling, smashing,
four-legged)

Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell

■
Understand

Book and Print Features

■
Nonfiction

Language and Literary
Features

■
Expository

■
Descriptive

Text Structure
© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay

™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All
Classroom™.

rights reserved.

■
Divided

into sections

■
Underlying

structural patterns
(categorical, description, temporal
sequence, cause and effect)

■
Embedded

interview

Content
■
New content that will

engage
and interest readers and expand
knowledge (snowflakes)

■
Much

content that requires the
reader to search for information in
graphics (diagram, photographs
with captions)

Themes and Ideas
■
Deeper meaning

about content
familiar to most readers but not
fully explained (complexity in
nature)

language (This
snowflake is a long, hollow
column that looks like a needle.)

■
Language that

speaks directly
to the reader (Imagine you are
somewhere very cold.)

Sentence Complexity
■
Some

longer sentences with more
than twenty words and many
embedded phrases and clauses

■
Many sentences

beginning with
phrases (Depending on its size,
you could be holding thousands
or even millions of snowflakes.)

Vocabulary
■
Some words

particular to a
discipline (crystal, temperature,
humidity)

■
New vocabulary requiring the

use of reference tools (surface,
hexagon, irregular)

Words
■
Many multisyllable words

(formation, substances,
Fahrenheit)
■
Base words with

affixes (humidity,

largest, unusual)

Illustrations
■
Graphics that

provide information
that matches and extends the
text (photographs with captions,
diagram)

Book and Print Features
■
Table

of contents, headings,
sidebars, pronunciation guides,
labels, numbered list, glossary

■
Full

range of punctuation

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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Small Group Instruction
SPELLING PATTERNS 6
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

Ready Resources
fSP 6

Pocket-Chart Cards

fBlank Pocket-Chart Cards

e focus of this lesson is on double consonants in the middle
d at the ends of multisyllable words. The lesson will be most
neficial if students are attempting to figure out multisyllable
Conferring Card
ords during reading and to spell multisyllable words more
curately in their writing. Recognizing double consonants in
ords will increase students’ ability to analyze patterns and
rrect spellings in longer words.
Title

Book

• Looking at Snowflakes, Level R
• pocket chart

Looking at Snowflakes

Level

R

Author

Lara Anderson

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Words: brook, droop, foot, look, loose,
proof, roots, shook, spool, stood
• Recording Form

Online Resources
Independent Reading
fSP 6 Task Sheet

Working with English Language Learners

bserve English language learners to assess their knowledge of
entifying double consonant patterns in the middle of words and
the ends of words. It may be easy for students to spot double
nsonants in words. Still, it is important to make sure that
udents not only recognize that the double consonants stand for
single sound but also understand the words’ meanings. Using
ncrete objects and pictures may help students clarify the
eanings of any unfamiliar words.

fSP 6
fSP 6

Goals

Stinkiest!
20 Smelly Animals [Extreme
f
pocket chart
Animals]

Grade

Reading

5

Author/
Illustrator
Genre

Game Cards
Directions for Crazy Eights

Other Materials

Generative Lesson
ASteve
generative
lesson has a simple
Jenkins
structure
that you can use to
Nonfiction/Expository
present similar content or

examples of ways to survive and thrive.

structure to teach a variety of
patterns with double consonants.

■

■

■

Word Work
■
■
■

The natural world offers many interesting
Message(s) concepts.
Use this lesson
■

Writing About Reading

■

■

Book Talk

Maybe you’ve heard of stinkbugs, and you probably know to avoid a run-in with a skunk. But did
you know there are lots of other animals that use horrible odors to protect themselves or warn
away predators? In Stinkiest! you can read about gooey geckos, gassy birds, and more smelly, but

Analysis of Book Characteristics

Looking at Snowflakes, Level R

interesting, animal life hacks!

Summary
In this engaging book, author/illustrator Steve Jenkins features twenty animals with unique,

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE
EXPLAIN
PRINCIPLE
odor-reliant methods for protecting themselves from
predators.THE
A brief
introduction describes
Double consonants appear in the middle and at the end of a
number of common multisyllable words. The two consonants
together stand for a single sound. Recognizing this recurring
spelling pattern will help students become more flexible in
breaking apart and solving words with more than one syllable.

Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound in
the middle of a multisyllable
word.

Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound at
the end of a multisyllable word.
Focus on Book and Print Features

Genre/Form
■

Language and Literary
Features

■

■

■

■
■

■
■
■

Sentence Complexity
■

Content

Experience a New Frontier in Literacy Education
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 19

Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Double Consonant

135

7/8/2019 4:04:47 PM

■

Words

Text Structure

Illustrations
■

■

■

■

Book and Print Features
Vocabulary

■

■

Themes and Ideas
■

■

Guided Reading

YOU WILL NEED

n

onsider Your Students

You Will Need

GR

nderstand That Some Words
ave a Double Consonant

e4_Book.indb 135

to Beat

Guided Reading

• Silly World Records . . . and How
Them, Level N

GR

You Will Need

WHAT’S IN THE PREVIEW PACK?

A sampling of engaging fiction/nonfiction books that span the text
levels on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ for each grade collection—1
title (6-pack) per text level and accompanying Lesson Folder

11

12

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

THE INSTRUCTIONAL
ANCHOR

Refer to The Literacy Continuum as you plan your lessons, identify specific
teaching goals, observe the students in your classroom, and assess the
effectiveness of your teaching and the extent of students’ learning.
THE LITERACY CONTINUUM: PAGE 59

The Fountas &

GRADE 4

Sele t n

Interactive Read-Aloud and Literature Discussion
FICTION TEXTS (continued)

Continuum is

for every lesson,

Sold
separately

Continuum (like this instructional plan)
is not prescriptive. It doesn’t dictate

◆

◆

◆

and with plots that intertwine

Understand how one episode builds on another and use
information from the beginning of a story to interpret later
episodes
Predict what will happen next in a story and outcomes of the
plot
◆ Infer the significance of events in a plot
Book
 Give opinions about whether a problem seems real
Grade
 Recognize and discuss aspects of narrative structure (beginning,
• The Other Side
Author
series of events, high point of the story, problem resolution,
• Paper and pencils (optional)
Illustrator
ending)
• Dictionaries (optional)
Respond
to
the
Text
Genre
◆Notice a writer’s use of multiple narratives to reveal the plot and
• Painting paper, cardstock, printer paper,
Text Set
relationships among characters
watercolor paints, and brushes (optional)
INDEPENDENT WRITING
◆Recognize the text structure when the writer uses literary
devices: e.g., flashback, story-within-a-story
◆Evaluate the logic and believability of the plot and its resolution

●

◆

You Will Need

Character
●

●

●

●

a static scope and sequence, but
●

●

◆

◆

◆

Plot

●

rather is descriptive: it describes, with

Recall important details about setting after a story is read
Recognize and understand that fiction texts may have settings
that reflect a wide range of places, languages, and cultures, and
that characters’ behavior may reflect those settings
Notice and understand settings that are distant in time and
place from students’ own experiences
Infer the importance of the setting to the plot of the story in
realistic and historical fiction and fantasy
Follow a complex plot with multiple events, episodes, or
problems
Notice and remember the important events of a text in
sequence
Check understanding of the plot of the story and ask questions
if meaning is lost
Tell the important events of a story using the pictures (after
hearing the text read several times)

Notice and understand when a problem is solved
Include the problem and its resolution in a summary of a text

●◆ Follow a text with multiple plots (longer stories)

Setting
●

& Pinnell Classroom™. But The

●

●◆ Follow a text with short stories related to an overarching theme

◆

◆
◆

◆

Follow multiple characters, each with unique traits, in the same
story
Recognize that characters can have multiple dimensions: e.g.,
can be good but make mistakes, can change
Infer characters’ traits as revealed through thought, dialogue,
behavior, and what others say or think about them, and use
evidence from the text to describe them
Infer characters’ intentions, feelings, and motivations as
revealed through thought, dialogue, behavior, and what others
say or think about them
Make predictions about what a character is likely to do next and
use evidence from the text to support predictions
Notice character change and infer reasons from events of the
plot
Learn from vicarious experiences with characters in stories
Express opinions about the characters in a story: e.g., evil,
dishonest, clever, sly, greedy, brave, loyal, and support with
evidence.
Notice predictable or static characters (characters that do not
change) as typical in traditional literature

■■■Notice and understand themes
reflecting important social
issues (e.g., social justice, social

awareness).
◆

writers, and language users.

Jacqueline Woodson
E. B. Lewis
Fiction/Historical
Friendship
• The Other Side
• Better Than You
• The Dunderheads
• Snook Alone
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales
of Friendship

Clover and Annie live on opposite sides of a fence that separates the African American and white sides of town.
Their mothers warn them not to go over the fence. The girls watch each other from a distance until one day Clover
approaches Annie. They get around the warning by sitting on the fence together, where they build a friendship.

Messages
Don’t judge people by the color of their skin. People of different races and cultures can be friends. Young people can
help change the world through simple acts of resistance. It is possible to have a future without racial prejudice.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:
SOCIAL STUDIES

Inquiry
■Notice

and understand themes reflecting important
social issues (e.g., social justice, social awareness).

■Explore

social issues (e.g., prejudice and racism) depicted
in The Other Side.

Comprehension
■Understand

ART

the symbolism of the fence.

■Recognize

that young people can help change the world
through simple acts of resistance.
the larger message that one day, people may live in
a world without racism and prejudice.

Communication
■Talk

about messages related to racism and segregation.

■Notice

and discuss the author’s use of descriptive
language that appeals to the senses (e.g., the grass was
damp, the sun was already high up in the sky).

Vocabulary
■Use

some academic vocabulary to talk about book and
literary features (e.g., front cover, author’s note,
message).

■Acquire

understanding of new vocabulary based on
read-aloud content (e.g., segregation, prejudice, racism).

About This Book

and the observable behaviors and
understandings of proficient readers,

4

Summary

■Infer

precision, the characteristics of texts

The Other Side

Interactive Read-Aloud

goal and book

●

Every FPC resource
addresses selected goals
and multiple teaching points
directly from The Literacy
Continuum.

IRA

Notice and infer the importance of ideas relevant to their
world: e.g., becoming independent, family relationships, peer
relationships, valuing change in self and others, empathizing
with others, valuing differences, working with others to
accomplish goals, connecting past and future, recognizing
individual responsibility for the environment, overcoming
challenges
◆◆Extend understanding to fiction content that is beyond most
students’ immediate experience: e.g., customs and beliefs in
different cultures, a wide range of settings
◆ Understand that there can be different interpretations of the
meaning of a fiction text
◆◆Notice and understand themes reflecting important human
challenges and social issues: e.g., self and self-esteem,
popularity, bullying, sportsmanship, transition to adolescence,
life cycles, survival, interconnectedness of humans and the
environment, social justice, social awareness and responsibility
◆ Think across texts to derive larger messages, themes, or ideas
◆◆Understand themes and ideas that are mature issues and
require experience to interpret
 Notice when a fiction writer is communicating a moral lesson
 Notice recurring themes or motifs in traditional literature and
fantasy: e.g., struggle between good and evil, the hero’s quest
◆

the foundation

in Fountas

oals Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support (cont.)
INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD
AND LITERATURE DISCUSSION

Pinnell Literacy

GENRE FOCUS This historical fiction book tells the story of two girls, an African American girl and a white girl, who
become friends during a time of racial segregation in the South.

Use The Literacy Continuum to tailor
instruction and set goals for your
classroom’s specific needs. Swap
out goals as needed depending upon
what students still need to master.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS The spare, lyrical text in this first-person narrative is accompanied by full-page
watercolor illustrations that help tell the story. An Author’s Note on the first page, written ten years after the original
publication of the book, explains Jacqueline Woodson’s purpose in writing the book.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity This book deals with racial
segregation through its impact on the lives of two girls of different races. It shows how they overcome a physical and
symbolic barrier to build a friendship, and in doing so take steps toward making the world a better place.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Themes

reflecting important human challenges and social issues

■Watercolor
■Text

illustrations that enhance the words and convey the characters’ feelings and emotions

with basic or obvious symbolism

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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F C INTERACTIVE READ ALOUD LESSON FOLDER GRADE

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

THE LITERACY CONTINUUM: PAGE 563

oals

e aviors and nderstandin s to

otice eac

and u

THINKING WITHIN THE TEXT
SEARCHING FOR AND USING INFORMATION
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

The Other Side

MONITORING AND SELF-CORRECTING
●

Grade 4

●

el monitor reading using multiple sources o in ormation i e
bac ground nowledge s ntax word meaning word structure
awareness o text structure meaning o the whole text graphics
la out design genre
el correct co ertl prior to or a ter error and show er little o ert
sel correction

●

●

●

●

●

losel monitor understanding o texts using nowledge o a wide
range o genres and orms e g realistic historical high antas
science ction m ths and legends poetr pla s
se understandings o literar elements e g plot main and
supporting characters setting narrati e structure to monitor and
correct reading
se awareness o narrati e structure and o character attributes
man o which ma be multidimensional and change to sel
monitor and sel correct
se content nowledge o the topic o a text to sel monitor and
sel correct
se nowledge o non ction genres to monitor understanding o a
text e g expositor non ction narrati e non ction biograph
autobiograph memoir procedural text persuasi e text
se in ormation rom graphics e g maps diagrams charts photos
illustrations to sel monitor reading

SOLVING WORDS
f◆
Reading Words
ecogni e a large number o high re uenc words and
multis llable words rapidl and automaticall
se a wide range o strategies or sol ing multis llable words e g
using s llables recogni ing spelling patterns within words using
complex letter sound relationships noticing base words and a xes
using the context o the text or using text resources
● ol e words b identi ing simple complex and modi ed or
shortened word parts within multis llable words
● ead multis llable words with complex letter sound relationships
● ead all parts o speech as well as possessi es and contractions
● ol e words rapidl while processing continuous text and with
minimum o ert sel correction
● ead proper nouns words rom other languages and technical
words rom academic disciplines that are di cult to decode and use
text resources li e a pronunciation guide as needed
● ol e words b identi ing base words and a xes pre xes and
su xes
●◆ ol e words that o er decoding challenges because the are archaic
come rom regional dialect or are rom languages other than
nglish
● mplo word sol ing strategies in a flexible wa
●

●

GUIDED READING

●

●

Genre

•
•

Goals
Think about the readers and• the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level U in
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
• Continuum. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may
be appropriate.
■

Reading

■
Actively and

consistently add
to vocabulary through reading
(remarkable, down under).

■
Search

for and use information in
texts with variety in placement
●
of the body text, sidebars,
and
graphics.

■
Solve words

■
Recognize

a writer’s
of
an underlying text structure
(problem and solution).

●

rapidly while
processing continuous text with
minimum overt self-correction.
●

■
Understand that

◆
use

◆

information and
ideas in a text are related
to each
◆
other and notice how the writer
◆
presents this.

■
Demonstrate

consistent selfcorrection behavior.

Word Work
■
Work

flexibly with a base word,
changing letters or adding or
taking away one or more■affixes
to make a new word.

Writing About Reading■
■
Reflect

beginning understandings
■
of the physical and social world
(geography).
■

■
Infer the

larger message—
difficult situations inspire clever
solutions.

■
Read

silently at a faster
rate than
●
when reading orally and also
maintaining comprehension.
MESSAGE

■■Search for and use
information in texts with
variety in placement of
the body text, sidebars,
and graphics.

Analysis of Book
Characteristics
Teaching
Point

Genre/Form

Language and Literary
h
Features

■

■
Nonfiction

h

■
Expository

h

■
Descriptive language (The ground

■

feels springy, like strolling across a
trampoline, and the sweet scent of
dried grass drifts through the air.)

Text Structure
■
Divided

into sections

■
Underlying

structural patterns
(categorical, description,
chronological sequence, cause
and effect, comparison and
contrast, problem and solution)

■
Language

used to show
chronological order and temporal
sequence (Every day the Uros
sell beautiful handmade crafts to
curious visitors.)

■
Words that

appear in the
vocabulary of mature language
users (isolation, traditional, oasis)

Words
■
Base words with

affixes (visitors,
inventiveness, prehistoric)

■
Common

and sophisticated
connectives (but, while, however,
although)

Sentence Complexity

Illustrations

■
Content that

■
Sentences with

■
Illustrations

■
Ideas

and themes that require
understanding of cultural diversity
(challenging climates, finding
safety from enemies)

U

Vocabulary

Content

Themes and Ideas

563

Remarkable Towns, Level U

How The Book Works This expository book describes several unique communities around the globe. In some
places, people have built towns in unusual ways, addressing their specific challenges or needs. Photographs, sidebars,
and maps support and extend the content.
Analyzing: Related Information

requires the reader
to take on perspectives from
diverse cultures and bring cultural
knowledge to understanding

Guided Reading

Nonfiction/Expository

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
■
to download online resources
to support
■
this lesson, including:
• Recording Form
•

a wide variety of
parts of speech (The local people
had a brainstorm: they could use
the caves in this treacherous
location to create a naturally
protected village for themselves.)

(photographs) that
enhance and extend meaning in
the text

■
Photographs with

labels, maps

Book and Print Features
■
Table

of contents, headings,
pronunciation guides, captions,
sidebars

■
Full

range of punctuation

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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F C GUIDED READING LESSON FOLDER GRADE

You’re ready to go.
Activate responsive teaching

Signposts to guide you

Remember, this instructional plan is just one variation of the first eight
weeks in FPC. As you use it, lean on it and adapt it to implement each
instructional context, regularly ask: What are my students showing that they

As you implement the lessons and
Continuum
Connection

books of FPC, be on the lookout for the
“Continuum Connection”—a direct link

know and can do? A thoughtful, informed response will guide the moment-

to the goals and characteristics of texts

to-moment instructional decisions that you make. Your instructional

from The Literacy Continuum.

decisions should be based on the strengths and needs of your students.

Level U

●

ustain searching o er some longer sentences with more than
twent words and multiple embedded phrases and clauses
ustain searching o er some boo s that are di ided into chapters
and ma ha e more than
words
earch or in ormation and language that states or implies the larger
message s o the text
se bac ground nowledge to search or and understand
in ormation about settings geographical areas histor economics
se organi ational tools to search or in ormation e g title table o
contents chapter title heading subheading sidebar callout
se text resources to search or in ormation e g ac nowledgments
author s note pronunciation guide glossar re erences index
earch or in ormation in sentences that ar in length structure
and punctuation based on complexit
earch or in ormation in sentences with nouns erbs ad ecti es
and ad erbs in a series di ided b commas
earch or in ormation in dialogue presented in a ariet o wa s
e g assigned and unassigned split dialogue direct dialogue
se the chronological order within multiple episodes to search or
and use in ormation when reading short stories and chapter boo s
earch or in ormation in a ariet o narrati e structures e g
stor within a stor ramed narrati e flashbac and flash orward
ractured narrati e circular narrati e multiple or parallel plots
otice and use punctuation mar s e g period comma uestion
mar exclamation mar parentheses uotation mar s h phen
dash ellipses
eread to search or and use in ormation rom the bod text
sidebars insets and graphics when needed
earch or and use in ormation rom a wide ariet o illustrations or
graphics
earch or and use in ormation in texts with ariet in placement o
the bod text sidebars and graphics

U

Remarkable Towns

Teaching goals from each
FPC lesson align with
The Literacy Continuum.
Remember to choose or
modify goals that match
the learning needs of your
students and that will lead
them forward in their ability
to process and talk about
texts in a meaningful way.

ort

Remarkable Towns

Level

Author
Aaron Finn
Discussing and Revisiting
the Text

• Remarkable Towns, Level U
• whiteboards
• wipe-off markers

Guided Reading

Sele t n

Book

GR

You Will Need

LEVEL U

13

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™
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MAKING THIS INSTRUCTIONAL
PLAN YOUR OWN

A blueprint for
literacy instruction
We encourage you to adjust the

Follow It, Lean on It, Shape It to Meet Your Needs

sequence of, and vary, lessons in any

This instructional plan was created as one suggestion for working with

way justified by information gathered
from your ongoing assessment and

students during the first eight weeks and was adapted from the Fountas &
Pinnell Classroom™ System Guide. As you begin to work with the books and
lessons in this instructional plan, you may want to follow the suggested
sequence. But as you grow familiar with the resources of the system, use

observation of learners’ strengths

them flexibly to meet the needs of your students based on your ongoing

and needs.

observations across instructional contexts.

DAY

SS

SM ALL GRO UP

ENT

GR

OU

P

SMA

W

RO
LL G

H

UP

E
OL

CL

AS

S

WHO

WH OLE CLA SS

LA
LE C

Y
DA

DAY

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

No lesson plan can be written to fit all learners. Your decision making within and across the lessons is critical. While it wouldn’t make sense
to consistently eliminate lessons or components of lessons or to drastically slow down or speed up instruction, you should tailor lessons to
meet your student’s needs. Choose Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ resources according to the instructional needs of your class, and do not
be concerned if you do not use them in this exact order throughout the first eight-weeks and across the year.

■■OMIT lessons that
you think are not
necessary for your
students (based on
assessment and your
experiences with
them in Interactive
Read-Aloud.)

■■REVISIT lessons that
you think need more
time and instructional
attention (based
on observation of
students across
reading contexts.)

■■MODIFY lessons

■■MOVE lessons to

using different
examples for a
particularly rich
literacy experience.

accommodate your
observations of
students strengths
and needs and to
make connections
across instructional
contexts.

■■RESEQUENCE lessons
to be consistent with
the curriculum that
is adopted in your
school or district.

Helpful Tips
Take a tour

Block your time

Create consistency

At the beginning of the year, take your

You may find it helpful to create

Once you’ve created an effective,

students on a tour of the classroom. Introduce

blocks of instructional time on

smooth schedule, as much as possible,

them to their classroom “home”—the

cards or stick-on notes and move

keep it consistent so that your students

books and resources, different areas of the

them around “fixed” times, such as

experience predictability and a rhythm

classroom: whole-group meeting area, small-

lunch and specials, until you have a

to the day.

group area, and independent work areas.

workable daily schedule.
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As you plan
the layout of your
classroom, consider how
to incorporate three types
of spaces for learning in
whole-group, small-group,
and independent settings.
When all tools and resources
have a place and are accessible,
students can work efficiently and
establish a sense of agency; and your
classroom will become a place of continuous

inquiry, activity, and joy.

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

LEARNING SPACES
WHOLE-GROUP AREA
DESCRIPTION

■■ ■An area with enough space for all
students to sit comfortably on the floor
without touching each other.

PURPOSE

■■ ■Whole-class meetings
■■ ■Read-alouds
■■ Minilessons

SMALL-GROUP AREA
■■ ■A quiet corner of the room containing
a round or horseshoe table situated so
that you can easily monitor students in
other areas of the room.

■■ ■Small-group reading instruction
■■ ■Small-group writing instruction

INDEPENDENT WORK AREA
■■ ■Students perform independent work at their
tables.

■■ ■Choice reading
■■ ■Writing in the Reader’s Notebook
■■ ■Application of learning from whole- and
small-group lessons

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
CLASSROOM™
INSTRUCTIONAL
CONTEXTS

■■ INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD
■■ SHARED READING
■■ READING MINILESSONS
■■ PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY

■■ GUIDED READING
■■ BOOK CLUBS
■■ ■PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY

■■ INDEPENDENT READING (and Conferring)
■■ PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY (Apply)

(Apply)

(Teach and Share)
ESSENTIAL AND
HELPFUL MATERIALS
AND RESOURCES

■■ ■Large, colorful rug
■■ ■Teacher’s chair
■■ ■Two easels, one for group writing and
one for enlarged texts

■■ ■Big books, poetry charts, or other
enlarged texts

■■ ■Long pointer
■■ ■Chart paper and markers
■■ ■Pocket chart
■■ ■Sticky notes
■■ ■Highlighter tape
■■ ■Masking card
■■ ■Greek and Latin Roots Chart
■■ ■Student-generated anchor charts for

■■ ■Plastic caddy, basket, or tub
■■ ■Leveled books and lessons
■■ ■Records of students’ reading
■■ ■Paper and writing materials
■■ ■Thin markers and pencils
■■ ■Easel with chart paper
■■ ■Blank word cards
■■ ■White correction tape

reading, writing, and word study

■■ ■White correction tape
Adapted from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Guide. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

■■ ■Wide variety of books on the classroom library
■■ ■Writing in the Reader’s Notebook
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Fitting it all in
How much time does your daily schedule allow
for language and literacy teaching? Within
your daily schedule, what is the best way
to organize your instructional time to
prioritize responsive teaching? The
table at right provides suggestions
for utilizing the instructional
contexts of Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ within your
classroom. The instructional
contexts do not have to be
conducted in this order; you will
want to arrange these to fit your
own classroom schedule.

DAY

SUGGESTED LITERACY

MINUTES
EACH DAY

INSTRUCTIONAL CONTEXT

5

25

LANS GRADE 4

FRAMEWORK

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

GROUP MEETING

Bring the classroom community together to introduce/discuss the day and set goals.

INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD

Teacher reads aloud a book from a text set, and students share their thinking. The text experience
often leads to writing about reading in the Reader’s Notebook.

OR

SHARED READING

Teacher engages students in shared reading using enlarged or projected texts. The text
experience often leads to shared writing.
(Cross-curricular connections are integrated into the IRA lessons.)

BREAK

TOTAL: 3.25 HOURS

10

READING MINILESSON

Teacher provides an explicit minilesson for students to apply to their independent reading and
writing about reading/drawing.
■ Teacher meets with Guided Reading groups each day.

GUIDED READING
60

BOOK CLUBS
INDEPENDENT
LITERACY WORK

5

GROUP SHARE

■ Teacher initiates Book Clubs as appropriate, and they meet about once per month.
■ While the teacher meets with Guided Reading or Book Club groups, other students engage in
independent activities:
• Independent reading
• Writing about reading in the Reader’s Notebook.

Gather students together to reflect on and share learning.

BREAK

30

60

PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD
STUDY LESSON AND APPLICATION

Teacher provides an explicit, inquiry-based lesson on a phonics principle that students can apply
to reading and writing. Students work individually, with partners, or in small groups to apply their
understanding of the principle.

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP

Teacher provides an explicit minilesson, supports students’ independent writing, or convenes a
guided writing group.
© 2020 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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DAY

1

OBSERVATIONS AND NOTES

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 1
Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom
Community

Assessment
After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
learn and interact with others in the classroom.

Figuring Out Who

RML6

Make everyone feel included.

RML7

Think about how your words and actions make others feel.

You Are

chart paper and markers

w

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

Summarize and Apply

Assess Learning

Summarize the learning by reviewing the chart.

Observe students when they work and learn together and notice if there is evidence
of new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.
w

Section 1: Management

community

w

Continuum
Connection
Actively participate in conversation
during whole- and small-group
discussion (p. 337)

w

What will your role be as a member of our
classroom community?

To create a healthy and positive classroom community, all students must take
responsibility for treating each other with respect and doing what they can to
support each other. In addition to social and emotional responsibility, students also
need to care for the environment, the materials, and other physical aspects of the
communal space.

w

w

Do they treat each other and the classroom respectfully?
Do they understand and use the term community?

Share
Following independent reading time, gather students
together in the meeting area to talk about how they
worked on building a community.

w

Figuring Out Who You Are

The Junkyard Wonders by Patricia Polacco

w

Heroes by Ken Mochizuki

As needed, discuss the meaning of community and use the following prompts:
•

How can the members of a community make everyone feel included?

•

How can the members of a community support each other in their
reading and writing work?

What other minilessons might you teach to help students grow and function as
members of a community of readers and writers?

•

•

Do students use an appropriate voice level in the classroom?
Can they find ways to solve problems on their own?

•

Are they inclusive of others?

•

Do they think about how their words and actions make others feel?

•

Do they use terms such as agreement, problem, solution, and unique
when they talk about the classroom community?

•

Are students able to find books to read and books to recommend
to others?

•

Are they able to share their thinking with others during turn and talk or
during a book club meeting?

Who would like to share what you did to help build a strong community?

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.
w

Do they take care of the classroom and the materials they use?
Do they use ways to get to know one another?
Do they participate in making and honoring classroom agreements?

•

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

Are students developing skills to work and learn together as
a community?

•
•
•

You can start building a strong community
right away by practicing some of the items we
listed on the chart. Be ready to share how you
strengthened our community when we come back
together after independent reading time.

To help students think about the minilesson principle, engage them in a discussion
about what responsibilities the members of a community have in creating a positive
place for working and learning together. Here is an example.
In our classroom, we are a community that will work and learn together
every day. What is important about how the members of a community need
to work together? Turn and talk about that.

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to being respectful
members of the classroom community?

w

Write the principle at the top of the chart.

Do students understand what it means to be a good classroom community?

w
w

w

After time for discussion, ask students to share.

Minilesson

The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson

Have regular whole-class meetings to discuss how well the class is functioning as a
community of readers and writers and to allow students to voice concerns or suggest
ways to improve.

Reader’s Notebook
When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

After time for discussion, ask students to share their thinking about the
classroom community. Create a chart with examples of how the community
works together to learn.

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS
83

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

The Dunderheads

Snook Alone

Mangoes, Mischief, and
Tales of Friendship:
Stories from India

You Will Need

The books in this text set are all about friendship—making friends, being a good friend, and the
experiences friends share and learn and grow from. The books in this set should prompt students to think
about what makes someone a friend, why friendship is important, and the ways that friends support each
other and enhance each others’ lives.

The Junkyard Wonders

Meet Danitra Brown

Brothers in Hope

Hachiko Waits

The Mystery of
Meerkat Hill

The Midnight War
of Mateo Martinez

Click

A Boy Called Bat

• The Other Side
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Dictionaries (optional)
• Painting paper, cardstock, printer paper,
watercolor paints, and brushes (optional)

Book

The Other Side

Grade

4

Author

Jacqueline Woodson

Illustrator E. B. Lewis
Genre

Fiction/Historical

Text Set

Friendship
• The Other Side
• Better Than You
• The Dunderheads
• Snook Alone
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales
of Friendship

Summary
Clover and Annie live on opposite sides of a fence that separates the African American and white sides of town.
Their mothers warn them not to go over the fence. The girls watch each other from a distance until one day Clover
approaches Annie. They get around the warning by sitting on the fence together, where they build a friendship.

Messages
Don’t judge people by the color of their skin. People of different races and cultures can be friends. Young people can
help change the world through simple acts of resistance. It is possible to have a future without racial prejudice.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Notice

and understand themes reflecting important
social issues (e.g., social justice, social awareness).

■Talk

about messages related to racism and segregation.

and discuss the author’s use of descriptive
language that appeals to the senses (e.g., the grass was
damp, the sun was already high up in the sky).

■Explore

While reading the books in this text set, help students make connections across the set, and facilitate
ways of learning and finding out more about friendship.

Comprehension

Vocabulary

■Understand

■Use

social issues (e.g., prejudice and racism) depicted
in The Other Side.

How do the characters in these stories demonstrate their friendship?

that young people can help change the world
through simple acts of resistance.

What are some of the most important ideas in these books?

Friendship

Essential Question and Big Ideas

What does it mean to
be a good friend?

Being a good
friend can make a
positive difference in
someone’s life.

Grade 4

Engage students by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk
about the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also
be explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

Friends care about and
support each other.

the symbolism of the fence.

■Recognize

■

■Infer

the larger message that one day, people may live in
a world without racism and prejudice.

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Prepare to use this text set through the Inquiry
Overview Card. Here you’ll find essential questions, big

understanding of new vocabulary based on
read-aloud content (e.g., segregation, prejudice, racism).

ideas, and critical thinking students will explore and

GENRE FOCUS This historical fiction book tells the story of two girls, an African American girl and a white girl, who
become friends during a time of racial segregation in the South.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS The spare, lyrical text in this first-person narrative is accompanied by full-page
watercolor illustrations that help tell the story. An Author’s Note on the first page, written ten years after the original
publication of the book, explains Jacqueline Woodson’s purpose in writing the book.

CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Social Studies

SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity This book deals with racial
segregation through its impact on the lives of two girls of different races. It shows how they overcome a physical and
symbolic barrier to build a friendship, and in doing so take steps toward making the world a better place.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Themes

Your friends have qualities you appreciate.

98

investigate further as they engage with these books.

some academic vocabulary to talk about book and
literary features (e.g., front cover, author’s note,
message).

■Acquire

About This Book

reflecting important human challenges and social issues

■Watercolor

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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■Notice

Thinking Across Books

What do the authors’ messages make you think about in your own life?

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Interactive Read-Aloud

Better Than You

Interactive Read-Aloud

The Other Side

About This Text Set

84

IRA

Friendship

IRA

WHOLE CLASS

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Invite the students to talk with a partner about being a
member of the classroom community.

classroom set up with areas to
support students in reading and
writing activities (e.g., classroom
library; writing-supply area; areas
for small-group, whole-group, and
independent work)

Better Than You by Trudy Ludwig

■

Individual Assessments: Text Reading
Level, Writing Sample, Vocabulary

Umbrella 1

MGT.U1.RML1

Have a Try

Discuss what a community of readers and writers is and does.

Rationale

Friendship

Friendship

■

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

RML 1

Goal

You Will Need
w

Use an appropriate voice level.
Find ways to solve problems.

Before Teaching Umbrella 1 Minilessons

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ collection.

TEXT: The Other Side

Reading Minilesson Principle

A strong classroom community enjoys learning and works
well together.

Being a Respectful
Member of the Classroom
Community

Agree on how to work together.

RML4
RML5

The purpose of this umbrella is to communicate to students that they are a
community of readers and writers who work and learn together. You can support
this notion by creating a warm, inviting, well-organized, and uncluttered classroom
in which students can take ownership of their space and materials, and by giving
students plenty of opportunities to choose, read, and talk about books.
Read books about friendship, inclusivity, and fitting in to help students
understand what it means to be part of a caring and considerate community. The
minilessons in this umbrella use books from the following Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection text sets, but you can use books
from your own classroom library. You will want to select books based on your own
students’ experiences and interests.

community enjoys learning and works
well together.

FRIENDSHIP

MGT.U1.RML1

A strong classroom community enjoys learning and works well together.
Get to know your classmates.

RML3

MGT.U1.RML1: A strong classroom

TEXT SET 1

RML 1

Umbrella 1

RML1
RML2

Minilessons in This Umbrella

Section 1: Management

BEING A RESPECTFUL MEMBER OF THE
CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

■Text

illustrations that enhance the words and convey the characters’ feelings and emotions

with basic or obvious symbolism

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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and Art.

Guided reading groups do not typically begin in the first
few weeks of school. Use the time you will eventually

SMALL GROUP

allot to guided reading to conduct beginning-of-year
individual assessments. In this instructional plan the
teacher began assessments on Day 6.
Book Clubs do not typically begin until after the first

INDEPENDENT

week of school.

Organize the classroom library.

Use the time you will eventually allot to student
choice/conferring to establish a classroom community
and routines (through the Reading Minilessons)
that students will use to work with one another and
independently during independent work time.

DAY

DAY

2

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 1

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom
Community

RML1

RML 2
MGT.U1.RML2

Being a Respectful
Member of the Classroom
Community

A strong classroom community enjoys learning and works well together.

RML2

Get to know your classmates.

RML3

Agree on how to work together.

RML4

Umbrella 1

Friendship

Minilessons in This Umbrella

You Will Need
w

Use an appropriate voice level.

RML5

Find ways to solve problems.

RML6

Make everyone feel included.

RML7

Think about how your words and actions make others feel.

w

Figuring Out Who
You Are

chart paper and markers

Section 1: Management

w

classroom community

w

conversation

w

unique

w

diverse

Actively participate in conversation
by listening and looking at the
person speaking (p. 337)

Assessment

Invite pairs of students to get to know one another.

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
learn and interact with others in the classroom.

w

Are they able to hold a conversation with a classmate?
Do they understand the terms classroom community, conversation, unique,
and diverse?

w

You Will Need
• Better Than You
• Paper and pencils (optional)

Book
Grade
Author

Better Than You
4
Trudy Ludwig

Illustrator Adam Gustavson
Genre

Fiction/Realistic

Text Set

Friendship
• The Other Side
• Better Than You
• The Dunderheads
• Snook Alone
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales
of Friendship

Interactive Read-Aloud

WHOLE CLASS

How can you use my web to get to know me?
How does getting to know one another build a good community for working
and reading?
By getting to know one another our community becomes stronger.
We learn to value and enjoy the uniqueness of each of our community
members.

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Summary
Tyler’s neighbor Jake is forever bragging that he’s better than his friends at everything. When Tyler starts to question
his own abilities, his uncle helps him channel his frustrations into playing his guitar. He also helps Tyler understand
that Jake’s bragging has nothing to do with Tyler’s abilities and more to do with Jake.

Messages

Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Notice

and understand characteristics of realistic fiction,
such as believable characters, settings, and events.

■Infer

the author’s purpose in writing Better Than You.

Comprehension
■Infer

themes that are close to their own experience
(e.g., friendship, handling relationships and conflict).
the larger message that bragging can
destroy friendships rather than build them.

■Discuss

why this story could happen in real life.

■Evaluate

the logic and believability of the plot and its
resolution.

■Explain

how messages taken from this story can apply
to their own lives.

Vocabulary

■Understand

■Use

■Think

■Understand

critically about the authenticity and appeal of a
narrator’s voice.

SMALL GROUP

Write the minilesson principle at the top of the chart.
During independent reading time, make a web about yourself
with details that tell about who you are. Bring your web when
we meet so you can share something special about yourself
with a partner.

Share
Following independent reading time, have students gather in pairs to
get to know one another.

w

What other minilessons might you teach to help students grow and function as
members of a community of readers and writers?

•

Do they participate in making and honoring classroom agreements?

•

Do students use an appropriate voice level in the classroom?

•

Can they find ways to solve problems on their own?

•

Are they inclusive of others?

•

Do they think about how their words and actions make others feel?

•

Do they use terms such as agreement, problem, solution, and unique
when they talk about the classroom community?

•

Are students able to find books to read and books to recommend
to others?

•

Are they able to share their thinking with others during turn and talk or
during a book club meeting?

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Extend the Lesson (Optional)
After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend
the learning.
w

Do they take care of the classroom and the materials they use?
Do they use ways to get to know one another?

•

Share your web with a partner. Is there something the same on
your two webs? How are you different?

Are students developing skills to work and learn together as
a community?

•
•

Reader’s Notebook

Post the webs in the classroom so that students can refer to them
and add further details.

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

IRA

INDEPENDENT

As students respond, write general categories on a clean sheet of chart paper.

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to being respectful
members of the classroom community?

Today you learned ways to get to know your classmates so you
can enjoy and appreciate their uniqueness.
w

What do you notice about this web?

w

Heroes by Ken Mochizuki

Goals

Organize the classroom library.

Display the prepared chart.

w

After time for conversation, ask a few students to share something
they learned about their partners.

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to get to know one
another by talking about the ways they are unique and diverse.

This web gives details that tell you something about me. What kinds of
things did I write?

The Junkyard Wonders by Patricia Polacco

Bragging can ruin friendships rather than build them. It’s okay to feel proud of your accomplishments, but don’t brag
about them. Accept your strengths and weaknesses as well as those of your friends.

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

Do students talk about how each person is unique and diversity is something to
be valued?

w
w

To help students think about the minilesson principle, engage them in a discussion
about getting to know one another using a web with a sketch or photograph of
yourself. Here is an example.

Figuring Out Who You Are

classmates.

TEXT: Better Than You

w

Assess Learning
Observe students when they share about themselves with classmates and notice if
there is evidence of new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

Better Than You by Trudy Ludwig

TEXT SET 1

Choose one of the topics on the chart to talk about with
your partner.

Rationale
When you encourage students to value the unique identities of others and embrace
diversity, you create a rich, interesting classroom community.

The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson

FRIENDSHIP

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Have a Try

Learn to value one another’s unique identities.

Friendship

MGT.U1.RML2: Get to know your

Umbrella 1

MGT.U1.RML2

Goal

Minilesson
Continuum
Connection

w

RML 2

Reading Minilesson Principle

Get to know your classmates.

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

Before Teaching Umbrella 1 Minilessons
The purpose of this umbrella is to communicate to students that they are a
community of readers and writers who work and learn together. You can support
this notion by creating a warm, inviting, well-organized, and uncluttered classroom
in which students can take ownership of their space and materials, and by giving
students plenty of opportunities to choose, read, and talk about books.
Read books about friendship, inclusivity, and fitting in to help students
understand what it means to be part of a caring and considerate community. The
minilessons in this umbrella use books from the following Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection text sets, but you can use books
from your own classroom library. You will want to select books based on your own
students’ experiences and interests.

chart paper prepared with a sketch
or photo of yourself and a web
of details to help students get to
know you

Section 1: Management

BEING A RESPECTFUL MEMBER OF THE
CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

LANS GRADE 4

context and illustrations to understand new
vocabulary (e.g., layup, potential).
the meaning of idioms (e.g., rub it in my face).

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This realistic-fiction book features fictional characters, but events are based on real-world
friendship issues that children face.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS The story is told in a first-person narrative by the main character. The narration is a
conversational style with realistic dialogue interspersed. Realistic illustrations depict real-life situations and convey
the characters’ feelings and emotions.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity This story revolves around children
and their social relationships. Students observe how one boy’s arrogant behavior has a negative impact on his
friendships with other children.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Themes
■Simple

reflecting important human challenges and social issues (e.g., self esteem, bullying)

problem that students can relate to and a satisfying solution

■Characters
■Peritext

that could exist in contemporary life

that includes a Foreword, Author’s Note, and Questions for Discussion directed at adults

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.
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The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

87

98

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Social Studies

and Drama

21

22

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

DAY

3

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 1

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom
Community

RML1

RML 5
MGT.U1.RML5

Being a Respectful
Member of the Classroom
Community

A strong classroom community enjoys learning and works well together.

RML2

Get to know your classmates.

RML3

Agree on how to work together.

RML4

Umbrella 1

Friendship

Minilessons in This Umbrella

You Will Need
w

Use an appropriate voice level.

chart paper and markers

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

RML5

Find ways to solve problems.

RML6

Make everyone feel included.

RML7

Think about how your words and actions make others feel.

Figuring Out Who

w

You Are

classroom community

w

problem

w

solution

Find ways to solve problems.

Assessment

Invite the students to talk with a partner about problem
solving.

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
learn and interact with others in the classroom.

Rationale

Assess Learning

w

Do they try to solve common problems on their own?
Do they use the terms classroom community, problem, and solution?

Section 1: Management

w

What are some problems you might have as you work together in
the classroom?
w

As students provide ideas, write them on the left side of a chart, creating a
column for problems.

w

After time for discussion, ask students to share ideas. Write them on the right
side of the chart, creating a column for solutions. Encourage students to
consider multiple solutions for each type of problem.
Why is it important for you to solve problems on your own?

w

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS
Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Book

The Dunderheads

Grade

4

Author

Paul Fleischman

Illustrator David Roberts
Fiction/Realistic
Friendship
• The Other Side
• Better Than You
• The Dunderheads
• Snook Alone
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales
of Friendship

Interactive Read-Aloud

Genre
Text Set

Summary
Miss Breakbone is an evil teacher. Each of her students, whom she calls dunderheads, has a unique talent. One day
she confiscates a cat statue from a student known as “Junkyard,” who was planning to give the cat to his mother as a
gift. The Dunderheads team up and use their talents to retrieve the cat and outwit their teacher.

Messages
We each have own special talents and can use them to be part of a team to achieve a goal. Everyone is valuable and
useful, even if they seem quirky and unusual. Teamwork and creativity can accomplish amazing things.

INDEPENDENT

Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

Organize the classroom library.

Communication

■Appreciate
■Notice

fiction text that uses whimsical humor.

special types of fiction (e.g., adventure story).

Comprehension
■Notice

how the author uses dialogue to make the
characters seem real.

■Recognize

how illustrations add humor to the text.

■Think

critically about the authenticity and appeal of a
narrator’s voice.

■Infer

SMALL GROUP

WHOLE CLASS

Goals

TEXT: The Dunderheads

larger messages about teamwork and individuality.

■Evaluate

the logic and believability of the plot and its
resolution.

■Assess

the extent to which a writer makes readers feel
empathy or helps them identify with the characters.

Vocabulary
■Use

academic vocabulary to talk about literary features
(e.g., character, dialogue, theme).

■Notice

and acquire understanding of new vocabulary
from read-aloud content (e.g., insult, confiscating).

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This realistic-fiction story has a contemporary setting and characters students will recognize as
caricatures of real people. The plot revolves around teamwork and revenge as students set out to seek justice for the
evil deeds of their mean teacher.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS The story is told by the main character in a first-person narrative. The characters’
hobbies and special talents are revealed in their nicknames and in detailed clues in the cartoon-like drawings that add
humor to the story. The use of different font sizes for emphasis and varied layouts add to aesthetic enjoyment.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Mix

of simple and complex sentences enhanced by detailed, humorous illustrations

■Abundant
■Some

use of dialogue, some attributed

use of Tier 2 vocabulary (e.g., squandering, insult, confiscating, outrage, dare, hazardous, hypnotism, trance)

■Conversational

language that conveys a realistic sense of how the characters speak
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Write the minilesson principle at the top of the
chart paper.
When you have a problem, try to solve it on your
own first before you ask for help, unless it is an
emergency. Refer to the chart if you are unsure of a possible solution.

Encourage a conversation about why independent problem solving is
important. As needed, prompt the conversation with ideas, for example, when
the teacher is busy working with small groups, it is important to know how to
solve problems on your own.

Do they take care of the classroom and the materials they use?
Do they use ways to get to know one another?

Share
Following independent reading time, gather students together in the meeting area to
discuss problem solving.

Do they participate in making and honoring classroom agreements?

•

Do students use an appropriate voice level in the classroom?

•

Can they find ways to solve problems on their own?

•

w

Are students developing skills to work and learn together as
a community?

•
•
•

How can solving problems independently help
create a positive classroom community?

Are they inclusive of others?

•

Do they think about how their words and actions make others feel?

•

Do they use terms such as agreement, problem, solution, and unique
when they talk about the classroom community?

What other minilessons might you teach to help students grow and function as
members of a community of readers and writers?
•

Are students able to find books to read and books to recommend
to others?

•

Are they able to share their thinking with others during turn and talk or
during a book club meeting?

Note: In this particular instructional plan, the teacher
observed her students had control over the principles
in RML3 and RML4, so she skipped to RML5.

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Did anyone have a problem today?
How did you solve it?

Now think about some solutions to these problems. Turn and talk about
your ideas.

Heroes by Ken Mochizuki

• The Dunderheads
• Paper, pencils, and crayons (optional)
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to
download online resources to support this
lesson, including:
• Book Review: Better Than You (optional)

Summarize and Apply

w

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to being respectful
members of the classroom community?
•

Summarize the learning and remind students to try to
solve problems independently.

Have students sit in the meeting area.
Think about the different problems you might have while working in our
classroom. Once in a while you may need my help, but most of the time you
can solve problems on your own.

The Junkyard Wonders by Patricia Polacco

IRA

FRIENDSHIP

Can students talk about ways to solve problems?

w
w

w

After students turn and talk, ask a couple of pairs
to share their ideas with the class. Add new ideas to
the chart.

Minilesson
To help students think about the minilesson principle, engage them in a discussion
about how to problem solve independently. Here is an example.

Figuring Out Who You Are

You Will Need

w

Observe students when they try to solve problems and notice if there is evidence of
new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

Better Than You by Trudy Ludwig

TEXT SET 1

What is another problem you might have in class?
How would you solve it? Turn and talk to your
partner about that.

When you teach students problem-solving strategies, they become independent and
confident, allowing time for you to work with small groups or individual students.

The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson

MGT.U1.RML5: Find ways to solve

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Have a Try

Learn how to solve problems independently.

Friendship

problems.

Umbrella 1

MGT.U1.RML5

Goal

Before Teaching Umbrella 1 Minilessons
The purpose of this umbrella is to communicate to students that they are a
community of readers and writers who work and learn together. You can support
this notion by creating a warm, inviting, well-organized, and uncluttered classroom
in which students can take ownership of their space and materials, and by giving
students plenty of opportunities to choose, read, and talk about books.
Read books about friendship, inclusivity, and fitting in to help students
understand what it means to be part of a caring and considerate community. The
minilessons in this umbrella use books from the following Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection text sets, but you can use books
from your own classroom library. You will want to select books based on your own
students’ experiences and interests.

RML 5

Reading Minilesson Principle

Section 1: Management

BEING A RESPECTFUL MEMBER OF THE
CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

Reader’s Notebook

What might be another way to solve this problem?

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

Extend the Lesson (Optional)
After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.
w

Post the chart in the classroom so students can refer to it when they are looking to
solve a problem in the classroom.

w

Talk about problem solving from time to time and add new ideas to the chart.

w

Recognize when students solve problems independently and provide positive
reinforcement for their efforts.

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community
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CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Art and Drama

DAY

DAY

4

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 1

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom
Community

RML1

RML 6
MGT.U1.RML6

Being a Respectful
Member of the Classroom
Community

A strong classroom community enjoys learning and works well together.

RML2

Get to know your classmates.

RML3

Agree on how to work together.

RML4

Umbrella 1

Friendship

Minilessons in This Umbrella

You Will Need
w

Use an appropriate voice level.

RML5

Find ways to solve problems.

RML6

Make everyone feel included.

RML7

Think about how your words and actions make others feel.

Section 1: Management

w

chart paper and markers

w

sticky notes

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary
w

classroom community

w

inclusive

Make everyone feel included.

Assessment

Invite the students to talk with a partner about being
inclusive.

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
learn and interact with others in the classroom.

Rationale

Assess Learning
Observe students as they discuss inclusion and interact with classmates and notice if
there is evidence of new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.
w

Are they able to discuss ways to include others?
Do they understand the terms classroom community and inclusive?

To help students think about the minilesson principle, provide an inquiry-based
lesson using familiar texts about friendship to help students notice words and
actions that show inclusiveness. Here is an example.
w

How did the girl feel when Annie responded in a different way than the
other girls?

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

You Will Need

Book
Grade
Author

Snook Alone
4
Marilyn Nelson

Illustrator Timothy Basil Ering
Genre

Fiction/Fantasy

Text Set

Friendship
• The Other Side
• Better Than You
• The Dunderheads
• Snook Alone
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales
of Friendship

Summary
Abba is a monk who lives on an island with his dog, Snook. Snook follows Abba every day as he prays and works.
When they visit another island, they are separated by a storm and Snook is left behind. He struggles to survive in his
new home, facing storms, wild creatures, and loneliness as all the while he waits faithfully for Abba’s return.

Messages

WHOLE CLASS

Inquiry

Communication

■Connect
■Notice

texts by a range of categories.

how the text is organized (sequence).

Comprehension
■Notice

and understand some elements of poetry when
they appear in fiction (e.g., figurative language, layout/
line breaks, imagery).
how illustrations contribute to the mood of

the story.
■Infer

■Notice

and discuss the author’s use of poetic language
(e.g., the sky unfurled a sea of stars, weaving together
like streaks of playful light).

■Talk

about messages relating to friendship and faith.

Vocabulary
■Acquire

understanding of new vocabulary from readaloud content (e.g., decimating, voracious).

■Use

the author’s messages about friendship and faith.

some academic vocabulary to talk about literary
language (e.g., simile, metaphor, personification).

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This fantasy is a made-up story about the friendship between a monk and his loyal dog. Although
the dog is portrayed somewhat realistically, he exhibits human insights and emotions.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS The story is told as a third-person narrative written in free verse rich in language and
imagery. Full-page acrylic and ink illustrations combined with smaller spot illustrations enhance the story and capture
the mood as well as the personality of the dog.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■A

story written in free verse and told by a third-person omniscient narrator

■Use

of figurative language such as similes (e.g., the crab forged ahead like a robot tank), metaphors (e.g., a black line
thickened on the horizon), and personification (e.g., the wind bullied him into seeking shelter)

■Many words
■Mix

in Tier 2 vocabulary (e.g., decimating, tentatively, foraged, voracious, prey, fathomless)

of acrylic and ink landscapes and seascapes and smaller detailed spot illustrations
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SMALL GROUP
INDEPENDENT

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Organize the classroom library.
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•

Are students developing skills to work and learn together as
a community?

•

Do they take care of the classroom and the materials they use?

Following independent reading time, gather students together in pairs to discuss examples
of inclusiveness.

Notice when students show inclusiveness in the classroom and point out how that is
helping build a positive community of learners, readers, and writers.
Writing About Reading Have students write about examples of characters who made

Are students able to find books to read and books to recommend
to others?
Are they able to share their thinking with others during turn and talk or
during a book club meeting?

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

w

Are they inclusive of others?
Do they think about how their words and actions make others feel?
Do they use terms such as agreement, problem, solution, and unique
when they talk about the classroom community?

•

•

Reader’s Notebook

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.

w

Do students use an appropriate voice level in the classroom?
Can they find ways to solve problems on their own?

•
•

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Did you find any examples of characters that included others or did not include
others? First, share what you noticed. Then turn and talk to another set
of partners.

What are some things you could say that would make someone feel
included here in the classroom?

Do they use ways to get to know one another?
Do they participate in making and honoring classroom agreements?

•
•
•

Share

What could you say outside the classroom?
Have you ever felt like the girl on the fence?
w

Interactive Read-Aloud

• Snook Alone
• Document camera (optional)
• Paper, pencils, and crayons (optional)
• Dictionaries or websites about geographic
features (optional)
• Chart paper and markers (optional)

■Understand

Enhance students’ appreciation and
interpretation of the text with the Shared
Reading opportunity from the IRA lesson
folder for Snook Alone.

Read page 16.

What other minilessons might you teach to help students grow and function as
members of a community of readers and writers?

•

Write the minilesson principle at the top of the
chart paper.
When you read today, notice examples of when
characters include others or when a character
makes others feel left out. Place a sticky note on the page with the example. Bring
the book when we meet so you can share.

How did that make the girl feel?
w

w

•

Think about the different ideas posted on the
chart and try to use these ideas in the classroom
or around the school.
w

Do you remember when the girl on the fence asked if she could play and
the other kids said no?

The Junkyard Wonders by Patricia Polacco

Good friends are faithful and loyal. Friendship can take many forms. A true friendship can withstand separation.
Amazing things can happen through the power of friendship and faith.

TEXT: Snook Alone

Show page 5–6 of The Other Side.

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to being respectful
members of the classroom community?

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about ways they can include others.

Remember in The Junkyard Wonders when the girl was new to the school
and Thom asked her to sit next to him on the first day?

w

w

After time for discussion, briefly discuss new ideas.
Add responses to the chart.

Show pages 3–4 of The Junkyard Wonders.

Why is it important to make people feel included, especially when they
are new?

Heroes by Ken Mochizuki

IRA

FRIENDSHIP

Do students understand why it is important to include others?

w
w

w

Minilesson

The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson

TEXT SET 1

What other things could you say to include others
in a classroom discussion, at lunch, or at recess?
Turn and talk about that.

When students learn words and actions that invite others to join in, they create an
environment in which all classroom community members feel included and valued.

Better Than You by Trudy Ludwig

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Have a Try

Learn how to use language and take actions to make others feel included.

Figuring Out Who You Are

included.

Umbrella 1

MGT.U1.RML6

Goal

Friendship

MGT.U1.RML6: Make everyone feel

RML 6

Reading Minilesson Principle

• The Other Side by Jacqueline
Woodson, from Text Set:
Friendship

Before Teaching Umbrella 1 Minilessons
The purpose of this umbrella is to communicate to students that they are a
community of readers and writers who work and learn together. You can support
this notion by creating a warm, inviting, well-organized, and uncluttered classroom
in which students can take ownership of their space and materials, and by giving
students plenty of opportunities to choose, read, and talk about books.
Read books about friendship, inclusivity, and fitting in to help students
understand what it means to be part of a caring and considerate community. The
minilessons in this umbrella use books from the following Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection text sets, but you can use books
from your own classroom library. You will want to select books based on your own
students’ experiences and interests.

several fiction books that
emphasize friendship and
inclusion, such as the following:
• The Junkyard Wonders
by Patricia Polacco, from
Text Set: Figuring Out Who
You Are

Figuring Out Who
You Are

Section 1: Management

BEING A RESPECTFUL MEMBER OF THE
CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

LANS GRADE 4

other characters feel included or excluded. Encourage them to also write about how
they felt when they read that part of the book.

Ask students to share a few ideas. Write the ideas on chart paper.

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community
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CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Social Studies

and Art

23

24

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

DAY

5

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 1

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom
Community

RML1

RML 7

Umbrella 1

MGT.U1.RML7

Being a Respectful
Member of the Classroom
Community

Friendship

Minilessons in This Umbrella
A strong classroom community enjoys learning and works well together.

RML2

Get to know your classmates.

RML3

Agree on how to work together.

RML4

Use an appropriate voice level.

RML5

Find ways to solve problems.

You Will Need
w

RML6

Make everyone feel included.

RML7

Think about how your words and actions make others feel.

• Better Than You by Trudy
Ludwig, from Text Set:
Friendship

Before Teaching Umbrella 1 Minilessons
Section 1: Management

The purpose of this umbrella is to communicate to students that they are a
community of readers and writers who work and learn together. You can support
this notion by creating a warm, inviting, well-organized, and uncluttered classroom
in which students can take ownership of their space and materials, and by giving
students plenty of opportunities to choose, read, and talk about books.
Read books about friendship, inclusivity, and fitting in to help students
understand what it means to be part of a caring and considerate community. The
minilessons in this umbrella use books from the following Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection text sets, but you can use books
from your own classroom library. You will want to select books based on your own
students’ experiences and interests.

w

chart paper and markers

w

sticky notes

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary
w

classroom community

w

empathy

Friendship

WHOLE CLASS
SMALL GROUP

Are they able to infer how their own words and actions make others feel?
Do they understand the terms classroom community and empathy?

Learn from vicarious experiences
with characters (p. 59)

w

w

Read page 2.

w

As students share ideas, create a two-column chart. On one side, write things
that the boys say and do. On the other side, write how those words or actions
make the main character feel.

w

Read pages 4 and 9 from Better Than You.

Think about two examples from another book you know.

You Will Need
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales of Friendship:
Stories from India
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Books and online resources about Indian
culture (optional)
• Drawing paper and crayons (optional)
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to
download online resources to support this
lesson, including:
• Venn Diagram template (optional)

Book
Grade
Author

Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales of
Friendship: Stories from India
4
Chitra Soundar

Illustrator Uma Krishnaswamy
Genre

Fiction/Folktale

Text Set

Friendship
• The Other Side
• Better Than You
• The Dunderheads
• Snook Alone
• Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales of
Friendship: Stories from India

Summary
Prince Veera and his best friend Suku are given a chance to preside over the court of the prince’s father, King Bheema.
In eight connected stories, the boys use their wit and wisdom to solve problems brought to the King’s court by the
people of the kingdom and to solve other problems and mysteries as well.

Messages

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Notice

and understand characteristics of some specific
fiction genres (e.g., folktale).

■Notice

the author’s use of subtle humor.

Comprehension
■Sustain

attention for a longer text that requires several
days to finish.

■Follow

a text with short stories related to an overarching
theme and with plots that intertwine.

■Infer

and understand the author’s messages about
friendship, justice, fairness, and honesty.

■Discuss

how the events in one story build on the events
in another.

■Recognize

and articulate how the story and illustrations
provide clues about culture in India.

Vocabulary
■Notice

a writer’s use of words from languages other
than English.

■Acquire

new vocabulary from the story (e.g., sentry,
tirade, invoked, swindle, discreet, astute, callousness).

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS The characters in these folktales reflect types that appear in traditional literature (e.g., good, evil,
greedy, generous, clever, wise, foolish). In the tradition of trickster folktales, the stories explore concepts of right
versus wrong, good versus evil, and justice versus injustice.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Eight intertwined stories, told in third-person narrative form, feature the same main
characters and revolve around the themes of fairness, justice, and honesty.

■A
■A

collection of eight different stories based on folktales from India
lengthy book with multiple plots, problems, and solutions

■Character
■A

dimensions and relationships revealed through dialogue and behavior

setting that is distant in time and place from students’ own experience (India, long ago)
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Add examples to the chart.
Trying to understand how others feel is called empathy. Thinking about
how your words and actions make others feel is one part of empathy.
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What evidence do you have of new understandings related to being respectful
members of the classroom community?

w

What other minilessons might you teach to help students grow and function as
members of a community of readers and writers?

w

•

Are students developing skills to work and learn together as
a community?

•

Do they take care of the classroom and the materials they use?

•

Think about the different ideas on the chart and
how you can use words and actions that make
others feel good.

Write the minilesson principle at the top of the
chart paper.
When you read today, notice examples of
characters who show empathy toward others
or notice when one character understands how
another character feels. Place a sticky note on any pages with examples. Bring the
book when we meet so you can share.

Show pages 1–2 of Heroes.
Think about the boy’s feelings as I reread this page from Heroes.

w

Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about how their words and actions affect others.

To help students think about the minilesson principle, provide an inquiry-based
lesson using familiar texts about friendship to help them engage in thinking about
empathy. Here is an example.

w

Interactive Read-Aloud

INDEPENDENT

w
w

Minilesson

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Culture Through the stories and accompanying illustrations readers get a
glimpse of different aspects of Indian culture such as foods, language, customs, and beliefs.

Organize the classroom library.

Do students talk about how someone’s words or actions make another
person feel?

After students turn and talk, ask a couple of pairs to
share their ideas with the class. Add ideas to the chart.

Summarize and Apply

w

Notice when students practice empathy in the classroom and point out how that is
helping build a positive community of learners, readers, and writers. Using specific
classroom examples that you notice, ask students how they think their words or
actions made others feel.
Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Do they think about how their words and actions make others feel?
Do they use terms such as agreement, problem, solution, and unique
when they talk about the classroom community?

•

Are students able to find books to read and books to recommend
to others?

•

Are they able to share their thinking with others during turn and talk or
during a book club meeting?

Reader’s Notebook

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.
Have students write about examples from their own lives of how the words or actions
of others made them feel. Encourage them to also write about what others could have
said or done to show more empathy. They can also write about examples of times
when they were empathetic toward another person.

Can they find ways to solve problems on their own?
Are they inclusive of others?

•
•

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Did you find any examples of characters who used words or actions to make
others feel good or bad? Share what you noticed.

w

Do they participate in making and honoring classroom agreements?
Do students use an appropriate voice level in the classroom?

•

Following independent reading time, gather students together in the meeting area to
discuss examples of empathy.

Do they use ways to get to know one another?

•
•

•

Share

What did you notice about how the words and actions of one character
made another character feel?

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Paired Writing section on your lesson
folder.

w

The Junkyard Wonders by Patricia Polacco

IRA

Friendship: Stories from India

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
learn and interact with others in the classroom.

Think of a time when someone’s words or actions
made you feel good or feel bad. Turn and talk to
your partner about that.
w

Assess Learning
Observe students as they discuss empathy and interact with others. Notice evidence
of new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

Heroes by Ken Mochizuki

Treat people fairly and justly. Evaluate both sides of a story before judging who is right or wrong. Speak up for things
you believe are right and stand up against unfairness. Justice will win over greed and evil.

TEXT: Mangoes, Mischief, and Tales of

Assessment

Invite the students to talk with a partner about empathy.

Rationale
When students reflect on how their words and actions affect classmates, they
develop empathy and concern for others, which contributes to a positive learning
environment.

Figuring Out Who You Are

83

Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Have a Try

Learn how to feel and show empathy toward others.

What do you notice about how the words and actions of the other boys
made him feel?

Umbrella 1: Being a Respectful Member of the Classroom Community

Umbrella 1

MGT.U1.RML7

Goal

Better Than You by Trudy Ludwig

words and actions make others feel.

FRIENDSHIP

Think about how your words and actions make others feel.

The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson

MGT.U1.RML7: Think about how your

RML 7

Reading Minilesson Principle

Continuum
Connection
w

TEXT SET 1

several familiar fiction books
that encourage thinking about
empathy, such as the following:
• Heroes by Ken Mochizuki,
from Text Set: Figuring Out
Who You Are

Figuring Out Who
You Are

Section 1: Management

BEING A RESPECTFUL MEMBER OF THE
CLASSROOM COMMUNITY

97

98

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Social Studies

and Art

DAY

DAY

6

DAY

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 2
GETTING STARTED WITH
INDEPENDENT READING

MGT.U2.RML1: Reading is thinking.

MGT.U2.RML2: Share your thinking
about books.

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Revisit books from text set 1.

SMALL GROUP

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Using book talks, introduce each book
to the whole class. Have students
select a book to read in preparation
for book clubs on days 16-19.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Revisit books from text set 1.

Individual Assessments

Options for student choice include:
• Independent reading
• Writing about reading in the
Reader’s Notebooks
• Work on projects

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Individual Assessments: Text
Reading Level, Writing Sample,
Vocabulary

INDEPENDENT

7

GETTING STARTED WITH
INDEPENDENT READING

WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 2

LANS GRADE 4

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Students read the book they
selected in preparation for their
upcoming book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

The Preview Pack contains sample
Conferring Cards (see Day 31)
to use in conjunction with the
corresponding book from your own
classroom library or school/local
library.

25

26
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DAY

8

DAY

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 2

GETTING STARTED WITH
INDEPENDENT READING

GETTING STARTED WITH
INDEPENDENT READING

MGT.U2.RML3: Your book box is a
place for your books and other
materials.

MGT.U2.RML4: The classroom

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Revisit books from text set 1.

library includes a variety of books
for you to enjoy.

WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 2

9

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Revisit books from text set 1.

Individual Assessments

Students read the book they
selected in preparation for their
upcoming book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Individual Assessments

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Students read the book they
selected in preparation for their
upcoming book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

DAY

DAY

10

DAY

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 2

LANS GRADE 4

11

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1

GETTING STARTED WITH
INDEPENDENT READING

INTRODUCING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

WAR.U1.RML1: Collect your thinking in
your reader’s notebook.

MGT.U2.RML5: Make good decisions

about your book choices.
TEXT SET 2

FRIENDSHIP

Revisit books from text set 1.

WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 1

CONNECTION: Science/Research

TEXT: A Boy and a Jaguar

and Art

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 1: Break

a Word into Syllables to Decode
Manageable Units

INDEPENDENT

Students read the book they
selected in preparation for their
upcoming book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Individual Assessments

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Individual Assessments

CROSS-CURRICULAR

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming
book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

27
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DAY

12

DAY

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1

INTRODUCING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

INTRODUCING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

WAR.U1.RML2: Record each book you

WAR.U1.RML3: Keep a tally of the

read on your reading list.

kinds of books you read.

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

TEXT: Heroes

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Social Studies

TEXT SET 2
WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 2
WHOLE CLASS

13

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

TEXT: La Mariposa

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

Do the Readers’ Theater for this
IRA book, Heroes, found in Online
Resources.
WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 3: Break

WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 2: Break

a Word into Syllables to Decode
Manageable Units

a Word into Syllables to Decode
Manageable Units

Individual Assessments

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming
book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Individual Assessments

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming
book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Drama and Art

DAY

DAY

14

DAY

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 1

WAR.U1.RML4: Follow the guidelines
to help you do your best reading
and writing work.

MGT.U3.RML1: Find out about good

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

TEXT: The Junkyard Wonders

Respond to the IRA text by using
the Independent and Paired Writing
sections on your lesson folder.

books to read.

TEXT SET 2

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Research

WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3
LIVING A READING LIFE

TEXT: The Gold-Threaded Dress

Art

Respond to the IRA text by using
the Paired Writing section on your
lesson folder.

Individual Assessments

Individual Assessments

TEXT SET 1

SMALL GROUP

and Use Contractions with had or
would

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming
book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Prepare to facilitate book clubs for
this text set on days 16-19.

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

CONNECTION: Social Studies and

Use Contractions with have

FRIENDSHIP

CROSS-CURRICULAR

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

WORD STRUCTURE 2: Recognize

WORD STRUCTURE 1: Recognize and

INDEPENDENT

15

INTRODUCING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

TEXT SET 2

LANS GRADE 4

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

29
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DAY

16

DAY

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3

LIVING A READING LIFE

LIVING A READING LIFE

MGT.U3.RML2: Recommend a book
by giving a book talk.

MGT.U3.RML3: Learn how to give a

good book talk.

TEXT SET 2

WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3

17

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

Revisit books from text set 2.

HIGH-FREQUENCY WORDS 1: Acquire

TEXT SET 2
FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE

Revisit books from text set 2.

Revisit previously taught lesson.

a Large Core of High-Frequency
Words

structure that can be used multiple
times to present similar concepts.

Concentrate instructional time on

TEXT SET 1

SMALL GROUP

individual students.

TEXT SET 1
FRIENDSHIP

Facilitate one book club.

Facilitate one book club.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

book clubs and conferring with

FRIENDSHIP

Generative lessons have a simple

DAY

DAY

18

DAY

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3
LIVING A READING LIFE

MGT.U3.RML4: Think about your

MGT.U3.RML5: Challenge yourself to
grow or stretch as a reader.

reading interests and preferences.

TEXT SET 3

TEXT SET 2

EMPATHY

FIGURING OUT WHO YOU ARE
WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

19

LIVING A READING LIFE

Revisit books from text set 2.

Revisit previously taught lesson.

TEXT: The Boy and the Whale

Respond to the IRA text by using
the Independent Writing section on
your lesson folder.

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS 1:

TEXT SET 1

Facilitate one book club.

SMALL GROUP

SMALL GROUP

Recognize and Use a Letter or
Letter Combinations That Represent
the /ȯ/ Vowel Sound

FRIENDSHIP

TEXT SET !
FRIENDSHIP

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

Facilitate one book club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

LANS GRADE 4

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Science and Art

31
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DAY

20

DAY

MANAGEMENT UMBRELLA 3

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 2

LIVING A READING LIFE

USING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

MGT.U3.RML6: Find time to read

WAR.U2.RML 1: Make a list of the
books you want to read.

outside of school.

EMPATHY

TEXT: A Symphony of Whales

Do the Shared Writing/Shared
Reading from the IRA lesson for
A Symphony of Whales.

TEXT SET 3

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Art

WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 3
WHOLE CLASS

21

CONNECTION: Social Studies

TEXT: Step Right Up: How Doc and

and Art

Jim Key Taught the World About
Kindness
Respond to the IRA text by using the
Shared Writing section on your lesson
folder.

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS 2:

Recognize and Use Letter
Combinations That Represent
Two Different Vowel Sounds
LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS 3:

Recognize and Use Vowel Sounds
with r

SMALL GROUP

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Form initial GR groups and establish
GR routines.

CROSS-CURRICULAR

EMPATHY

Form initial GR groups and establish
GR routines.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

DAY

DAY

22

DAY

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 2

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 2

USING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

USING A READER’S NOTEBOOK

WAR.U2.RML2: Keep a tally of the
kinds of writing about reading that
you use in your notebook.

WAR.U2.RML3: Put your minilesson

TEXT: The Crane Wife

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

notes in your reader’s notebook so
you can refer to information you
need.
CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Social Studies

WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 3
EMPATHY
WHOLE CLASS

23

TEXT SET 3
EMPATHY

Revisit books from text set 3.

Perform the Readers’ Theater from
the IRA book The Crane Wife.

Do the Readers’ Theater from the IRA
lesson for The Crane Wife.

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS 5:
LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS 4:

Recognize and Use Less Frequent
Consonant Digraphs at the
Beginning or End of a Word

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

Form initial GR groups and establish
GR routines.

Form initial GR groups and establish
GR routines.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Recognize and Use Consonant
Letters That Represent Two or More
Different Sounds at the End of a
Word

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

LANS GRADE 4
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DAY

24

DAY

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 3

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 3

WRITING LETTERS TO SHARE THINKING
ABOUT BOOKS

WRITING LETTERS TO SHARE THINKING
ABOUT BOOKS

WAR.U3.RML1: Share your thinking
about your reading in a letter.

WAR.U3.RML2: Provide evidence for

your thinking in your letter.

TEXT SET 3
EMPATHY

Revisit books from text set 3.

TEXT SET 3
WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

25

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS 6:

EMPATHY

Revisit books from text set 3.

Review previously taught lesson.

Understand That Some Consonant
Sounds Can Be Represented by
Several Different Letters or Letter
Clusters

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

Form initial GR groups and establish
GR routines.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Meet with groups A, B, and C.

TEXT SET 2
EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

Using book talks, introduce each book
to the whole class. Have students
select a book to read in preparation for
book clubs on days 32–35.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

DAY

DAY

26

DAY

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 3

27

WRITING ABOUT READING UMBRELLA 3

WRITING LETTERS TO SHARE THINKING
ABOUT BOOKS

WRITING LETTERS TO SHARE THINKING
ABOUT BOOKS

WAR.U3.RML3: Respond to the

WAR.U3.RML4: Make your letter

teacher’s questions to you when you
write your next letter.

about reading interesting to read.

WHOLE CLASS

EMPATHY

Revisit books from text set 3.

WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 3
TEXT SET 3

EMPATHY

Revisit books from text set 3.

SPELLING PATTERNS 1: Recognize
and use More Difficult Phonogram
Patterns in Single-Syllable Words

Review previously taught lesson.

Meet with groups D, B, and A.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming book
club.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Meet with groups C, A, and D.

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming book
club.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

LANS GRADE 4

35

36
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DAY

28

DAY

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13

STUDYING MEMOIR

STUDYING MEMOIR

LA.U13.RML1: Memoirs are alike in

LA.U13.RML2: The definition of

many ways.

memoir is what is always true
about it.

TEXT SET 4
GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

CONNECTION: Art

TEXT SET 4

TEXT: The Scraps Book: Notes from a

Colorful Life
Respond to the IRA text by using the
Paired Writing section on your lesson
folder.

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

Revisit The Scraps Book: Notes from
a Colorful Life
Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

SPELLING PATTERNS 2: Recognize

and Use More Difficult Phonogram
Patterns in Single-Syllable Words

SPELLING PATTERNS 3: Recognize

and Use Phonogram Patterns with
the /ȯ/ Vowel Sound in SingleSyllable Words

Meet with groups A, C, and B.

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming book
club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

SMALL GROUP

TEXT SET 2

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Meet with groups B, A, and D.

EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

This RML provides one example
of an IRA book that has not yet
been read. Instead, this teacher
used a memoir that students
were familiar with from a
previous day, The Scraps Book:
Notes from a Colorful Life.

CROSS-CURRICULAR

WHOLE CLASS

WHOLE CLASS

29

TEXT SET 2
EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming book
club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

DAY

DAY

LANS GRADE 4

30

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13
STUDYING MEMOIR

LA.U13.RML3: Writers tell about a

memory of a time, place, person,
or event in their lives and why it is
important to them.

WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 4
GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

CROSS-CURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Art

TEXT: Play Ball!

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.
Create and perform the Readers’
Theater from the IRA lesson, Play
Ball!
SPELLING PATTERNS 4: Recognize
and Use Phonogram Patterns with
Vowels and r in Single-Syllable
Words

INDEPENDENT

SMALL GROUP

Meet with groups A, B, and C.

TEXT SET 2
EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

Students read the book they selected
in preparation for their upcoming book
club.
Student choice and confer with
individual students.

continues
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DAY

31

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13

Studying Memoir

RML1

The definition of memoir is what is always true about it.
Writers tell about a memory of a time, place, person, or event in their
lives and why it was important to them.

w

Most memoirs are written in the first person.

RML5

A memoir often has a turning point, or a point when an important
decision is made.

RML6

The writer usually expresses new insight or a larger message.

w

w

w

Can students identify from whose point of view a story is being told?

w

Can they recognize when a book is written in first-person point of view?

w

Can they use the academic language narrator, point of view, and
first person?

Continuum
Connection
Understand that a memoir is an
account of a memory or set of
memories written by the person
who experienced it (p. 62)

w

After they turn and talk, ask a few students to share. Chart responses.
Memoirs are usually told from the writer’s point of view. The writer is telling
the story. This is called first-person point of view.

• identify what the writers learned about themselves,
• notice if the story is told in first person,

w

Book

Play Ball!

Grade

4

Author

Jorge Posada with Robert Burleigh

It can take a long time, and be difficult, to learn a new skill, but perseverance will help you meet your goal. When you
have a skill that gives you an advantage, use it.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Understand

problems that occur in everyday life,
including problems that may relate to readers’ lives.
that a memoir is an account of a set of
memories written by the person who experienced them.

1. Collect the books in the genre text set.
2. Immerse. Read aloud each book using the lesson guidelines. The primary goal should be enjoyment
and understanding of the book.
3. Study. After you have read these mentor texts, have students analyze characteristics or “noticings”
that are common to the texts, and list the characteristics on chart paper.
4. Define. Use the list of characteristics to create a short working definition of the genre.
5. Teach specific minilessons on the important characteristics of the genre.

the themes and messages in a memoir and
understand the relevance to their own lives.

students bring together what they have learned and

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This memoir about Jorge Posada’s experiences learning to be a switch-hitter provides students with
an encouraging example of how perseverance can help someone master a difficult skill.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Most text is superimposed on pages tinted with Raúl Colón’s unique, texturized
watercolor wash and on his full-bleed, texturized watercolor paintings. Colón’s watercolor technique adds a sense of
motion and fluidity to the illustrations, which complements the subject matter.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity As they learn about the
determination, practice, and perseverance Jorge showed as he developed his skill as a baseball player, students will
understand better the importance of these qualities in their own development as individuals.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■Running
■Use

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

the meaning of words from the context of a
sentence or paragraph (e.g., glum, baffled, archrival,
advantage).

and understand texts with abrupt scene
transitions.

6. Read and Revise. Expand students’ understanding by encouraging them to talk about the genre in
appropriate instructional contexts (book clubs, independent reading conferences, guided reading
lessons, and shared reading lessons).

292

■Derive

artistic choices that support the content.

■Follow

explore a topic in more depth.

text with multiple paragraphs, including dialogue, on a page; a mix of simple and complex sentences

of italics to indicate Spanish words, onomatopoetic words, Jorge’s internal thoughts, and for emphasis

■Some

use of Tier 2 vocabulary (e.g., glum, baffled, archrival, advantage); frequent use of domain-specific words
related to baseball (e.g., switch-hitter, curveball, sidearm, foul)

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

After: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important moment,
series of events, person, or place in his or her life and has an important
message for the reader.

with your class. Use the Inquiry Overview Card to help

some academic vocabulary to talk about nonfiction
genre and literary features (e.g., memoir, message,
persuasive language).

■Infer

■Recognize

w

included in the Preview Pack. Choose one to “revisit”

and think critically about language that conveys
an emotional atmosphere in a memoir, affecting how the
reader feels (e.g., frustration, determination, elation).

Vocabulary
■Use

Comprehension

Have students expressed an interest in reading biographies or historical
fiction?

Before: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important time in
his or her life.

Books and lessons from previous days’ instruction are

■Notice

■
Understand

Leon's Story

Do they notice a turning point in the story, and how it affects the writer?
Do they use language such as genre, memoir, point of view, perspective,
reflection, message, turning point, and insight?

w

Reader’s Notebook

287

Interactive Read-Aloud

Nonfiction/Memoir
Genre Study: Memoir
• The Scraps Book
• Play Ball!
• The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza
• Twelve Kinds of Ice

Do they notice from what point of view the story is told?
Can they understand and articulate the larger message?

•
•

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.
Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

Illustrator Raúl Colón
Genre
Text Set

Messages

Genre Study: Memoir Grade 4

Revisit Play Ball!

Discuss with students how a memoir can help them learn about and develop empathy
for someone who may be different from them.
Writing About Reading Encourage students to write in a reader’s notebook about
how first-person point of view impacts a story they read.

Record the responses.

Jorge Posada recalls the story of how, at his father’s urging, he learned to bat left-handed as a young ballplayer in
Puerto Rico. Frustrated, Jorge turns to his friends, who help him see the benefit of becoming a switch-hitter. Soon, his
new skill helps his team win against their local rivals.

Fatty Legs: A True Story

Knucklehead: Tall Tales and Almost-True
Stories of Growing Up Scieszka

Steps in a Genre Study
Genre study gives students the tools they need to navigate a variety of texts with deep understanding.
There are six broad steps in a genre study. For further reading about the inquiry process and genre
study, refer to Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books (Fountas and Pinnell 2012).

w

w

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Summary

Do students notice how memoirs are alike?
Can they identify why the event, time, place, or person is important to
the writer?

•
•

After completing the steps in the genre study process, help students read and revise
their definition of the genre based on their new understandings.

Some fiction books are written in the first person. If you read such a book during
interactive read-aloud, help students notice that all of the story’s action is seen
through the narrator’s eyes. Help them to notice when a fiction story is written in the
style of a memoir.

IRA

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™ collection.
Sisters

• Play Ball!
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Online images of Jose Posada (optional)
• Books and/or websites about artist Raúl
Colón (optional)
• Cardstock or heavy weight paper, watercolor
paints, colored pencils, and crayons (optional)
• A variety of objects that can be used to
create texture on the cardstock paper (e.g.,
toothpicks, sandpaper, the edge of a spiral
notebook, or other common items) (optional)

Interactive Read-Aloud

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

For genre study, be sure that students think and talk about the meaning of each text before looking for
genre characteristics.
A memoir provides factual information about a significant time, place, person, or event in the author’s
life and explains the significance. Often, the writer portrays a memory with an important message that
the reader can understand, relate to, and share feelings about. Usually told in the first person, a memoir
often contains a narrative that is reflective, telling only what counts. The books in this set will allow
students to make personal connections, relate to the authors’ messages, and learn about the structure
and variability of memoir.

286

You Will Need

IRA

Twelve Kinds
of Ice

279

•
•

Read and Revise

When a story is told from the writer’s point of view, how do you learn what
other people in the story are thinking and feeling?

• recognize the larger message.

Genre Study

The Upside Down Boy/
El niño de cabeza

w

After they turn and talk, ask a few students to share. Chart responses. If
necessary, revise the responses throughout the lesson to make them more
generative.

• identify the turning point and its effect on the writer, and

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about nonfiction texts?
•

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.

Turn and talk to your partner again. What are some things you learn about
Juan because it is told from Juan’s point of view?
w

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the study
of memoir?

w

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

Turn and talk to a partner. Who is telling the story? Who is the narrator?
How do you know that?

• notice similarities between them,

Play Ball!

Talk to your group about the book you read today. Who is telling the story? How do
you know? What did you learn about the writer?

Hold up The Upside Down Boy and read a page clearly written in the first
person, such as page 18.

• notice what is always true and often true,

About This Text Set

You might want to read a memoir today. If you
do, think about who is telling the story. Is it firstperson point of view? What do you learn about
the writer?

Following independent reading time, gather students
together in the meeting area to talk in small groups.

As you read aloud and enjoy memoirs together, help students

The Scraps Book: Notes
from a Colorful Life

Review the chart and write the minilesson principle
at the top.

Share

Play Ball! by Jorge Posada

Memoir

w

To help students understand how first-person point of view provides important
information to the reader, engage them in noticing the voice in familiar texts. Here
is an example.

The Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe Herrera

w

What did you learn today?

Minilesson

The Scraps Book: Notes from a Colorful Life by Lois Ehlert

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

Read a page clearly written in the first person, such
as the page beginning “I created lots of art.”

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about first-person point of view.

Observe students when they discuss memoir. Notice if there is evidence of new
learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

point of view
first person

w

Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

WHOLE CLASS

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors across instructional contexts.

w

w

Genre Study: Memoir

in the first person.

TEXT SET 4

Assessment

Invite the students to repeat the lesson in small groups
using The Scraps Book.

Assess Learning

w

w

Studying Memoir

Have a Try

Understand that a memoir often is written from the author’s point of view or
perspective.

Rationale

narrator

Umbrella 13

LA.U13.RML4

Goal

When students think about who is telling a story, they can anticipate the kind
of information the writer can reveal, such as internal thoughts, feelings, and
motivations told from the author’s perspective. They also begin to use context clues
to infer the writer’s point of view.

chart paper and markers

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Before Teaching Umbrella 13 Minilessons

LA.U13.RML4: Most memoirs are written

Most memoirs are written in the first person.

familiar memoirs, such as The
Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe
Herrera and The Scraps Book by
Lois Ehlert, from Text Set: Genre
Study: Memoir

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

When students study a genre, they learn what to expect when reading a text, expand
important comprehension skills, examine the distinguishing characteristics of a
genre, and develop the tools they need to navigate a variety of types of written
documents. There are six broad steps in the process of a genre study, which are
described on pages 39–41.
Prior to beginning a genre study of memoir, select a variety of clear examples of
memoir for students to read and enjoy. Before guiding students to look for genre
characteristics, be sure that they first become immersed in the books, thinking and
talking about the meaning of each text and enjoying the stories. These shared literary
experiences will provide a backdrop of examples. Choose texts that focus on an
important time, place, person, or event and have a reflective element in which the writer
learns something about himself and the reader learns a larger message.
Use the following books from the Fountas & Pinnell ClassroomTM Interactive
Read-Aloud Collection text sets or use memoirs that you have on hand.

RML 4

Reading Minilesson Principle

LA.U13.RML4

Studying Memoir
You Will Need

Memoirs are alike in many ways.

RML2
RML3
RML4

RML 4

Umbrella 13

Genre Study: Memoir

Minilessons in This Umbrella

STUDYING MEMOIR

1
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Revisit class-created Readers’ Theater for
Play Ball!

SPELLING PATTERNS 5: Understand That
Some Words Have a Double Consonant

Understand That Some Words
Have a Double Consonant

SPELLING PATTERNS 5
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan

Online Resources
fSP 5

XX
Consider Your Students

fSP 5
fSP 5

Throughout this lesson students work with multisyllable words
that have a double consonant pattern in the middle or at the end.
Before beginning this lesson, it will be helpful if students have
experience working with two-syllable words. Gaining familiarity
with a variety of double consonant spelling patterns will enable
students to read and spell longer words more effortlessly.

fSP 5

Task Sheet
Word Grids
Game Cards
Directions for Word Grid

Other Materials
fchart paper

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach an assortment
of patterns with double
consonants.

XX
Working with English Language Learners
The more practice English language learners have with finding
and noticing patterns in written language, the easier it will be for
them to read and spell new words. Actively model how students
can relate new words to words they already know. Periodically
throughout the lesson check with students to be sure they
understand the meanings of the words being used. Build into the
lesson a time when students can identify any words with double
consonant patterns that they do not know.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Double consonants appear in the middle and at the end of a
number of common multisyllable words. The two consonants
together stand for a single sound. Recognizing this recurring
spelling pattern will help students become more flexible in
breaking apart and solving words with more than one syllable.

Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound in
the middle of a multisyllable
word.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound at
the end of a multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 19

131

Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Double Consonant
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You Will Need

Book

Silly World Records . . .
and How to Beat Them

Level

• Silly World Records . . . and How to Beat
Them, Level N

Ricardo Santos
Nonfiction/Expository

oral vocabulary through
reading (world
world record, feat, all
fours).

■
Understand the

use of second
person in a nonfiction text.

■
Read with

all dimensions of

fluency.

■

You Will Need

Book
Level

• Looking at Snowflakes, Level R
• pocket
chart
Word
Work

■
Notice

Author

and understand how
■
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
the graphics and sidebars
complement the body of the text.to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
■
Writing About Reading
Understand and describe
• Words: brook, droop, foot, look, loose,
characteristics of expository
■
proof, roots, shook, spool, stood
nonfiction.
• Recording Form

Genre

You Will Need

Book
Level

• The Strange Story of Ketchup, Level O
• pocket chart
Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Words: breaker, deadly, feast, great,
leaves, peach, spread, steaks, weapons

Looking at Snowflakes

Reading
■

■
Add to vocabulary through

reading ((tangy, poisonous,
popularity
popularity).

variety of graphics (photographs,

■
Understand that

multisyllable words by
taking them apart using syllables.

Silly World Records . . . and How to

■
Demonstrate

Goals

Beat Them, Level N

Genre/Form
■
Nonfiction

Language and Literary
Features

■
Expository

■
Figurative

■
Divided

Reading
Words

into sections

■
Language that

speaks directly to
the reader (But you could enjoy
that glory without being a top
sports star.)

■
Underlying

structural patterns
(categorical, temporal sequence,
description)

■
Understand

and acquire contentspecific words that require using
definitions within the body of
a text or the glossary (crystal,
complex, humidity).

■
Search
■

language (The world’s
fastest swimmers can slice
through water like fish.)

for and use information
from graphics (photographs,
diagram).

■
Notice
■ parts

of words and connect
them to other words to solve
them.

photographs add
to the information in a text.

interesting to and
relevant for the reader (silly world
records)
of familiar and new

previous
understandings with new
understandings the text provides.

phrasing and
Illustrations
intonation.

Writing About Reading

Genre/Form

■
Identify why a writer might

■

choose to write about a topic.

beginning with

requires
inferential thinking (challenging
yourself)

Genre/Form

■
Some words that

■
Divided

Looking at Snowflakes, Level R

Language and Literary
Features

■
appear in the
■
Nonfiction
vocabulary of mature language
■
Expository
users (thrilling, smashing,
four-legged)
Text Structure
■
Divided

language (This
snowflake is a long, hollow
column that looks like a needle.)

■
Language that

speaks directly
to the reader (Imagine you are
somewhere very cold.)

structural patterns
(categorical, description, temporal
sequence, cause and effect)

■
Embedded

■
Some

longer sentences with more
than twenty words and many
embedded phrases and clauses

■
New content that will

engage
and interest readers and expand
knowledge (snowflakes)

beginning with
phrases (Depending on its size,
you could be holding thousands
or even millions of snowflakes.)

content that requires the
reader to search for information in
graphics (diagram, photographs
with captions)

particular to a
discipline (crystal, temperature,
humidity)

about content
familiar to most readers but not
fully explained (complexity in
nature)

■
Full

Empathy

about content
familiar to most readers (complex
history of common food)

■
Some words that

appear in the
vocabulary of mature language
users (squirt, poisonous,
popularity)

provided.)

Book and Print Features
■
Captions with

pictures that
provide important information

■
Print

placed in sidebars and
graphics that provide important
information

■
Table

of contents, headings,
labels, glossary

■
Full

range of punctuation

1

range of punctuation

1

New Shoes

Fly Away

Hoop Hustle

Book Clubs

Step Right Up

A Symphony of Whales

Book Clubs

Title

Uncle Willie and the Soup
Kitchen
Grade
4
Author/
Illustrator DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan
Genre
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Uncle Willie is fun to be with, but it’s the soup kitchen where he works that really makes
him smile. To find out why, read Uncle Willie and the Soup Kitchen.

The Boy and the Whale

Summary
Set in New York City, this story is narrated by a young boy who wonders about the homeless
people he sees in the streets and feels concerned about them. His mother suggests that he
ask his kind and lively Uncle Willie to take him to the soup kitchen where he volunteers most
days. Shy and perhaps fearful at first, the boy becomes increasingly comfortable as he helps
the cheerful workers prepare and serve food. He discovers that the soup kitchen is a warm,
caring place where people who are hungry can get help and not feel so alone.

While reading the books in this text set, help students make connections to their own experiences, and
facilitate ways of learning and finding out more about empathy.
What are the problems the characters face in these books, and how are they similar to one another?

■

Messages and Themes

What do the characters’ choices tell about each of them?
How do the characters in each of these books change by the end of each story?

■

■
Sometimes you need to go beyond your comfort zone to do a good thing.

■

■
Helping others is not only a good thing to do but rewarding for those who do it.

How do both the authors and illustrators of these books show the reader that time is passing?

■

Essential Question and Big Ideas

It can make a difference
to someone if they feel
understood.

■
Young people can make a difference.

Continuum
Connection

Genre
Fiction/Historical
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

small-group discussion
and add on

■
Infer that the boy was comforted by the

fact that the soup kitchen was a cheerful,
caring place where a person would not feel
so lonely

Extend the Discussion

Building Deep Understanding
■
Understand that being homeless seems

■
Write how this experience shows the boy

that he can help people

lonely and scary to the young boy

Summary
This story is set in the South in 1950. Ella Mae and her mother, who are black, enter a
shoe store, but the owner first waits on the white family who came after them. Then,
since black people are not allowed to try on shoes, Ella Mae’s mother has to trace her
daughter’s feet on paper to show the size. Shocked and angry, Ella Mae asks her cousin
Charlotte to help her create a store where black people can try on shoes. The girls do
chores for a nickel and a pair of used shoes and then use the coins for shoe polish. They
sell the shoes to their neighbors.

Messages and Themes
preserve their dignity.

Genre

■
Agree and disagree respectfully
■
Express and reflect on their own feelings,

and recognize the feelings of others

Building Deep Understanding
■
Relate story details to racial prejudice and

systemwide oppression

Fiction/Realistic

of humiliation and anger and her mother’s
protectiveness and sense of caution

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how setting up their own store

This book is all about families and the title comes from the song “The Birdies Fly Away.” To
find out why the song is important to Lucy, who cannot carry a tune—and to the rest of her
family—read Fly Away by Patricia MacLachlan.

Lucy, the only one in her musical family who cannot carry a tune, narrates this story about
their trip to Aunt Frankie’s farm. Teddy, the youngest child, sings to Lucy in secret, though
without the words. Lucy’s other secret is her poem writing. The family arrives in time to
help Aunt Frankie prepare for the flooding of the nearby river. An overnight storm leaves
the house untouched, but then Teddy wanders off. To find him, Lucy makes herself sing
“The Birdies Fly Away,” and Teddy responds in kind. The book ends with Lucy’s father
praising her poem.

■
Most people have things they can and can’t do well. Accept your weaknesses, and cultivate your

strengths.

helped the girls and people in their
community

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Use respectful turn-taking conventions
■
Invite each other to provide evidence

Building Deep Understanding
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■
Infer the value of keeping secrets, sharing

them selectively, and sometimes fully
sharing them

Though desperate to make the basketball varsity team, Brian rejects help from his father,
a basketball legend. When Brian stays out past his curfew, his father makes him volunteer
at the senior center, where he is paired up with George, a former player who teaches
him helpful skills. When George has surgery, Brian practices with his father and, to his
surprise, enjoys the experience. At the final scrimmage, Brian doesn’t play as well as his
competition, Mike, but regains his confidence when George shows up. In the end, both
boys make the team.

the Discussion Card for each title in the set, and six
complimentary copies of one of the text set titles.

Messages and Themes

Messages and Themes

■
Understand that some characters have a

special connection but that all support and
love one another

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how Lucy learns to accept her

singing voice without shame and to see
her strengths

Understanding how others feel can give you a new perspective.
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4
Jake Maddox
Fiction/Realistic

Desperate to make the varsity basketball team, Brian stays out too late practicing. To
teach Brian a lesson, his father makes him volunteer at the senior center. How will Brian
get enough practice now? Read Hoop Hustle to find out.

Summary

Summary

Continuum
Connection

Hoop Hustle

Grade
Author
Genre

Book Talk

but is worthwhile.

■
Infer from the illustrations Ella Mae’s sense

Title

Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking

The Preview Pack contains the Inquiry Overview Card,

Book Clubs
Fly Away

Grade
4
Author/
Illustrator Patricia MacLachlan

Book Talk

■
Using your own voice—to sing aloud, speak your truth, or show creative work— takes courage

■
Young people can make a difference.

Continuum
Connection

Title

Begin numbering this
book on the right-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “My cousin
Charlotte hands me the
package. . . .”

■
People cannot always fight oppression directly, but they can find other ways to resist it and

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Actively participate in conversation during
■
Learn how to focus on the important ideas

If you understand
what someone is going
through, you might be
able to help them.

Why is it important to try
to understand the
feelings of others?

Book Clubs
New Shoes

Grade
4
Author
Susan Lynn Meyer
Illustrator Eric Velasquez

Book Talk
Ella Mae is getting new shoes for the first time, since this year the hand-me-down
ones from her cousin don’t fit. It’s 1950 in the South, and going to a store is not always
comfortable for someone black. To find out why, read New Shoes.

■
Life is not always fair, and sometimes you need to be resourceful.

Grade 4

Engage students by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk
about the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also
be explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

Title

Begin numbering this
book on the left-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “‘Talk to me,’
says Uncle Willie when
he picks me up from
school.”

Book Talk

You might wish to refer to the following additional books and the Inquiry Overview Card for the
corresponding text set in Interactive Read-Aloud.

Empathy

INDEPEND.

beginning with
phrases or subordinate clauses
(And, believe it or not, the sauce
was made of fish.)
a wide variety of
punctuation based on complexity
(But one kind of ketchup was
missing: tomato ketchup.)

Vocabulary

of graphics that add
information and support the
readers’ interpretation of the text
(photographs, map)

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom
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Book Clubs

Uncle Willie and the
Soup Kitchen

About This Text Set
What is empathy? Empathy is the ability to understand and share the feelings of others. The characters
or subjects in these books attempt to do just that, motivated by a desire to help and an ability to put
others’ needs before their own. The messages in these books reflect the idea that if you can understand
the suffering of another person or creature, you will take action to help them. Students will make
connections to their own experiences with helping others or to simply treating others with kindness.

The Crane Wife

Student choice and confer with individual
students.

■
Many sentences

■
Sentences with

Themes and Ideas
■
Deeper meaning

provide information
that matches and extends the
text (photographs with captions,
diagram)

range of plurals (tomatoes,
berries, thousands)
connectives (and,
because, so)

■
A range

of contents, headings,
sidebars, pronunciation guides,
labels, numbered list, glossary

Thinking About Books

Teacher prepares to facilitate book clubs
for this text set on days 32–35. Students
continue to read the book they selected.

with a small group of students. (6 copies of each title

describe
things (tangy, boring, moldy)

■
Full

■
Common

Illustrations

BC

EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

Sentence Complexity

of familiar and new

content that requires the
reader to search for information
in graphics (map, labeled

affixes (humidity,

largest, unusual)

■
Some words

■
Deeper meaning

■
A balance
■
Much

(formation, substances,
Fahrenheit)
■
Base words with

■
Graphics that

Book and Print Features
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TEXT SET 2

■
Many adjectives that

used to show
chronological order (Over time,
people learned that tomatoes
weren’t poisonous.)

■
Table

Vocabulary

Themes and Ideas

Content

use of reference tools (surface,
hexagon, irregular)

■
Many multisyllable words

Illustrations

■
Many sentences

■
Much

from the Grade 4 Guided Reading Collection to try

and include appropriate
and important details when
summarizing a text.

Words

■
Language

structural patterns
(categorical, chronological
sequence, description,
comparison and contrast)

Words

Sentence Complexity

interview

Content

into sections

■
Underlying

■
New vocabulary requiring the

■
Descriptive

into sections

■
Underlying

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.
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words based on sounds
represented by the vowel
pattern ea.

■
Select

■
Descriptive

Text Structure
Book and Print Features
Analysis
of Book Characteristics
■

larger message—
everyday things may have a
complex history.

■Sort

Writing About Reading

Language and Literary
Features
language (Their
ketchup was brown, thin, and
salty.)

■

in sentence length and

structure

Vocabulary

■
Abstract theme that

SMALL GROUP

■
Variation

■
Many sentences

■
Infer the

Word Work

The Strange Story of Ketchup, Level O

This expository text is organized categorically and includes labels, sidebars, and a map. The
book tells the history of tomato ketchup, from a time when tomatoes were thought to be poisonous to now, when it is
a widely used condiment.

phrases or subordinate clauses (If
How The Book Works This expository nonfiction book explains the formation of snowflakes and describes their
you are quick, you could break a
common shapes. It concludes with an interview with a snowflake scientist. Photographs, a diagram, and a numbered
record without breaking a sweat.)
list support
and extend understanding.
■

content

Themes and Ideas

and describe
characteristics of nonfiction.
previous
understandings with the new
understandings the text provides.

Analysis of Book Characteristics

based on sounds
represented by the vowel
pattern oo.

Sentence Complexity

■
Content

■
A balance

larger messages about
beauty and complexity in nature.

■
Sort words

opinions about a text and
give rationales and examples.

■
Compare

■
Read with
■

Content

■
Understand
■
Compare

silently at a slightly faster
rate than when reading orally
while maintaining comprehension

■
Infer the

Word Work

■
Share

consistent self-

■
Read

Think
about
the
readers
and the
behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level R in
How The Book Works This expository text describes silly world records that
people
have
set.
It provides
directions
Fountas
& Pinnell Literacy
Continuum.
for how to perform some of these feats and tips to help readers excel at someThe
others.
Photographs
with captions
and Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may
be appropriate.
sidebars extend meaning.

Text Structure

Catrina A. Thomas
Nonfiction/
Expository

Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level O in
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum.. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may

■
Solve

Analysis of Book Characteristics

The Strange Story
of Ketchup
O

Author
Genre

Goals

R

Lara Anderson
Nonfiction/Expository

Guided Reading

reading to accommodate
compound sentences and
sentences with variety in order of
clauses.

Guided Reading

■
Add to

and use punctuation

marks.
flexibility using
different ways to solve words.

GR

■
Notice

■
Demonstrate
■
Adjust

GR

Reading

The Preview Pack contains one title per text level

N

Author
Genre

Goals
Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level N in
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum.. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following may
be appropriate.

Guided Reading

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com
to download online resources to support
this lesson, including:
• Recording Form

GR

Meet with groups C, A, and D.

7/8/2019 4:04:45 PM
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■
Knowing you’ve done your best is more important than winning.
■
Even when you think your goal is hopeless, keep trying: it may still be within your reach.
■
Not only can you learn from others, but relationships can provide important support and

inspiration.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Use respectful turn-taking conventions
■
Talk about what went well and what you

want to work on to get better

Building Deep Understanding
■
Infer that Brian’s growing skills and inner

■
Understand that other people can help us

develop skills and grow as people

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how Brian changes throughout

the book, including details about his
relationship with his father

confidence help him stop comparing
himself to his father
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Alternative Option 2: Move the Text Set 2 Book Club to
week 8 (days 36–40) to allow more time for students
to concentrate on book clubs.

Independent Reading

Independent Reading

Independent Reading

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Conferring Card

Title
Grade
Author

Capybaras After Dark
the Night)
4
Heather M. Moore Niver

Photographers

Various

Genre

Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s)

Learning about wild animals helps
you understand the natural world.
There is a huge variety of animal life
in the world.

Title

The Tale of Despereaux

Title

The Magic Pomegranate

Grade

4

Grade

4

Author

Kate DiCamillo

Illustrator

Timothy Basil Ering

Illustrator

Melanie Hall

Genre

Fiction/Fantasy

Genre

Fiction/Folktale

you and the person you are forgiving. Don’t
judge someone based on first impressions.

Book Talk
Book Talk

Author

Message(s) It’s okay to be different. Forgiveness helps

Peninnah Schram

Message(s) The greatest of good deeds involve

sacrifice. Clever people working together
can solve even the hardest problems.

Book Talk

Focus on Language and Literary Features

understand the moral of this story by reviewing the princess’ reasoning. Although all the brothers

make contributions to the princess’ cure, only the youngest brother loses something by his selfless
Unlike most nonfiction books, the glossary in this book comes before the table of contents. With
This story is told as third-person narrative, and the narrator speaks directly to the reader
act. Explain that giving of oneself or giving up something of one’s own is considered the mark of
the student, review the words defined in the glossary. What do these words lead the student to
throughout the story (e.g., pages 58, 61, 66). Invite the student to turn to some parts where the
the greatest kind of good deed in the Jewish tradition.
expect from this book? Invite the student to describe how placing the glossary up front changes
narrator addresses the reader, and discuss why author Kate DiCamillo might have decided to write
her experience with this book, as compared to other nonfiction books.

use n con unc on w h he co espond ng book om

Here’s a quiz. Which would you rather have: A) a magic glass that can show you what’s happening
Tiny Despereaux is a mouse who is different from the other mice in his community. He loves books
anywhere in the world; B) a magic carpet that will carry you swiftly through the air to wherever you

and music and falls in love with a princess. When he breaks the important mouse rule about
want to go; or C) a pomegranate? Careful, it’s a trick question! Read this folktale to find out about a
Can you imagine a guinea pig the size of a big dog? Capybaras, cousins to guinea pigs, are the
speaking to humans, the other mice send him to a dungeon to be eaten by rats. Will he ever be the
surprising pomegranate.
largest rodents in the world. They are most active at night, spend a lot of time in the water, and
princess’ knight in shining armor and live happily ever after? Read this exciting book to find out.
hang around in herds, making all kinds of sounds. Check out this book in the Animals of the Night
Summary
series to learn all about these amazing animals.
Summary
The Magic Pomegranate, a Jewish folktale, tells of three brothers who set out in different directions,
In this Newbery Award-winning novel, a tiny mouse named Despereaux, who is unlike any other
agreeing to reunite in 10 years
years, each bringing an unusual gift. The oldest purchases a magic glass
Summary
mouse he knows, falls in love with Princess Pea, who lives in the castle with her father the King.
that will show what’s happening anywhere in the world. The second brother buys a flying carpet.
Capybaras are semiaquatic, nocturnal rodents living in Central and South America. Related to
Despereaux is sentenced by the other mice to die at the claws of the rats in the dungeon for
The youngest brother finds a tree with a single pomegranate. The fruit falls into his hands when
guinea pigs and chinchillas, capybaras are the largest rodents in the world. Adult capybaras are
interacting with humans. A few years earlier, Roscuro, a rat who loves the light, escaped the
he reaches for it and the tree vanishes. When the brothers meet again, they compare the gifts. The
about two feet tall at the shoulder and between three and four feet long—about the size of a large
dungeon to see the light in the castle. He fell into the Queen’s soup, and she died of shock. The
oldest brother looks through his glass and sees a sick princess in a far-off kingdom. Together the
dog. Capybaras live in herds and are very social animals. Although herds will often live near each
King, in his grief, outlawed soup throughout the kingdom. We then meet Miggory (“Mig”) Sow, a
brothers fly on the second brother’s magic carpet to the royal palace, where the youngest brother
other, their grazing areas are separate, defended territories. They are herbivores, eating only
girl who lives a sad life, having been sold by her father and abused by her new “uncle.” She wants
cures the princess by feeding her part of his pomegranate. The wise princess chooses to marry
plants, such as grasses, melons, and grains. Capybaras are vocal, making a variety of sounds,
desperately to be a princess. Mig is a very simple girl, but she manages to get a job in the castle.
the youngest brother because he selflessly gave up part of his pomegranate to heal her, while the
including barks, chirps, and whistles, to communicate with each other and to protect their members
There, she becomes entangled in Roscuro’s selfish plot to kidnap Princess Pea. Despereaux
other two brothers still have their unchanged magic objects. The wedding is celebrated, and the
from danger, such as an attack by predators. Young capybaras—able to run, swim, and dive within
rescues Princess Pea, who then invites Roscuro to leave behind his dark ways and live peacefully
three brothers and the princess all become royal advisors.
hours of birth—are cared for by any nursing female in the herd. The author includes some tips about
in the light of the castle. Soup is again allowed in the land and Mig is reunited with her father, who
how to stay safe if face-to-face with a capybara. The book begins with a glossary and a table of
regrets having sold her and now treats her like a princess. And Despereaux
becomeson
a friend
and
Focus
Themes
and Ideas
contents and ends with a list of further resources and an index.
companion to Princess Pea, and they live mostly happily ever after.
Point out that some folktales were told to teach a moral, or lesson, to the listener. Help the student

Focus on Book and Print Features

The P ev ew Pack con a ns samp e Con e ng Ca ds o

the story this way. The Coda at the end of the book also sheds light on the narrator’s purpose.
Reread the Coda with the student, and talk together about why DiCamillo might have added this
part at the end. (Note: You might also wish to explain what a coda is.)
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LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13

Studying Memoir

Minilessons in This Umbrella
RML1

STUDYING MEMOIR

w

basket of memoirs
sticky notes

Reading Minilesson Principle

Have a Try

Understand that memoir texts often have a turning point, or a point when an
important decision is made.

Invite the students to talk with a partner about the turning
point in a memoir.

Rationale

Assess Learning

w

Do students recognize the turning point in a memoir?

Notice and understand the
characteristics of some specific
nonfiction genres: e.g., expository,
narrative, procedural and
persuasive texts, biography,
autobiography, memoir, hybrid text
(p. 62)

Show the cover of The Upside Down Boy.

w

After students turn and talk, ask a few pairs to share
their thinking.

Can they discuss the turning point’s impact on the writer?
Do they understand the academic term turning point when talking
about memoir?

Understand that a narrative
nonfiction text includes selected
important events and turning
points (p. 276)

Choose a memoir from the basket to read today if
you are not already reading one. Think about the
turning point in the book. It might be a point at
which the writer learned or understood something that could change his life. How
did the turning point affect the writer? Write it on a sticky note and bring it with
you to share.

This was a big moment in Jorge’s life because it signaled change. This is
called the turning point.
w

w

• notice similarities between them,

Record responses.

• identify what the writers learned about themselves,

Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

You Will Need

Book

The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza

Grade

• The Upside Down Boy/El niño de cabeza
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Poster paper, poster paints, and markers
(optional)

4

Author

Juan Felipe Herrera
Nonfiction/Memoir

Text Set

Genre Study: Memoir
• The Scraps Book
• Play Ball!
• The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza
• Twelve Kinds of Ice

Interactive Read-Aloud

Illustrator Elizabeth Gómez
Genre

Summary
When his family relocates to the city so he can attend school, Juanito has difficulty adjusting. He feels like he does
everything wrong, and speaking English does not come easily. With encouragement from family, new friends, and his
teacher, Juanito gains confidence, finds acceptance, and learns to express himself through writing and singing.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Recognize

and understand that memoirs may reflect a
wide range of diverse settings, languages, and cultures.

■Extend

understanding to nonfiction topics that are
outside most students’ immediate experience (e.g.,
immigration, language barriers, cultural differences).

Comprehension

279

288

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

•

Do students notice how memoirs are alike?

•

Can they identify why the event, time, place, or person is important to
the writer?

•

Do they notice from what point of view the story is told?

•

Can they understand and articulate the larger message?

•

Do they notice a turning point in the story, and how it affects the writer?

•

Do they use language such as genre, memoir, point of view, perspective,
reflection, message, turning point, and insight?

•

Have students expressed an interest in reading biographies or historical
fiction?

Read and Revise
After completing the steps in the genre study process, help students read and revise
their definition of the genre based on their new understandings.

Turn and talk to your partners about the turning point in the memoir you read
today. How did that moment change the writer?

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.
Continue to read memoirs and ask students to notice whether there is a turning
point or an important decision. Discuss the writer’s decision to include or omit a
turning point.

w

Have students map out the events in a memoir using a timeline. They can make their
own or fill in a graphic organizer (visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to download
a timeline). Ask students to indicate the turning point on the timeline.

w

Writing About Reading As students demonstrate they can talk about the turning
point in a memoir, suggest they begin to include examples in their reading letters.

• identify the turning point and its effect on the writer, and
• recognize the larger message.

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about nonfiction texts?

w

Before: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important time in
his or her life.

w

After: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important moment,
series of events, person, or place in his or her life and has an important
message for the reader.

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

w

• notice if the story is told in first person,

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the study
of memoir?

w

Share

Record responses on chart paper.
How did this decision change Jorge Posada’s life?

w

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Following independent reading time, gather students to talk about their reading in
small groups.

• notice what is always true and often true,

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

Review the chart and write the principle at the top.

Hold up Play Ball!
Turn and talk to the person next to you. When in the story did Jorge Posada
decide he was going to work extra hard to be the best baseball player he
could be—perhaps even a professional player?

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors across instructional contexts.

What did you learn about memoirs today?
w

To help students think about the minilesson principle, engage them in a discussion
about the significance of a turning point in a memoir. Here is an example.
w

Studying Memoir

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to notice the
turning point as they read memoir.

Minilesson

39

Assessment

Turn and talk to your partner. What is the turning
point in this memoir? How did that moment
influence the writer’s life?

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Section 2: Literary Analysis

w
w

turning point
Continuum
Connection

w

w

When students think about the turning point in a memoir, the moment when a
decision is made, they can better understand why the story is important to and how
it shaped the writer’s life.

Observe students when they read and discuss memoir. Notice if there is evidence of
new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

Umbrella 13

LA.U13.RML5

Goal

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary
w

RML 5

A memoir often has a turning point, or a point when an
important decision is made.

As you read aloud and enjoy memoirs together, help students

IRA

WHOLE CLASS

chart paper and markers

w

w

Play Ball! by Jorge Posada

Reader’s Notebook
When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.
Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

289

292

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Art

■Notice

and articulate how the tone of the memoir is
enhanced by the illustrator’s choice of colors.

■Analyze

the author’s decision to include the full text in
both Spanish and English.

Vocabulary
■Use

literary language that expresses the author’s
feelings about an experience.

some academic vocabulary to talk about literary
language (e.g., simile, metaphor, personification).

■Notice

■Use

the author’s messages in his memoir to the
student’s own life.

Some Words Have a Double Consonant

• Play Ball! by Jorge Posada

The Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe Herrera

■Relate

SPELLING PATTERNS 6: Understand That

familiar memoirs that teach a
larger message, such as the
following from Text Set: Genre
Study: Memoir:
• The Upside Down Boy by Juan
Felipe Herrera

w

The Scraps Book: Notes from a Colorful Life by Lois Ehlert

Messages

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Partner and Independent Writing sections
on your lesson folder.

LA.U13.RML5

Studying Memoir
You Will Need
w

Genre Study: Memoir

Moving to a new environment does not mean giving up the things that make you who you are. It can be difficult
adjusting to something new, but eventually you will find a way to belong that celebrates your individuality.

TEXT: The Upside Down Boy

A memoir often has a turning point, or a point when an important
decision is made.
The writer usually expresses new insight or a larger message.

Before Teaching Umbrella 13 Minilessons

a turning point or a point when an
important decision is made.

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

RML 5

Umbrella 13

Most memoirs are written in the first person.

RML5
RML6

When students study a genre, they learn what to expect when reading a text, expand
important comprehension skills, examine the distinguishing characteristics of a
genre, and develop the tools they need to navigate a variety of types of written
documents. There are six broad steps in the process of a genre study, which are
described on pages 39–41.
Prior to beginning a genre study of memoir, select a variety of clear examples of
memoir for students to read and enjoy. Before guiding students to look for genre
characteristics, be sure that they first become immersed in the books, thinking and
talking about the meaning of each text and enjoying the stories. These shared literary
experiences will provide a backdrop of examples. Choose texts that focus on an
important time, place, person, or event and have a reflective element in which the writer
learns something about himself and the reader learns a larger message.
Use the following books from the Fountas & Pinnell ClassroomTM Interactive
Read-Aloud Collection text sets or use memoirs that you have on hand.

LA.U13.RML5: A memoir often has

TEXT SET 4

The definition of memoir is what is always true about it.
Writers tell about a memory of a time, place, person, or event in their
lives and why it was important to them.

RML4

Genre Study: Memoir

Memoirs are alike in many ways.

RML2
RML3

LANS GRADE 4

context clues to determine the meaning of Spanish
words (e.g., campesinos, chico, buenos días, sí ).

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This memoir shares the story of how Mexican American poet Juan Felipe Herrera adjusted to a
strange new environment and in the process discovered his love of poetry.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Vibrant, full-bleed illustrations that capture the blending of Juanito’s former country life
with his new city life accompany the story, which is presented in both English and Spanish.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity By learning how the author found
a way to celebrate his past while embracing his present, students may understand that who they are grows with
experience.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■English

and Spanish versions of the text given equal weight

■Some

use of Spanish words (e.g., campesinos, chico, buenos días, sí); use of domain-specific words regarding nature
and farming (e.g., cornstalk, valleys, grape vines, cattle)

■Frequent

use of literary language (e.g., simile, metaphor, personification) and exaggerated spelling

1
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Understand That Some Words
Have a Double Consonant

SPELLING PATTERNS 6
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan

Ready Resources
fSP 6

XX
Consider Your Students

Pocket-Chart Cards

fBlank Pocket-Chart Cards

The focus of this lesson is on double consonants in the middle
and at the ends of multisyllable words. The lesson will be most
beneficial if students are attempting to figure out multisyllable
words during reading and to spell multisyllable words more
accurately in their writing. Recognizing double consonants in
words will increase students’ ability to analyze patterns and
correct spellings in longer words.

Online Resources
fSP 6
fSP 6
fSP 6

Task Sheet
Game Cards
Directions for Crazy Eights

Other Materials
fpocket chart

XX
Working with English Language Learners

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach a variety of
patterns with double consonants.

Observe English language learners to assess their knowledge of
identifying double consonant patterns in the middle of words and
at the ends of words. It may be easy for students to spot double
consonants in words. Still, it is important to make sure that
students not only recognize that the double consonants stand for
a single sound but also understand the words’ meanings. Using
concrete objects and pictures may help students clarify the
meanings of any unfamiliar words.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Double consonants appear in the middle and at the end of a
number of common multisyllable words. The two consonants
together stand for a single sound. Recognizing this recurring
spelling pattern will help students become more flexible in
breaking apart and solving words with more than one syllable.

Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound in
the middle of a multisyllable
word.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for a consonant sound at
the end of a multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 19

Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Double Consonant

007246_Fountas_PhonicsGrade4_Book.indb 135
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Concentrate instructional time on book clubs and

SMALL GROUP

conferring with individual students.

TEXT SET 2
EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

Six copies of this title are included in the Preview Pack.

Book Clubs
Title
Grade
Author

New Shoes
4
Susan Lynn Meyer

Illustrator Eric Velasquez
Genre
Fiction/Historical
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Begin numbering this
book on the right-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “My cousin
Charlotte hands me the
package. . . .”

Book Talk
Ella Mae is getting new shoes for the first time, since this year the hand-me-down
ones from her cousin don’t fit. It’s 1950 in the South, and going to a store is not always
comfortable for someone black. To find out why, read New Shoes.

Summary

Facilitate one book club.

This story is set in the South in 1950. Ella Mae and her mother, who are black, enter a
shoe store, but the owner first waits on the white family who came after them. Then,
since black people are not allowed to try on shoes, Ella Mae’s mother has to trace her
daughter’s feet on paper to show the size. Shocked and angry, Ella Mae asks her cousin
Charlotte to help her create a store where black people can try on shoes. The girls do
chores for a nickel and a pair of used shoes and then use the coins for shoe polish. They
sell the shoes to their neighbors.

Messages and Themes
■
Life is not always fair, and sometimes you need to be resourceful.
■
People cannot always fight oppression directly, but they can find other ways to resist it and

preserve their dignity.
■
Young people can make a difference.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Agree and disagree respectfully
■
Express and reflect on their own feelings,

and recognize the feelings of others

Building Deep Understanding
■
Relate story details to racial prejudice and

systemwide oppression

■
Infer from the illustrations Ella Mae’s sense

of humiliation and anger and her mother’s
protectiveness and sense of caution

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how setting up their own store

helped the girls and people in their
community

INDEPEND.

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Student choice and confer with individual
students.
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LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 13

Studying Memoir

w

Most memoirs are written in the first person.

RML5

A memoir often has a turning point, or a point when an important
decision is made.

RML6

The writer usually expresses new insight or a larger message.

familiar memoirs that teach a
larger message, such as the
following from Text Set: Genre
Study: Memoir:
• The Scraps Book by
Lois Ehlert
• The Upside Down Boy by Juan
Felipe Herrera
• Play Ball! by Jorge Posada

w

Reading Minilesson Principle

w

Assessment

Invite the students to talk with a partner about a familiar
memoir.

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors across instructional contexts.

Rationale

w

Show the cover of Play Ball!

w

After students turn and talk, ask a few pairs to share
their thinking.

Turn and talk to your partner. What did Jorge
Posada learn about himself in this memoir? What
is a larger message he wants to share?

When students notice a writer’s larger message in a memoir, they gain a deeper
understanding of the writer, the significance of the story, and life in general.

Assess Learning
Observe students when they read and discuss memoir. Notice if there is evidence of
new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.
w

Can students recognize a writer’s personal insight about an event, time, or
person they have written about?

w

Do they discuss the larger message or reflection of a memoir in whole- or smallgroup discussion?

w

Do they use the terms reflection, message, or insight in conversation or
in writing?

reflection
message
insight

Today you noticed how writers express new
insights or a larger message in a memoir.
w

When a writer chooses to write a memoir, she often does so because
she has reflected on a moment in her life and realizes that she learned
something about herself in that moment that she wants to share. This is
called insight.
w

Hold up The Scraps Book.

w

Record responses on a chart.

Genre Study: Memoir

Turn and talk to the person next to you. What did Lois Ehlert learn about
herself in this book?

Play Ball! by Jorge Posada
The Upside Down Boy by Juan Felipe Herrera
The Scraps Book: Notes from a Colorful Life by Lois Ehlert

What can you learn from Lois Ehlert? Why is she telling her story? What do
you think she wants you to know?

As you read aloud and enjoy memoirs together, help students

If you read a memoir today, think about what the
writer learned about himself and how that helps
you think about the larger message.

• notice similarities between them,

w

Chart responses.

• notice what is always true and often true,

w

Repeat this process with The Upside Down Boy.

Share

Book

w

The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza

Grade

4

Author

Ask a few students to share.

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.
w

Take time during interactive read aloud to talk about the larger message of the story.
Writing About Reading As students demonstrate they can talk about the larger
message in a memoir, you may suggest they fill in a graphic organizer, similar to the
chart in this lesson, with information from the memoirs they have read in their genre
study (visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com to download a graphic organizer).

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

w

Writing About Reading As students talk and write about memoirs they are reading,
encourage them to write about larger messages and what the writer learned.

Do they notice a turning point in the story, and how it affects the writer?
Do they use language such as genre, memoir, point of view, perspective,
reflection, message, turning point, and insight?

Have students expressed an interest in reading biographies or historical
fiction?

Read and Revise

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

w

Do they notice from what point of view the story is told?
Can they understand and articulate the larger message?

•
•

w

Before: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important time in
his or her life.

w

After: Memoir is a true story that a writer tells about an important moment,
series of events, person, or place in his or her life and has an important
message for the reader.

Reader’s Notebook
When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.
Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

291

292

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Juan Felipe Herrera

Illustrator Elizabeth Gómez
Genre

Nonfiction/Memoir

Text Set

Genre Study: Memoir
• The Scraps Book
• Play Ball!
• The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza
• Twelve Kinds of Ice

Interactive Read-Aloud

• The Upside Down Boy/El niño de cabeza
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Poster paper, poster paints, and markers
(optional)

290

Do students notice how memoirs are alike?
Can they identify why the event, time, place, or person is important to
the writer?

•
•

IRA

You Will Need

279

•
•

After completing the steps in the genre study process, help students read and revise
their definition of the genre based on their new understandings.

• recognize the larger message.
Umbrella 13: Studying Memoir

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about nonfiction texts?
•

If you read a memoir today, talk to your partner about what you think the writer
learned about herself and how that helps you think about the larger message.

• identify what the writers learned about themselves,
• identify the turning point and its effect on the writer, and

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the study
of memoir?

w

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Following independent reading time, gather students to talk about their reading in
small groups.

• notice if the story is told in first person,

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

Review the chart and write the principle at the top.

Engage students in a discussion of the larger meaning of familiar memoirs to help
them think about the minilesson principle. Here is an example.

Infer the larger ideas and
messages in a nonfiction text
(p. 63)

w

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about the larger message of a memoir.

Minilesson
Continuum
Connection

w

Studying Memoir

Have a Try

Understand that memoir writers usually have a larger message that they are
communicating through their story.

chart paper and markers

w

Umbrella 13

LA.U13.RML6

Goal

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

w

RML 6

The writer usually expresses new insight or a larger
message.

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Before Teaching Umbrella 13 Minilessons
When students study a genre, they learn what to expect when reading a text, expand
important comprehension skills, examine the distinguishing characteristics of a
genre, and develop the tools they need to navigate a variety of types of written
documents. There are six broad steps in the process of a genre study, which are
described on pages 39–41.
Prior to beginning a genre study of memoir, select a variety of clear examples of
memoir for students to read and enjoy. Before guiding students to look for genre
characteristics, be sure that they first become immersed in the books, thinking and
talking about the meaning of each text and enjoying the stories. These shared literary
experiences will provide a backdrop of examples. Choose texts that focus on an
important time, place, person, or event and have a reflective element in which the writer
learns something about himself and the reader learns a larger message.
Use the following books from the Fountas & Pinnell ClassroomTM Interactive
Read-Aloud Collection text sets or use memoirs that you have on hand.

expresses new insight or a larger
message.

Summary
When his family relocates to the city so he can attend school, Juanito has difficulty adjusting. He feels like he does
everything wrong, and speaking English does not come easily. With encouragement from family, new friends, and his
teacher, Juanito gains confidence, finds acceptance, and learns to express himself through writing and singing.

Messages
Moving to a new environment does not mean giving up the things that make you who you are. It can be difficult
adjusting to something new, but eventually you will find a way to belong that celebrates your individuality.

Goals

Revisit The Upside Down Boy.

Studying Memoir
You Will Need

The definition of memoir is what is always true about it.
Writers tell about a memory of a time, place, person, or event in their
lives and why it was important to them.

RML4

LA.U13.RML6: The writer usually

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

Genre Study: Memoir

Memoirs are alike in many ways.

RML2
RML3

RML1

TEXT SET 4

RML 6

Umbrella 13

LA.U13.RML6

Minilessons in This Umbrella

STUDYING MEMOIR

Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Recognize

and understand that memoirs may reflect a
wide range of diverse settings, languages, and cultures.

■Notice

and articulate how the tone of the memoir is
enhanced by the illustrator’s choice of colors.

■Extend

understanding to nonfiction topics that are
outside most students’ immediate experience (e.g.,
immigration, language barriers, cultural differences).

■Analyze

the author’s decision to include the full text in
both Spanish and English.

Vocabulary

Comprehension

■Use

some academic vocabulary to talk about literary
language (e.g., simile, metaphor, personification).

■Notice

literary language that expresses the author’s
feelings about an experience.

■Use

context clues to determine the meaning of Spanish
words (e.g., campesinos, chico, buenos días, sí ).

■Relate

the author’s messages in his memoir to the
student’s own life.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This memoir shares the story of how Mexican American poet Juan Felipe Herrera adjusted to a
strange new environment and in the process discovered his love of poetry.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS Vibrant, full-bleed illustrations that capture the blending of Juanito’s former country life
with his new city life accompany the story, which is presented in both English and Spanish.
SOCIAL STUDIES CONNECTION Individual Development and Identity By learning how the author found
a way to celebrate his past while embracing his present, students may understand that who they are grows with
experience.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■English

and Spanish versions of the text given equal weight

■Some

use of Spanish words (e.g., campesinos, chico, buenos días, sí); use of domain-specific words regarding nature
and farming (e.g., cornstalk, valleys, grape vines, cattle)

■Frequent

use of literary language (e.g., simile, metaphor, personification) and exaggerated spelling
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SMALL GROUP

WHOLE CLASS

SPELLLING PATTERNS 7: Understand

Understand That Some Words Have a a ern th
a Double Consonant That e resents T o Sounds

Online Resources
fSP 7
fSP 7

This lesson gives students the opportunity to solve multisyllable
words using their knowledge of word patterns. This lesson will be
most effective if students have had practice noticing double
consonant letter patterns that stand for a single sound in the
middle of words. The multisyllable words in this lesson include
words that have double consonant letters that represent two
sounds, which may be more challenging for students. You can
tailor the lesson to focus on the double consonant letters with
which students need more practice reading and writing.

XX
Working with English Language Learners
English language learners may not easily understand that a
double consonant can stand for two different sounds in the
middle of a word. Throughout the lesson, repeat the words many
times, emphasizing the two individual sounds represented by the
double consonant letter pattern. Work with students in small
groups as needed to be sure they understand and can pronounce
the words you are using as examples. It may be helpful for English
language learners to write difficult words on blank word cards so
they can use them for extra practice in reading and spelling the
words.

fSP 7

Task Sheet
Word Cards
Two-Way Sorts

Other Materials
fwhiteboard

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach a variety of
patterns with double consonant
letters that represent two sounds.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Double consonant letters appear in the middle of a number of
common multisyllable words. Often the two consonants together
stand for a single sound, as in the word buggy. Sometimes,
however, the two consonant letters in the middle of a
multisyllable word stand for two sounds rather than one, as in the
word suggest. Learning to recognize these consonant patterns will
ma e students reading more e cient and their spelling more
accurate.

Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant in the
pattern.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for two consonant
sounds in the middle of a
multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 20

Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Pattern
with a Double Consonant That Represents Two Sounds
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TEXT SET 2

Title

Uncle Willie and the Soup
Kitchen

4
Author/
Illustrator DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan
Genre
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Begin numbering this
book on the left-hand
page with the body text
beginning: “‘Talk to me,’
says Uncle Willie when
he picks me up from
school.”

Summary

Messages and Themes
■
Sometimes you need to go beyond your comfort zone to do a good thing.
■
Helping others is not only a good thing to do but rewarding for those who do it.
■
Young people can make a difference.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Actively participate in conversation during

small-group discussion
and add on

Building Deep Understanding
■
Understand that being homeless seems

■
Infer that the boy was comforted by the

fact that the soup kitchen was a cheerful,
caring place where a person would not feel
so lonely

Extend the Discussion
■
Write how this experience shows the boy

that he can help people

lonely and scary to the young boy
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Student choice and confer with individual
students.

While the Discussion Card for this title is included in

Book Clubs

Book Talk
Uncle Willie is fun to be with, but it’s the soup kitchen where he works that really makes
him smile. To find out why, read Uncle Willie and the Soup Kitchen.

Set in New York City, this story is narrated by a young boy who wonders about the homeless
people he sees in the streets and feels concerned about them. His mother suggests that he
ask his kind and lively Uncle Willie to take him to the soup kitchen where he volunteers most
days. Shy and perhaps fearful at first, the boy becomes increasingly comfortable as he helps
the cheerful workers prepare and serve food. He discovers that the soup kitchen is a warm,
caring place where people who are hungry can get help and not feel so alone.

Facilitate one book club.

139
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Grade

EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

■
Learn how to focus on the important ideas

INDEPENDENT

SPELLING PATTERNS 7
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan
XX
Consider Your Students

That Some Words Have a Pattern with a
Double Consonant That Represents Two
Sounds

1

Try this Book Club using your
own copies of Uncle Willie and
the Soup Kitchen.

the Preview Pack, copies of the book are not. Give this
Book Club a try by gathering the copies you need from
your classroom or school libraries.

DAY

DAY

34

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 5

Umbrella 5

LA.U5.RML1

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors.
w

•

•

Can students describe the characteristics of traditional literature, such as
fairy tales, fables, and folktales?

•

Are students able to describe the characteristics of nonfiction genres, such
as biography, autobiography, memoir, expository, and narrative nonfiction?

•

Can they correctly identify the fiction and nonfiction parts of hybrid books?

•

Do they use academic language, such as fiction, nonfiction, folktales,
and memoir?

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about fiction and nonfiction genres?
•

Can students determine the author’s message or the author’s purpose for
writing a fiction or nonfiction book?

•

Do students notice the different text features of nonfiction?

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

After teaching the minilessons in this umbrella, help students link the learning to
their own writing:

LA.U5.RML1: There are different genres of

w

When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS
186

Book

Twelve Kinds of Ice

Grade

4

Author

Ellen Bryan Obed

Genre Study: Memoir
• The Scraps Book
• Play Ball!
• The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza
• Twelve Kinds of Ice

Messages

WHOLE CLASS

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Use

background knowledge to understand the author’s
categorizations of ice.
the author’s reason for writing Twelve Kinds

Some Words Have a Pattern with a
Double Consonant That Represents Two
Sounds

Invite the students to work in pairs to discuss fiction
books they have read.

science fiction books, such as
My Son, the Time Traveler by Dan
Greenburg, from Independent
Reading Collection

w

chart paper and markers

w

sticky notes

w

w

Are students able to name different fiction genres?
Do they use academic language, such as realistic fiction, historical fiction,
science fiction, traditional literature, fantasy, realism, and genre?

realistic, historical, and science
fiction

What characteristics show that it is realistic fiction?

traditional literature

w

Write Realistic Fiction on chart paper. Record responses.

w

fantasy

w

Repeat the process with the historical fiction book, Kamishibai Man.

realism

w

genre

Realistic fiction and historical fiction are types, or genres, of fiction. These
two genres are called realism. The stories are imagined by the author, yet
they have characters, places, and events that are true to life.

Continuum
Connection
w

w

Connect texts by a range of
categories: e.g., content, theme,
message, genre, author/illustrator,
character, setting, special forms,
text structure, or organization
(p. 58)
Understand that there are different
types of texts and that they have
different characteristics (p. 58)
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w

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

Summarize by explaining that traditional literature and science fiction are
types of fantasy.

Can they correctly identify the fiction and nonfiction parts of hybrid books?
Do they use academic language, such as fiction, nonfiction, folktales,
and memoir?

•

Can students determine the author’s message or the author’s purpose for
writing a fiction or nonfiction book?

•

Do students notice the different text features of nonfiction?

After teaching the minilessons in this umbrella, help students link the learning to
their own writing:

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.

Teach students how to record the genre code on a reading list in the reader’s notebook
(see Umbrella 1: Introducing a Reader’s Notebook, in Section Four: Writing About
Reading, for more about genre coding).

w

Can students describe the characteristics of traditional literature, such as
fairy tales, fables, and folktales?
Are students able to describe the characteristics of nonfiction genres, such
as biography, autobiography, memoir, expository, and narrative nonfiction?

•
•

Link to Writing

w

Repeat this process with the traditional literature book, The Crane Wife. Read
a few pages and then read the author’s note opposite the dedication. Write
Traditional Literature on the chart. Record responses.

Are students able to describe the characteristics of fiction genres, such as
realistic fiction, historical fiction, science fiction, and fantasy?

•

•

What kind of fiction book did you read today? How did you know that?

During interactive read-aloud, talk about characteristics of fiction books and add
them to the chart.

Repeat this process with a science fiction book, such as My Son, the Time
Traveler. Write the words Science Fiction on the chart. Record responses.

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about fiction and nonfiction genres?

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

Following independent reading time, gather students together in the meeting area to talk
about their reading with the group.

w

w

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the genres of
fiction and nonfiction?

w

Share

Write Realism on the chart.

w

w

•

You can understand books better when you
understand their genres.
Today during independent reading, think about
what kind of fiction book you are reading. Bring
the book when we come together so you can share
your thinking.

Hold up Better Than You and read a few pages.

w

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors.

What does the chart show you about fiction books?

Review the chart and write the principle at the top.

Minilesson

A story like this could happen in real life, but the author made up the story.
What is the genre, or type of book?

Assessment

Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about which genre of fiction they are reading.

To help students think about the minilesson principle, engage them in noticing the
characteristics of different genres of fiction. Here is an example.
w

Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres

After they turn and talk, invite a few pairs to share.
Use sticky notes to add book titles to the chart.

Summarize and Apply

w

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

w

w

Assess Learning

w

Umbrella 5

Turn and talk to your partner about a fiction book
you read recently. Does it fit on this chart? Where?
Which type of fiction—or genre—is your book?

Rationale

w

Add specific genre codes to the Books We Have Shared chart (see p. 66).

w

Writing About Reading Invite students to write in a reader’s notebook about a
fiction text they read.

Umbrella 5: Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres

w

When students write fiction or nonfiction in writers’ workshop, encourage
them to incorporate the characteristics of the particular genre they use to write
their own pieces.

Reader’s Notebook
When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.
179
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CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTION: Science and Art

■Identify

and discuss interesting descriptions used within
the text, and evaluate their effectiveness.

■Recognize

and articulate how illustrations enhance the
reader’s experience of the memoir.

of Ice.

■Form,

Comprehension
■Sustain

attention for a longer text that requires several
days to finish.

■Follow

and understand a memoir with a unique
text structure.

the author’s messages about nature, ice,
community, and skating.

SPELLING PATTERNS 8: Understand That

Have a Try

Understand that there are different genres of fiction texts that fall within the broader
categories of realism or fantasy.

Observe students when they talk about fiction books. Notice if there is evidence of
new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

41

LA.U5.RML1

Goal

Studying the characteristics of fiction genres—realistic, historical, traditional,
fantasy, and science fiction—helps students know what to expect when reading and
increases their comprehension.

Interactive Read-Aloud

Nonfiction/Memoir

Text Set

Ellen Bryan Obed recounts the anticipation and thrill of winter’s arrival, knowing that it would bring months of fun times
skating on her family’s garden ice rink. Twenty magical, poetic vignettes allow the reader to tag along, from the delicate
first ice, through skating parties, a thaw, and finally the last ice.

■Identify

The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

There are different genres of fiction books.

• The Crane Wife by Odds
Bodkin, from Text Set:
Empathy
w

RML 1

Reading Minilesson Principle

Illustrator Barbara McClintock
Genre

Summary

■Infer

Respond to the IRA text by using the
Independent Writing section on your
lesson folder.

• Better Than You by Trudy
Ludwig, from Text Set:
Friendship

IRA

You Will Need
• Twelve Kinds of Ice
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Cardstock (cut in half), sharpened pencils,
and colored pencils (optional)

Nature is beautiful and ever changing. Sharing a passion with the people around you can provide fun and camaraderie for
everyone. Snow and ice on the ground doesn’t have to put an end to spending time outdoors with friends and family.

TEXT: Twelve Kinds of Ice

When students write fiction or nonfiction in writers’ workshop, encourage
them to incorporate the characteristics of the particular genre they use to write
their own pieces.

familiar books from a variety
of fiction genres, such as the
following:

• Kamishibai Man by Allen
Say, from Text Set: Author/
Illustrator Study: Allen Say

Reader’s Notebook

fiction books.
TEXT SET 4

You Will Need

Are students able to describe the characteristics of fiction genres, such as
realistic fiction, historical fiction, science fiction, and fantasy?

Section 2: Literary Analysis

w

Understanding Fiction and
Nonfiction Genres

w

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the genres of
fiction and nonfiction?

Link to Writing

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

RML 1

Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres

Assessment

UNDERSTANDING FICTION AND NONFICTION
GENRES

LANS GRADE 4

express, and support opinions about events in the
text with solid reasoning.

Vocabulary
■Identify

prefixes that alter word meaning (e.g., dis-, un-,
im-, and re-) and, through context clues, determine the
new meanings of words that use them.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS Through a series of beautiful vignettes, this memoir enables readers to share in the joy that winter
brings to a family of ice skaters and the way they use ice skating to connect with their neighbors.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS A series of vignettes describes ice in twelve unique and often unexpected ways. Text is
supported by black-and-white drawings, some full-spread.
SCIENCE CONNECTION Earth Materials and Systems This book describes the gradual stages of ice formation
and thawing from a lay perspective. By thinking about how ice (and water) is affected by temperatures, students can
reinforce their understanding of seasonal change and the effect of weather patterns.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■A

chapter book with a subtle message and episodic narrative style

■Some

full-bleed, two-page illustrations and some spreads with no illustrations

■Frequent

use of incomplete sentences and ellipses at chapter ends

1
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Understand That Some Words Have a a ern th
a Double Consonant That e resents T o Sounds

SPELLING PATTERNS 8
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan

Online Resources
fSP 8

XX
Consider Your Students

fSP 8

This lesson focuses on double consonant letters that represent
two sounds instead of a single sound in the middle of a
multisyllable word. The lesson will be most helpful if students are
already familiar with double consonant letter patterns that
represent a single sound. You may wish to review those singlesound patterns before moving on to this lesson.

fSP 8

Task Sheet
Two-Way Sorts
Word Cards

Other Materials

XX
Working with English Language Learners
It may be challenging for students to recognize that double
consonant letters can represent a single sound or two distinct
sounds in the middle of a multisyllable word. Carefully model the
pronunciation of the words you present as examples. Breaking
the words into syllables and saying each syllable individually may
help students hear the two different sounds the double
consonant letters represent. Encourage students to repeat the
words after you. Provide students opportunities to use hands-on
manipulatives, such as magnetic letters, to build words with
double consonant letters that stand for two sounds.

fchart paper

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach a variety of
patterns with double consonant
letters that represent two sounds.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Double consonant letters appear in the middle of a number of
common multisyllable words. Often the two consonants together
stand for a single sound, as in the word buggy. Sometimes,
however, the two consonant letters in the middle of a
multisyllable word stand for two sounds rather than one, as in the
word suggest. Learning to recognize these consonant patterns will
ma e students reading more e cient and their spelling more
accurate.

Some multisyllable words have
a double consonant in the
pattern.
Sometimes a double consonant
stands for two consonant
sounds in the middle of a
multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 20

Spelling Patterns: Understand That Some Words Have a Pattern
with a Double Consonant That Represents Two Sounds

SMALL GROUP
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TEXT SET 2
EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS
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Title
Fly Away
Grade
4
Author/
Illustrator Patricia MacLachlan
Genre
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

This book is all about families and the title comes from the song “The Birdies Fly Away.” To
find out why the song is important to Lucy, who cannot carry a tune—and to the rest of her
family—read Fly Away by Patricia MacLachlan.

Lucy, the only one in her musical family who cannot carry a tune, narrates this story about
their trip to Aunt Frankie’s farm. Teddy, the youngest child, sings to Lucy in secret, though
without the words. Lucy’s other secret is her poem writing. The family arrives in time to
help Aunt Frankie prepare for the flooding of the nearby river. An overnight storm leaves
the house untouched, but then Teddy wanders off. To find him, Lucy makes herself sing
“The Birdies Fly Away,” and Teddy responds in kind. The book ends with Lucy’s father
praising her poem.

Messages and Themes
■
Most people have things they can and can’t do well. Accept your weaknesses, and cultivate your

strengths.
■
Using your own voice—to sing aloud, speak your truth, or show creative work— takes courage

but is worthwhile.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Use respectful turn-taking conventions
■
Invite each other to provide evidence

Building Deep Understanding
■
Infer the value of keeping secrets, sharing

them selectively, and sometimes fully
sharing them

■
Understand that some characters have a

special connection but that all support and
love one another

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how Lucy learns to accept her

singing voice without shame and to see
her strengths

INDEPENDENT
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Student choice and confer with individual
students.

While the Discussion Card for this title is included in

Book Clubs

Book Talk

Summary

Facilitate one book club.

143

Try this Book Club using your
own copies of Fly Away.

the Preview Pack, copies of the book are not. Give this
Book Club a try by gathering the copies you need from
your classroom or school libraries.
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DAY

35

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 5

Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres

LA.U5.RML2

RML1
RML2

Genre Study: Biography (Individuals
Making a Difference)

Fly High! The Story of Bessie
Coleman by Louise Borden and
Mary Kay Kroeger
Genre Study: Memoir

The Upside Down Boy
by Juan Felipe Herrera

TRY-IT SAMPLE LESSONS

Vanishing Cultures

Cinderella Stories

Series: Vanishing Cultures

Himalaya by Jan Reynolds
Cinderella Stories

Book

Twelve Kinds of Ice

Grade

4

Author

Ellen Bryan Obed

chart from RML1 (optional)
chart paper and markers
sticky notes
basket of traditional literature
texts, including fables, one for
each student

Assess Learning

w

Are students able to identify different genres of traditional literature?

w

Do they use academic language, such as traditional literature, fairy tales, fables,
and folktales?

Minilesson

w

If you taught RML1 and made the chart, display it. Review or summarize
characteristics of traditional literature.

w

Hold up The Persian Cinderella.
This book is a special kind of traditional literature called a fairy tale. How do
you know this book is a fairy tale?

fairy tales

w

fables

w

folktales

w

Write Fairy Tale on the chart. Prompt students to identify elements that make a
fairy tale a fairy tale. Record responses.

w

Hold up The Crane Wife.
This book is another kind of traditional literature called a folktale. What do
you notice about the characters in this book?

Continuum
Connection

Friendship

How are characters in a folktale different from characters in a fairy tale?

Friendship
w

Better Than You by Trudy Ludwig
Author/Illustrator Study: Allen Say

Allen Say
w

Kamishibai Man
Independent Reading Collection

My Son, the Time Traveler
by Dan Greenburg

Independent Reading

177

Understand that there are different
types of texts and that they have
different characteristics (p. 58)
Notice and understand the
characteristics of some specific
fiction genres: e.g., realistic fiction,
historical fiction, folktale, fairy
tale, fractured fairy tale, fable,
myth, legend, epic, ballad, fantasy,
including science fiction, hybrid
text (p. 58)
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What do you notice about the plot?
w

w

Write Fable on the chart. Coach students to analyze defining elements of a
fable, including the types of characters and the moral (lesson) at the end.
Record responses.

After you have taught the minilessons in this umbrella, observe students as they
talk and write about their reading across instructional contexts: interactive readaloud, independent reading, guided reading, shared reading, and book club. Use
The Literacy Continuum (Fountas and Pinnell 2017) to guide the observation of
students’ reading and writing behaviors.

Use sticky notes to add book titles to the chart.

w

What evidence do you have of new understandings related to the genres of
fiction and nonfiction?

w

In what other ways, beyond the scope of this umbrella, are students talking
about fiction and nonfiction genres?

•

What does this chart show about traditional
literature?
w

Review the chart and write the principle at the top.
Today during independent reading, everyone will
choose a book from this basket of traditional
literature books. Think about whether the book
you are reading is a fable, a folktale, or a fairy tale.
Bring the book when we come back together so
you can share your thinking.

Share
Following independent reading time, gather students together in the meeting area to talk
about their reading with the group.

Are students able to describe the characteristics of fiction genres, such as
realistic fiction, historical fiction, science fiction, and fantasy?

•

Can students describe the characteristics of traditional literature, such as
fairy tales, fables, and folktales?

•

Are students able to describe the characteristics of nonfiction genres, such
as biography, autobiography, memoir, expository, and narrative nonfiction?

•

Can they correctly identify the fiction and nonfiction parts of hybrid books?

•

Do they use academic language, such as fiction, nonfiction, folktales,
and memoir?

•

Can students determine the author’s message or the author’s purpose for
writing a fiction or nonfiction book?

•

Do students notice the different text features of nonfiction?

Use your observations to determine the next umbrella you will teach. You may also
consult Minilessons Across the Year (pp. 59–61) for guidance.

What kind of traditional literature did you read today? What genre characteristics
did you notice?

Extend the Lesson (Optional)

Link to Writing

After assessing students’ understanding, you might decide to extend the learning.

After teaching the minilessons in this umbrella, help students link the learning to
their own writing:

w

Write Folktale on the chart. Record responses.
Fables are a third kind of traditional literature. You might be familiar with
some fables, like “The Boy Who Cried Wolf” or “The Lion and the Mouse.”

Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres

Assessment

Think about a traditional literature book you read
recently. Does it fit on the chart? Where? Why?
w

Summarize and Apply
Summarize the learning and remind students to think
about kinds of traditional literature.

To help students thinks about the minilesson principle, engage them in noticing the
characteristics of traditional literature. Here is an example.

traditional literature

Empathy

The Crane Wife by Odds Bodkin

Invite the students to talk about traditional literature they
have read.

Studying the characteristics of traditional literature helps students know what to
expect when reading and increases comprehension.

Academic Language /
Important Vocabulary

w

Empathy

The Persian Cinderella
by Shirley Climo

Have a Try

Understand that there are different types of traditional literature.

Observe students when they choose to read traditional literature. Notice if there is
evidence of new learning based on the goal of this minilesson.

Umbrella 5

LA.U5.RML2

Goal

As students become more confident in understanding the characteristics of traditional
literature, you might decide to introduce additional types of traditional literature,
such as myths, ballads, legends, and epics.

w

Teach students how to record the genre code on their reading list in a reader’s
notebook (see WAR.U1.RML2 for more about genre coding).

w

Add specific genre codes to the Books We Have Shared chart (see p. 66).

w

When students write fiction or nonfiction in writers’ workshop, encourage
them to incorporate the characteristics of the particular genre they use to write
their own pieces.

Reader’s Notebook
When this umbrella is complete, provide a copy of the minilesson principles (see
resources.fountasandpinnell.com) for students to glue in the reader’s notebook (in
the Minilessons section if using Reader’s Notebook: Intermediate [Fountas and
Pinnell 2011]), so they can refer to the information as needed.

Umbrella 5: Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres
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The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4

Illustrator Barbara McClintock
Nonfiction/Memoir
Genre Study: Memoir
• The Scraps Book
• Play Ball!
• The Upside Down Boy/El niño
de cabeza
• Twelve Kinds of Ice

Interactive Read-Aloud

Genre
Text Set

Summary
Ellen Bryan Obed recounts the anticipation and thrill of winter’s arrival, knowing that it would bring months of fun times
skating on her family’s garden ice rink. Twenty magical, poetic vignettes allow the reader to tag along, from the delicate
first ice, through skating parties, a thaw, and finally the last ice.

Messages

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your students control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy
Continuum for Grade 4 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

Inquiry

Communication

■Use

background knowledge to understand the author’s
categorizations of ice.

■Identify

w
w
w

There are several types of traditional literature.

a fable students have not read but
may be familiar with (e.g., “The Boy
Who Cried Wolf,” “The Lion and the
Mouse”)

IRA

You Will Need

w

w

As you read aloud and enjoy these texts together, help students notice defining
characteristics of the different types of fiction and nonfiction.

Nature is beautiful and ever changing. Sharing a passion with the people around you can provide fun and camaraderie for
everyone. Snow and ice on the ground doesn’t have to put an end to spending time outdoors with friends and family.

WHOLE CLASS

Memoir

Umbrella 5: Understanding Fiction and Nonfiction Genres

• Twelve Kinds of Ice
• Paper and pencils (optional)
• Cardstock (cut in half), sharpened pencils,
and colored pencils (optional)

• The Crane Wife by Odds Bodkin,
from Text Set: Empathy

RML 2

Reading Minilesson Principle

Rationale

familiar traditional literature books,
such as the following:
• The Persian Cinderella by
Shirley Climo, from Text Set:
Cinderella Stories

w

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Gecko by Raymond Huber
Dingo by Claire Saxby

Revisit Twelve Kinds of Ice.

w

Biography

Section 2: Literary Analysis

Illustration Study: Craft

Magnificent Birds by Narisa Togo

GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

You Will Need

There are several types of traditional literature.
There are different genres of nonfiction books.
Hybrid books have fiction and nonfiction parts.

Interactive Read-Aloud Collection

LA.U5.RML2: There are several types of
traditional literature.

Understanding Fiction and
Nonfiction Genres

Craft

There are different genres of fiction books.

RML3
RML4

Before Teaching Umbrella 5 Minilessons
Before teaching Umbrella 5, read and discuss fiction and nonfiction books from a
range of genres. Make a Books We Have Shared chart (see p. 66) and add to it as
you read books together.
The minilessons in this umbrella support students in understanding that there are
different kinds, or genres, of books and that each one has specific characteristics.
You may decide to teach this umbrella early in the year to provide students with a
framework for thinking about fiction and nonfiction texts or later in the year when
students have a deeper understanding of genre. Use the following suggested books
from the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection and
the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collection, or choose
fiction and nonfiction books from your classroom library. For RML2, gather several
familiar fables (e.g., “The Boy Who Cried Wolf,” “The Lion and the Mouse”).

Giant Squid by Candace Fleming

TEXT SET 4

RML 2

Umbrella 5

Interactive Read-Aloud

Minilessons in This Umbrella

UNDERSTANDING FICTION AND NONFICTION
GENRES

■Identify

and discuss interesting descriptions used within
the text, and evaluate their effectiveness.

the author’s reason for writing Twelve Kinds

■Recognize

and articulate how illustrations enhance the
reader’s experience of the memoir.

of Ice.

■Form,

express, and support opinions about events in the
text with solid reasoning.

Comprehension
■Sustain

attention for a longer text that requires several
days to finish.

Vocabulary

■Follow

and understand a memoir with a unique
text structure.

■Identify

prefixes that alter word meaning (e.g., dis-, un-,
im-, and re-) and, through context clues, determine the
new meanings of words that use them.

■Infer

the author’s messages about nature, ice,
community, and skating.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS Through a series of beautiful vignettes, this memoir enables readers to share in the joy that winter
brings to a family of ice skaters and the way they use ice skating to connect with their neighbors.
HOW THE BOOK WORKS A series of vignettes describes ice in twelve unique and often unexpected ways. Text is
supported by black-and-white drawings, some full-spread.
SCIENCE CONNECTION Earth Materials and Systems This book describes the gradual stages of ice formation
and thawing from a lay perspective. By thinking about how ice (and water) is affected by temperatures, students can
reinforce their understanding of seasonal change and the effect of weather patterns.
IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS
■A

chapter book with a subtle message and episodic narrative style

■Some

full-bleed, two-page illustrations and some spreads with no illustrations

■Frequent

use of incomplete sentences and ellipses at chapter ends

1
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SPELLING PATTERNS 9: Recognize and Use
Frequently Appearing Syllable Patterns in
Multisyllable Words

e o n e and Use re uentl
ear n
S llable a erns n ul s llable Words

SPELLING PATTERNS 9
EARLY MIDDLE LATE

YOU WILL NEED

Plan

Online Resources
fSP 9

XX
Consider Your Students

fSP 9

This lesson focuses on syllable patterns that appear often at the
beginnings or ends of words. The lesson is especially helpful if
students can easily separate words into syllables. Students will
likely be trying to solve a variety of multisyllable words as they
write. This lesson will help readers and writers develop more
flexibility in analyzing, breaking apart, and spelling longer
multisyllable words.

XX
Working with English Language Learners
The more English language learners become familiar with the
patterns of written language, the easier it will be for them to learn
new words. After they gain experience looking for patterns, they
will actively try to connect words. It will help students if you point
out common syllable patterns in guided reading and shared
writing. Be sure that students have many opportunities to notice
common syllable patterns in words that are familiar to them
already.

fSP 9

Task Sheet
Word Cards
List Sheets

Other Materials
fchart paper

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple
structure that you can use to
present similar content or
concepts. Use this lesson
structure to teach a variety of
syllable patterns in multisyllable
words.

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Many common syllable patterns appear frequently at the
beginnings or ends of multisyllable words. Recognizing these
recurring patterns will help students become more flexible in
reading and spelling words with more than one syllable. This
lesson focuses on the common syllables en as in enter and ble as
in trouble. You may wish to use a similar format to teach common
pre xes that are also the rst s llables o words such as in- or im-.

Some syllable patterns appear
often in multisyllable words.
Look for the familiar pattern to
read a multisyllable word.
Think about the familiar pattern
to spell a multisyllable word.
Comprehensive
Phonics, Spelling,
and Word Study
Guide
Refer to:
page 37, row 21

Spelling Patterns: Recognize and Use Frequently Appearing Syllable Patterns in Multisyllable Words

SMALL GROUP

007246_Fountas_PhonicsGrade4_Book.indb 147

TEXT SET 2
EMPATHY AND HELPING OTHERS

7/8/2019 4:04:54 PM

Title
Grade
Author

Hoop Hustle
4
Jake Maddox

Genre
Fiction/Realistic
Text Set 2 Empathy and Helping Others

Book Talk
Desperate to make the varsity basketball team, Brian stays out too late practicing. To
teach Brian a lesson, his father makes him volunteer at the senior center. How will Brian
get enough practice now? Read Hoop Hustle to find out.

Though desperate to make the basketball varsity team, Brian rejects help from his father,
a basketball legend. When Brian stays out past his curfew, his father makes him volunteer
at the senior center, where he is paired up with George, a former player who teaches
him helpful skills. When George has surgery, Brian practices with his father and, to his
surprise, enjoys the experience. At the final scrimmage, Brian doesn’t play as well as his
competition, Mike, but regains his confidence when George shows up. In the end, both
boys make the team.

Messages and Themes
■
Knowing you’ve done your best is more important than winning.
■
Even when you think your goal is hopeless, keep trying: it may still be within your reach.
■
Not only can you learn from others, but relationships can provide important support and

inspiration.

Continuum
Connection

Goals

Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum for Grade 4 and
choose appropriate goals. Consider these:

Listening and Speaking
■
Use respectful turn-taking conventions
■
Talk about what went well and what you

want to work on to get better

Building Deep Understanding
■
Infer that Brian’s growing skills and inner

■
Understand that other people can help us

develop skills and grow as people

Extend the Discussion
■
Write about how Brian changes throughout

the book, including details about his
relationship with his father

confidence help him stop comparing
himself to his father

INDEPENDENT
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Student choice and confer with individual
students.

While the Discussion Card for this title is included in

Book Clubs

Summary

Facilitate one book club.

147

Try this Book Club using your
own copies of Hoop Hustle.

the Preview Pack, copies of the book are not. Give this
Book Club a try by gathering the copies you need from
your classroom or school libraries.

DAY

DAY

36

DAY

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 5

37

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 5

UNDERSTANDING FICTION AND
NONFICTION GENRES

UNDERSTANDING FICTION AND
NONFICTION GENRES

LA.U5.RML3: There are different
genres of nonfiction books.

LA. U5.RML4: Hybrid books have
fiction and nonfiction parts.
TEXT SET 4
GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

Revisit books from Text Set 4.

Revisit previously taught lesson.

Meet with groups D, B, and A.

Meet with groups A, C, and B.
SMALL GROUP

Revisit previously taught lesson.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

INDEPENDENT

INDEPENDENT

WHOLE CLASS

Revisit books from Text Set 4.

SMALL GROUP

WHOLE CLASS

TEXT SET 4
GENRE STUDY: MEMOIR

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

LANS GRADE 4

43

44

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

DAY

38

DAY

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 3

DAY

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 3

40

LITERARY ANALYSIS UMBRELLA 3

STUDYING AUTHORS AND THEIR
PROCESSES

STUDYING AUTHORS AND THEIR
PROCESSES

STUDYING AUTHORS AND THEIR
PROCESSES

LA.U3.RML1: Study authors to

LA.U3.RML2: Authors get ideas
for their books from their own
lives.

LA.U3.RML3: Authors engage in
research for their writing.

learn about their craft.

TEXT SET 5
AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR STUDY:
ALLEN SAY

CROSSCURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Art

TEXT SET 5
AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR STUDY:
ALLEN SAY

CROSSCURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Art

TEXT SET 5
AUTHOR ILLUSTRATOR STUDY:
ALLEN SAY

TEXT: The Bicycle Man

TEXT: The Lost Lake

TEXT: Tea With Milk

Respond to the IRA text by
using the Independent Writing
section on your lesson folder.

Respond to the IRA text
by using the Shared and
Independent Writing sections on
your lesson folder.

Respond to the IRA text by using
the Shared and Independent
Writing sections on your lesson
folder.

WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 4:

WORD SOLVING ACTIONS 5:
Recognize and Use Word Parts
to Solve an Unknown Word and
to Understand its Meaning

WORD-SOLVING ACTIONS 6:

Recognize and Use Word Parts
to Solve an Unknown Word and
Understand its Meaning
Meet with groups B, A, and D.

Meet with groups A, B, and C.

Meet with groups A, B, and C.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

Student choice and confer with
individual students.

Recognize and Use Word Parts
to Solve an Unknown Word and
to Understand its Meaning

INDEPEND.

SMALL GROUP

WHOLE CLASS

39

CROSSCURRICULAR
CONNECTION: Art

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

45

ASSESS TO INFORM INSTRUCTION
OBSERVATION TOOLS

WHAT TO OBSERVE

WHAT TO LOOK FOR—DOES THE STUDENT:

• OBSERVATIONAL NOTES

• Students’ Talk

• Respond to the text’s meaning?

• READER’S NOTEBOOK

• Writing About Reading

• Share their thinking after reading that indicates understanding?

• WRITING SAMPLES

• Use some of the language from the book?

• INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD RECORD
KEEPING FORM

• Respond to the reading through writing that demonstrates understanding?
• Actively participate in conversation about the book with the group and other students?

• OBSERVATIONAL NOTES

• Students’ Talk

• Join in on the reading using appropriate stress, intonation, and phrasing?

• READER’S NOTEBOOK

• Writing About Reading

• Notice and use nonfiction text features?

• WRITING SAMPLES

• Revisit the text when working independently?
• Talk about the text in a meaningful way?
• Show evidence of written language in independent writing?

• READING RECORD (PRINT OR DIGITAL)

• Oral Reading

• Read with accuracy and fluency?

• OBSERVATIONAL NOTES

• Students’ Talk

• Display significant behaviors such as pauses, repetitions and self-corrections?

• READER’S NOTEBOOK

• Writing About Reading

• GUIDED READING RECORD KEEPING
FORM
• INDEPENDENT READING RECORD
KEEPING FORM
• READER’S NOTEBOOK
• OBSERVATIONAL NOTES

• Show evidence of an understanding of the text—beyond simply retelling?
• Understand and talk about the “big ideas” of the text?
• Articulate understandings and critical thinking through writing/drawing?

• Oral Reading

• Summarize the story, covering essential parts?

• Students’ Talk

• Demonstrate sustained attention by reading the entire book?

• Writing About Reading

• Use language appropriate to the book?
• Demonstrate ability to talk about and write about the book?
• Notice some words in a text that have particular patterns, structures, or parts?

• OBSERVATIONAL NOTES

• Students’ Talk

• Make comments that indicate an understanding of the book?

• READER’S NOTEBOOK

• Writing About Reading

• Listen to other students’ comments, and follow along in their book?
• Share their own thinking and build upon the thinking of others?
• Participate in a sustained discussion for a period of time?
• Respond to the meaning of the text?

• OBSERVATIONAL NOTES

• Oral Reading

• Apply principles in reading and writing successfully?

• APPLICATION ACTIVITIES

• Systematic Assessment Tasks

• Continue to acquire a repertoire of known words?

• ASSESSMENT GUIDE IN ONLINE
RESOURCES

• Use understandings of phonics and core of words to monitor reading?
• Connect words by prefix, suffix, base, and root?
• Take words apart by syllables to solve them?
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Keep it going!
Maintain momentum with these digital

ADDITIONAL ONLINE

resources and planning tools for

eight-week Instructional Plan and to get started
with FPC.

8 WEEK

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™.

■■Watch a video overview to see how to use this

INSTRUCTIONAL
PLAN

sustained success in implementing

VIDEO QUICK-START

AN INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN
FOR THE FIRST 8 WEEKS

TRANSFORMING LITERACY EDUCATION — EVERY DAY

TOOLS AND RESOURCES

ALL AVAILABLE AT FP.PUB/FPCpreview

PLANNING TOOLS

■■Download a reproducible Daily Planning Template to map
out literacy learning in your classroom for the days/weeks/
months ahead.

GUIDED READING RECORDING FORMS

■■A recording form for each FPC Guided Reading book can
be downloaded from the FPC Online Resources. Monitor
progress with recording forms for each title identified in this
Instructional Plan.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, Guided Reading • Grandfather’s Gamelan • Level T • Fiction

DAY

Accuracy
Rate

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, Guided Reading • Grandfather’s Gamelan • Level T • Fiction

Errors

14 or
more

12–13

9–11

7–8

%

below
95%

95%

96%

One: Oral
97%Part98%
99% Reading
100% continued

4–6

Page
Self-Corrections

4

2–3

0–1

of Information
Used
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, GuidedSources
Reading
• Grandfather’s
Gamelan • Level T • Fiction

E

Text

SC

E SC
Student _________________________________________________

Grade ________

Teacher _________________________________________________

School ___________________________________________

M S V M S V

Date ___________________________

A taxi, two planes, a train, and a van later, the family

Recording Form

had finally made it. When they arrived at the grandparents’

Part One: Oral Reading

WHOLE CLASS

Fluency Score

1

2

3

1

SMALL GROUP
INDEPENDENT

Reading Rate
(optional)

Page

Reads primarily in three- or four-word phrase groups; some smooth, expressive
interpretation and pausing guided by author’s meaning and punctuation; mostly
and warm embrace was followed
appropriate stress and rate with some slowdowns.

3

Reads primarily in larger, meaningful phrases or word groups; mostly smooth,
“I can’t
believe
I’m
missing
expressive interpretation
and pausing
guided by
author’s
meaning and baseball
punctuation;
appropriate stress and rate with only a few slowdowns.

Their quick
Start Time ____ min. ____ sec.

Mandy
2
for this,” Mark

Level T, RW: 245

_______
_______
_______
_______

Sources of Information Used

E SC

E

SC

M S V M S V

was visibly excited. “I can’t believe we’re going to Bali!
grumbled. “We can’t even have a conversation! We don’t
And we finally get to meet our grandparents!” Mom had
speak Balinese or Indonesian, and they don’t speak

____ min. ____ sec.

delivered the news over dinner, and it was all the twins
English. I feel weird just standing around smiling and

Start Time

____ min. ____ sec.

Total Time

____ min. ____ sec.

could talk about.
nodding. I already wondered whether coming for the
Their mother was born in Bali but moved to the
summer was a bad idea; now I’m sure it is.”

(14,700) ÷ Total Seconds = Words Per Minute (WPM)
_________ WPM

Summary of Scores:
Accuracy
Self-correction
Fluency
Comprehension

and Mark sat together in the living room. Mandy

End Time

Total Seconds ____________

End Time

min.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, Guided Reading

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, Guided Reading

sec.

United States to go to college. She never went back.
Subtotal
“It will be amazing!...But oh!” Mark’s grin melted
Total
into a frown. “If I don’t pitch for my baseball team
this summer, I’ll let ever yone down”
“Yeah, but this is Bali!” Mandy said. “I don’t want to
give up babysitting either, but when will we have this
chance again?” She stood up.
3

“Yeah, ‘cause baseball and babysitting are the same
thing,” Mark said under his breath.
2

Subtotal
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom, Guided Reading

Transform literacy education for your students.
Make Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ your classroom.

Grandfather’s Gamelan

by awkward silence.
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SMALL GROUP

word-by-word reading; almost no smooth, expressive interpretation or pausing guided
by author’s meaning and punctuation; almost no stress or inappropriate stress, with slow
from
rate most of the
time. photographs, were their grandparents.
2
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WHOLE CLASS

DAY

house, a dozen people came out to welcome
them.
It 2 through 4, paragraph 2.
Excerpt is taken
from pages
Place the book in front of the student. Read the introduction provided and invite the student to read
Reads primarily word-by-word with occasional but infrequent or inappropriate phrasing;
was a blur of faces and greetings in athe language
excerpt to you.the
no smooth or expressive interpretation, irregular pausing, and no attention to author’s
Introduction: Read this part of the story about how Mark and Mandy survive an entire summer in Bali,
meaning or punctuation; no stress or inappropriate stress, and slow rate.
where
their mother’s
family lives.
Reads primarilytwins
in two-word
phrases with
some three- and four-word
didn’t
understand.
The groups
onlyand some
people
they
recognized,

Fluency Scoring Key
0
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0
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FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING

Fountas and Pinnell believe that teacher expertise is at the heart of student achievement.
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ is deeply rooted in continuous professional learning. The
following professional learning opportunities are available to further develop the teaching
craft and foster a climate of collegiality and community.

FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES
INCLUDED WITH YOUR FPC PURCHASE
EMBEDDED
RESOURCES INCLUDED AS PART
OF YOUR FPC PURCHASE

Online resources including a Getting Started
video library and an Implementation Support
Online Course.

OPTIONAL FEE-BASED*

ON-SITE
FOUNTAS & PINNELL-ENDORSED
CONSULTANTS COME TO YOU

OFF-SITE
YOU COME TO THE EXPERTS

ONLINE
INTERACT DIGITALLY WITH
FOUNTAS & PINNELL-ENDORSED
CONSULTANTS

School-based seminars designed to meet your
learning needs.
Multi-day institute designed and delivered by
Fountas and Pinnell for extensive learning.
Recorded webinar series that include chat,
video demonstrations, and resources to
support learning.

*Required resource: All participants in Fee-Based Professional Development
are required to have The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded
Edition. Available in print or digital format.

FPC

OVERVIEW ALL
CONTEXTS

FPC

YEARLONG
PARTNERSHIP

FPC

ONLINE
IMPLEMENTATION
COURSE

JOIN THE

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY™

COMMUNITY

Designed for teachers, literacy leaders, and district administrators
We invite you to connect with thousands of educators
from around the world on one of the fastest-growing
literacy communities. Free membership gives you
exclusive access to tools, resources, conversations,
videos, tips, inspiration, and more.

FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM
■■Exclusive Webinars hosted
by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

FREE
MEMBERSHIP

■■Daily Lit Bits, Teacher Tips, and Blogs
■■Consultant-led Discussion Board
■■Instructional Tools and Resource Library
■■Study Guides

CONTINUE THE CONVERSATION ONLINE
@FountasPinnell
#FPLiteracy

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™
@FountasandPinnell

@FountasPinnell
#fountasandpinnell

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ Learning Group
www.facebook.com/groups/FountasPinnell/

Your daily retreat to reflect,
recharge, research, and redefine
your literacy instruction
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Phone 800.225.5800 • Fax 877.231.6980 • fountasandpinnell.com
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